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CHAPTER 63-175

LAWS OF FLORIDA

Section 1. That Subsection
amended to read as follows:

(2) of Section 334.24, F.S., is

(2) The Department is hereby authorized to enter into con
tracts from time to time with the universities of higher learning
within the state for the training of engineers, making of engineer
ing research studies and the furnishing 0£ data concerning same in
the fields of soil stabilization, properties of concrete and concrete
aggregate, bituminous wearing surfaces and pavements, and other
highway research fields which are needful and beneficial in the
planning, construction and improvement of public highways. The
Department is authorized to pay for such services out of the State
Road Trust Fund.
Section 2.
ing a law.

LAWS OF FLORIDA

This act shall take effect immediately upon becom

Approved by the Governor May 25, 1963.
Filed in Office Secretary of State May 25, 1963.
C«AETER 63-175
HOUSE BILL NO. 423

CHAPTER 63-175

CHAPTER 317
REGULATION OF TRAFFIC ON HIGHWAYS
317.01 Definitions.-The following words and phrases, when
used in this chapter shall, for the purpose of this chapter, have the
meanings respectively ascribed to them in this section, except
where the context otherwise requires:
(1) AUTHORIZED EMERGENCY VEHICLE.-Vehicles of
the fire department (fire patrol), police vehicles, and such am
bulances and emergency vehicles of municipal departments or pub
lic service corporations and ambulances operated by private corpo
rations as are designated or authorized by the department of public
safety or the chief of police of an incorporated city or any duly
elected sheriff of the various counties.
(2) BICYCLE.-Every device propelled by human power upon
which any person may ride, having two tandem wheels either of
which is over twenty (20) inches in diameter, and including any
device generally recognized as a bicycle though equipped with
two front or two rear wheels.
(3) BUS.-Every motor vehicle designed for carrying more
than ten (10) passengers and used for the transportation of per
sons; and every motor vehicle, other than a taxicab, designed and
used for the transportation of persons for compensation.

AN ACT relating to regulation of traffic on highways; amending
and revising chapter 317; amending sections 317.01, 317.02-317.04,
317.05, 317.06, 317.07 providing a change in penalty for violation
thereof; 317.08, 317.09, 317.12-317.15, 317.18-317.31, 317.32,
317.33-317.42, 317.43, 317.44, 317.45, 317.451, 317.46-317.53, 317.54317.67, 317.69-317.72, 317.75-317.83, 317.84-317.87, 317.88-317.92,
317.93, 317.96-317.99, 317.0100, and 317.0101; adding new sections
317.011, 317.041, 317.042, 317.051, 317.061-317.065, 317.10, 317.11,
317.161, 317.17, 317.311, 317.321, 317.322, 317.421, 317.431, 317.441,
317.442, 317.443, 317.444, 317.452, 317.453, 317.531, 317.73, 317.74,
317.831-317.834, 317.871, 317.921, 317.94, 317.95, 317.951, 317.952,
317.991, and 317.0102-317.0108; repealing sections 317.16, 317.851,
320.11, 320.42, 320.43, 320.45, 320.46, 320.47, 320.48, 320.54, 320.55,
and 320.56, all Florida Statutes; providing an effective date.

(4) BUSINESS DISTRICT.-The territory contiguous to, and
including, a highway when fifty per cent (50%) or more of the
frontage thereon, for a distance of three hundred (300) feet or
more, is occupied by buildings in use for business.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

(b) Any portion of a roadway at an intersection or elsewhere
distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by lines or other mark
ings on the surface.

�i-.J

Chapter 317, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
344

(5) CANCELLATION.-Cancellation means that a license
which was issued through error or fraud is declared void and
terminated. A new license may be obtained only as permitted in
this chapter.
(6)

CROSSWALK.-

(a) That part 0£ a roadway at an intersection included within
the connections of the lateral lines of the sidewalks on opposite
sides of the highway measured from the curbs or, in the absence
of curbs, from the edges of the traversable roadway;

345

CHAPTER 63-175,

LAWS OF FLORIDA

ing conduct in violation of the above, issue a warning to each
pedestrian violating any of the provisions of this section. Any pe
destrian who willfully fails or refuses to comply with any lawful
order or direction so given shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
punished as provided for in section 317.70, Florida Statutes.
(15) The provisions of subsections (1)-(13) of this section
shall not be construed as creating, and shall not be admissible in
aid of, any right, action or defense in any civil action.
-81� Disabled persons, exemption from payment of park
ing fees; issuance of identification stickers.(!) No county, city, town or any agency thereof shall exact
any fee for parking on the public streets or highways or in any
metered parking space from any person who has suffered the am
putation of one or both legs or who has suffered the loss of the
use of one or both legs as a consequence of paralysis or other
permanent disability and who is licensed to operate a motor ve
hicle in Florida.
(2) No penalty shall be imposed upon any such disabled person
for parking on such streets or highways or in such metered space
for a longer period of time than other persons are permitted to
park on such streets or highways or in such metered space; pro
vided, persons not so disabled using the vehicle of a disabled
person with a sticker for their own use shall not have the privi
leges of this section.
(3) Upon the application of any such disabled person, the tax
collector of the county in which such disabled person applies for
his automobile license plate shall issue to such person a certificate
showing that such disabled person is entitled to the immunities
provided in this section and a sticker reflecting the disability,
which sticker shall be displayed upon the lower right hand portion
of the windshield of the motor vehicle of such disabled person.
(4) The state motor vehicle commissioner is authorized and
empowered to make any necessary rules and regulations to carry
out the purposes of this section and to provide the necessary pro
cedure for assuring that all applicants meet the qualifications
prescribed in this section.

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 63-175

tive identifying sticker and said commissioner shall supply such
applications, certificates and stickers to the tax collectors of the
several counties.
(6) The state motor vehicle commissioner shall prescribe the
fee to be paid by the applicant for said certificate and sticker but
the said fee shall not exceed fifty cents (50¢), and the said com
missioner shall in his discretion determine at what intervals the
said certificate and sticker shall be renewed.
(7) The fee as set by the state motor vehicle commissioner
shall be collected by the tax collectors of the several counties from
the applicant at the time the certificate and sticker are issued and
all such fees so collected shall be paid over to the state motor "<'�
hide commissioner and used to defray the expenses of carrying ou'f
the 'purposes of this section.
317.0102

Coasting prohibited.-

(1) The driver of any motor vehicle when traveling upon a
down grade shall not coast with the gears of such vehicle in neu
tral.
(2) The driver of a commercial motor vehicle when traveling
upon a down grade shall not coast with the clutch disengaged.
317.0103 Following, parking near fire apparatus prohibited.
The driver of any vehicle other than one on official business shall
not follow any fire apparatus traveling in response to a fire alarm
closer than five hundred (500) feet or drive into or park such
vehicle within the block where fire apparatus has stopped in an
swer to a fire alarm.
317.0104 Crossing fire hose.-No vehicle shall be driven over
any unprotected hose of a fire department when laid down on any
street or highway, or private driveway, to be used at any fire or
alarm of fire, without the consent of the fire department official
in command.
317.0105

Bicycle regulations.-

(5) The state motor vehicle commissioner shall prescribe the
form of the application, the certificate and the design of a distinc-

(1) Every person riding a bicycle upon a roadway shall be
granted all of the rights and shall be subject to all of the duties ap
plicable to the driver of a vehicle by this act, except as to special
regulations in this article and except as to those provisions of this
act which by their nature can have no application.

418

419

SB 1.39

Florida Senate - 1979
By Senator Spicola
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to motor vehicle license
plates; amending s. 316.1964(1), (2), Florida
4

Statutes; p roviding exemptions fro� parking

5

fees for certain motor vehicles used by or used

6

to transport certain disabled persons;
amending s. 320.0843(1), (2), Florida Statutes;

8

deleting the requirement that an owner of a
motor vehicle who is confined to a wheelchair

10

be licensed to operate a motor vehicle in this

11

state before he may obtain a motor vehicle

12

license plate bearing the international

13

wheelchair symbol; allowing a lessee of a motor

14

vehicle who is confined to a wheelchair ·to

15

obtain such a license plate; providing that the

16

owner or lessee of a vehicle used to t ransport

17

a permanently disabled member of the owner's or

18

lessee's household may obtain a motor vehicle

19

license plate bearing the international

20

wheelchair symbol; providing an effective date.

21
22 Be Jt Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
23
24

Se�tion 1.

Subsections (1) and (2) of section

25 316.1964, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
26

316.1964

Disabled persons, exemption from payment of

V parking fees; issuance of identification stickers.-28

(ll

No state agency or county, city, or town, or any

29 agency thereof, shall exact any f�e for parkingi on the public
JO

streets or highways or in any metered parking space, any motor

31

vehicle which if'eftl-etl'l'f-pepse!'l-wke:
l
CODING: Words in� � type are deletions from existing law; words underlined are additions.

22-294-9

22-294-9
(a)

the department accompanied by competent and appropriate proof

Is used by a person, or to transport a person, who

2 is currently certified by one licensed physician under chapter

2 of disability, and upon payment of the registration fee for

3 458 or chapter 459, the Social Security Ad ministration, or the

3 motor vehicles for private use as provided in s. 320.08(2),

4 Veterans Administration as a severely physically disabled

4 (3) (a), (b), or (c), or (9), shall be issued a license plate

5

individual with permanent mobility problems which

6 substantially impair his or her ability to ambulate;
(bl

Is owned or leased by a resident of this state and

5 as provided by s. 320.06 which, in lieu of the serial number

6 prescribed by s. 320.06, shall be stamped with the
7 international wheelchair user symbol after the serial nl.lllber
8 of the license plate.

9 license plate p¼aeee imprinted with the designation HP

(2)

Any owner or lessee of a motor vehicle who is a

10 (handicapped person), DV (disabled veteran who displays the

10 resident of this state, which vehicle is used to transport a

11 proper sticker as provided in s. 316.1964(2)), or the

11 member of such owner's or lessee's household who is

12 internationally accepted wheelchair symbol; and

12 permanently disabled as defined in s. 316.1964(1) (a), upon

13

u

15

(c)

Displays the proper sticker as provided in

subsection (2).
(2)

13 application to the department, accompanied by competent and
14 appropriate proof of residence in the household and proof of

Upon the application of any etteh-e¼sas¼ee person

16 who owns or leases a motor vehicle which meets the criteria

15 such disability, and upon payment of the registration fee for
N motor vehicles for private use prescribed in s. 320.08(2),

17 specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (1), the tax

TT

(3) (a), (bl, or (c), or (9), shall be issued a license plate

18 collector of the county in which the eisae¼et!l person �

18 pursuant to s. 320.06 which, in lieu of the serial number

19 normally apply app¼¼ee for his or her automobile license plate

19 prescribed by s. 320.06, shall be stamped with the

20 shall issue to such person a certificate showing that the

20 international wheelchair user symbol after the serial number

21 e¼eae¼ee person is entitled to the immunities provided in this

21 of the license plate.

22 section and a sticker �ei¼eee¼ft1-ehe-t!l¼saei¼iey, which sticker

22

23 shall be displayed upon the lower left-hand portion of the

fil��t

The department shall make such rules and

23 regulations as necessary to ascertain compliance with all

24 rear window of the motor vehicle ef-etteh-e¼eee¼ee-pe�aeft.

24 applicable state license laws relating to use and operation of

25

25 a motor vehicle for private use before issuing tags pursuant

Section 2.

Section 320.0843, Florida Statutes, is

� to this section in lieu of the regular Florida license plate,

� amended to read:
27

320.0843

License plates for wheelchair users.--

27 and all applications for such tags shall be made to the

28

28 department.

29 owner or lessee of a motor vehicle who is a resident of7 -eftt!l

29

30 whe-¼s -¼¼eeftset!l-ee-epepaee-a-meeeP-¥ehie¼e-¼ft 7 this state and

30 vehicle licensing laws of Florida, and nothing herein shall be

31

31 construed as abridging or amending such laws.

is permanently confined to a wheelchair, U?On application to
2
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fil�3t

This section is supplementary to the motor

3
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22-294-9
Section 3.

This act shall take effect October l, 1979.

3
4

6

8

SENATE SUMMARY

Provides an exemption from certain parking fees for motor
vehicles used by or used to transport certain permanently
disabled persons. De letes the requirement that a person
be licensed to drive before he may obtain a wheelchair
symbol license plate. Au thorizes the lessee of a vehicle
to obtain such a plate. Provides for issuance of such a
plate to the owner or lessee of a vehicle which is used
to transport a disabled member of his household •

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

4
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Florida House of,Represertatives - 1979

HB 232

By Representatives Brantley, Evans and Kirkwood
A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to parking for the physically

3

disabled; amending s. 316.1955(6) (bl, Florida

4

Statutes; authorizing persons chauffeuring

5

certain disabled persons to park on the public

6

streets or highways, or in any metered parking
space without penalty; amending s. 316.1956(1)

Q)

O>U

8

QJ
N.J::

10

«>·o..,._ ::,
Q) c.. 9
<O...,

""'"'
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Series
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/11) l 3'2-

12

and (3), Florida Statutes; authorizing certain
persons to park in certain parking spaces
designated for the exclusive use of physically
disabled persons; amending s. 316.1964, Florida
Statutes; replacing identification stickers

o- 13
u "'

"'O'
QJ

with parking cards to be displayed on the

..., _J

14

vehicle used in transporting or used by a

--C,.J::
QJ ...,

15

disabled person; prescribing qualifications for

16

issuance of such cards and certificates;

17

allowing transfer of the parking card from

,o<+-

"'0
::,

"'

E '0 QJ
... .0

o.E
QJ
"'E 18
3''+0

C: C:

QJ 0

19

E •,::,.µ

u <ti 20
OE

"Cl ...

u<+- 21

·- C:

.0
::, QJ
O...J::

·- ...
.J:: 0

.... '+-

motor vehicle to motor vehicle; prohibiting
certain entities from exacting a fee from or
imposing a penalty upon certain persons for
parking in certain spaces; prohibiting the

22

fraudulent obtaining or unlawful use of a

23

parking card, or the use of a replica thereof

24

with intent to deceive; providing a penalty;

25

providing an effective date.

26
27
28
29
30

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Paragraph (bl of subsection (6) of section

316.1955, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

31
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71-21A-l-9
316.1955

Parking spaces for certain disabled

2 persons.--

(6)

2.2

It is a violation of this act for any person other

4 than those authorized in this section or in s. 316.1964, s.
5

320.0842, s. 320.084, or s. 320.0843 to stop, stand, or park a

6 motor vehicle within any such specially designated and marked
parking spaces provided in accordance with this act.
8

Whenever

a law enforcement officer finds a vehicle violating these

9 provisions, that officer shall:

10
11

(b)

Charge the operator or other person in charge of

the unauthorized motor venicle with a noncriminal traffic

12 infraction, punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2).

However,

13 any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person covered by

14 this section or by s. 316.1964, s. 320.0842, s. 320.084, or s.
15 320.0843, ef-a-eisae¼ee-�efseH-eeHi¾Hee-ee-a-whee¼eaa¾f shall
16 be allowed-,-w¾eaette-Heee-i_ef-aH--lceeHe¾i¾ese-ieeH-sl:¾e!tef-,

17 ffleffleHl:afy parking on the public streets or highways, or in any

18
19

20
21
22

metered parking space 7 -£ef-l:Ae-�ttf�ese-ef-¼eae¾H�-ef-ttR¼eae¾R�
No penalty shall be imposed upon the
driver for such memeReafy parking.
Section 2.

316.1956, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

23
316.1956
24 persons.-25
26

27
28
29
30
31

Subsections (1) and (3) of section

(1)

Nonpublic parking spaces for certain disabled

Any business, firm, or other person licensed to do

business with the public prior to October l, 1977, may provide
specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for
the exclusive use of physically disabled persons who have been
issued parking cards se¾ekefS-£ef-�ae-ier-ffleeef-Yea¾e¼es
pursuant to the provisions of s. 316.1964 or who have been
2
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3.27
3.29

issued license plates pursuant to s. 320.0842, s. 320.084, or

5. 3,

2 s. 320.0843.
3

(3)

Any person, except a person who meets the

4 requirements for the issuance of such parking card sl:¾ekef or

5. 3,

5 license plate, who parks in any parking space designated with

5.3;

4.0/l

6 the symbol HP (handicapped person), DV (disabled veteran who

5. 3;

displays the proper parking card se¾ekef as provided in s.

5.3;

4.0/5

8 316.1964(2)), or the internationally accepted wheelchair

3.30
4.0/4

4.0/6
4.0/7

9 symbol is guilty of a traffic infraction, punishable as

lO provided in s. 318.18(2).

However, any person who is

11 chauffeuring a disabled person covered by this section or by

5. 3,
s. 3,

4.0/8

12 s. 316.1964, s. 320.0842, s. 320.084, or s. 320.0843, er-a

5. 3.

4.0/9

13

5.3,

l:los
4.0/12
4.0/14

e¾sae¼ee-�efSeR-eeRiiRee-�e-a-whee!eaa-i,� shall be allowed,

14 w¾l:hette-Heee-ief-aR-¾eeHl:¾£-lceal:¾eR-sl:¾e!tef7 -ffleffleRl:ary parking

5. 31

16

5.3,

15 in any such parking space £ef-l:he-�ttf�ese-ei-¼eae¾R�-ef
17

18

ttA¼eaeiA,-stteft-a-e¾sa�¼ee-�erseH.

No penalty shall be imposed

upon the driver for such moffleR�afy parking.
Section 3.

Section 316.1964, Florida Statutes, is

5. 3,

Disabled persons, exemption from payment of

6.2

4.0/16

19

4.1

�

parking fees; issuance of certificates and parking cards

22

ieeHl:¾i¾eal:ieR-s�¾e!tefs.--

5.3
5.3/1
5.3/2
5.3/3
5.3/5
5.3/6

20

23

amended to read:
316.1964

(1)

No state agency or county, city, or town, or any

24 agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking on the public
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

l:lc

streets or highways or in any metered parking space from any

6.4
6.4,
6.4,

person who displays the proper parking card as provided in
subsection (2) and who is or is transporting a person who is:
(a)

:s Currently certified by one licensed physician

6.4
6.4

under chapter 458 or chapter 459, the Social Security

6.4

Administration, or the Veterans Administration as a severely

6.4

physically disabled individual with permanent mobility

6.4

3
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7l-21A-l-9
problems which substantially impair his or her ability to
2
3

6.4/8

ambulate; �
(b)

is Licensed to operate a motor vehicle in this

4 state with license plates imprinted with the designation HP

(5)

2 by the applicant for the certificate and parking card seieltef,

6.4/8

3 but the fee shall not exceed SO cents.

6.4/9

4 in its discretion, determine at what intervals the certificate
5 and parking card s�¼eltef shall be renewed.

5

(handicapped person), DV (disabled veteran who displays the

6.4/10

6

proper parking card seieltef-as-�fevieee-ift-s.-3¼6.¼964t�t), or

6.4/11

(6 )

7 the internationally accepted whe_elchair symbol�-r-afte
tet--Bis�¼ays-eke-�fe�ef-seieltef-as-�fevieee-ift
(2)

Upon the application of any stteh disabled person

6.16
6.16/1

11 who meets the criteria of paragraph (1) (a) or paragraph
12 l.!lJ.!:l., the tax collector of the county in which the disabled

6.16/3

13 person resides a��¼ies-£ef-kis-ef-kef-at1eeffleei¼e-¼ieeftse-�¼aee

6.16/5

14 shall issue to such person a certificate showing that the
15 disabled person is entitled to the immunities provided in this
16

section and a parking card seieltef reflecting the disability,
portion of the rear window of the motor vehicle occupied bye£

l9 such disabled person.

The parking card provided in this

�

subsection is transferable from motor vehicle to motor vehicle

21

but not from individual to individual.

22
23
24

(3)

The department is authorized and empowered to make

26

14 replica of such card seieltef with the intent to deceive, shall

7. 3;

13 cards seieltefs provided for by this section, or using a
be punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2).
Section 4.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1979.

l:lus

19

*****************************************

20

HOUSE SUMMARY

6.16/11

21

Authorizes persons transporting certain disabled persons
to park on the �ublic streets or highways or in any
metered parking space without penalty. Provides for the
use of certain specially designated parking spaces by
individuals chauffeurino certain disabled individuals.
Replaces identification-stickers with parking cards to be
displayed on a vehicle used to transport or used by
certain disabled persons. Allows the card to be
transferred between motor vehicles. Prohibits certain
entities from exacting a fee from or imposing a penalty
upon certain persons for parking in certain spaces when a
parking card is displayed. Prohibits the fraudulent
obtaining or unlawful use of a parking card or the use of
a replica of such card with intent to deceive.

22
23
24

6.16/16

25

6.30

26

28

application and certificate and the design of a distinctive

28

identifying parking card s�¼eltef and shall supply such

29

7.0/1

applications, certificates, and cards seieltefs to the tax

7.0/2

30

collectors of the several counties.

27

29
30
31

4

7.3/
7. 3;

18

6.16/12

7. 3/

7.3/

6.16/9

27
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7.3;

Fraudulently obtaining or unlawfully using parking

(7 )

17

6.16/15

31

7.3;

12

16

and to provide the necessary procedures for assuring that all
The department shall prescribe the form of the

7. 3;

11 of carrying out the purposes of this section.

6.16/7

6.16/13

(4)

3

1 7. 3,

seieltefs are issued, and all such fees so collected shall be

lO paid over to the department and be used to defray the expenses

15

any necessary rules to carry out the purposes of this section

25 applicants meet the qualifications prescribed in this section.

The fee, as set by the department, shall be

the applicants at the time the certificates and parking cards

6.16/6

17 which card seieltef shall be displayed upon the lower left-hand
18

The department shall,

' 7.

collected by the tax collectors of the several counties from

9 st1bseeeieft-f�t..10

The department shall prescribe the fee to be paid

5
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CS

Florida Senate - 1979
By Corrmittee on
Neal--

1o,

' /31
SBs �od\

Tr ansporta t ion and Senators Spicola, Peterson and
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to motor vehicles; amending s.
316.1955(1), (2), (4), (6), Florida Statutes;
requiring governmental agencies to provide
parking spaces for disabled persons; providing
standards for such parking spaces; prescribing
the persons an d vehicles which may use such

I

parking spaces; prohibiting the unauthorized
use of such parking spaces; providing a
10

penalty; providing for enforcement; a mending s.

11

316.1956, Florida Statutes; providing standards

12

for such parking spaces; prescribing the

13

persons and vehicles which may use such parking

14

spaces; prohibiting the unauthorized use of

15

such parking spaces; providing a penalty;

16

providing for enforcement; a mending s.

17

316.1964, Florida Statutes; exempting certain

18

vehicles transporting disabled persons from

19

certain parking penalties and fees; a mending s.

20

318.141(1), Florida Statutes; prescribing

21

circumstances when a traffic infraction

22

enforcement officer may issue citations;

23

amending s. 320.0842(5), (6), Florida Statutes;

24

deleting requirement that applicant be a

25

licensed driver; a mending s. 320.0843(1), (2),

26

Florida Statutes; prescribing persons who

27

qualify for wheelchair user plates; creating s.

28

320.0844, Florida Statutes; requiring the

19

Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles

30

to issue an exemption entitlement parking

31

permit to certain disabled persons; authorizing
l
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the department to adopt rules and forms and to
prescribe fees; prohibiting a person from
fraudulently obtaining or unlawfully using such
parking permit or using a replica thereof;
providing a penalty; repealing s. 320.0806,
Florida Statutes, relating to "HP" license
plates; repealing s. 316.1955(5), Florida
Statutes, relating to incorporation of parking
space provisions in building codes; providing
10

an effective date.

12 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
14

Section 1.

16

316. 1955

18

(1)

CS for SB 139 & 202

1 1 4nd4v4dtta¼-ep-pepsen-sha¼¼-paPk-¼ft-ehe-apppepP¼aee¼y-marked

2 paPk¼ftg-spaee.
3

(2)

5

(al

The following minimum number of such parking

4 spaces shall be provided:

One space in the immediate vicinity of a building

6 which houses a governmental entity or a political subdivision

7 ma4ftea¼fted-aftd-epepaeed-w¼eh-ptte¼ie-£ttftds-aftd-¼fteeftded-ieP-ttse

8

ey-ehe-ptte;He, including, but not limited to, state office

9

buildings and7 courthouses, if no parking for the public is

a provided on the premises of such buildings pehae¼¼¼eaeiel'I

1 eeft�ePS7-aftd-hestttea¼s7 -efte-spaee-eaeh-£ep-ffleeeP-vehie¼es-w¼e

11
13

306-126 9 -9

CS for SB 139 & 202

Subsections (1), (2),

(4),

and (6) of

15 section 3 16. 1 955, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

Parking spaces provided by governmental

17 ag encies for certain disabled persons.--

E ach state agency and political subdivision having

19 jurisdiction over street parking or publicly owned and

12 ¼¼eeftse-�¼sees-¼MpP¼fleed-w¼eh-eRe-des¼gflaeieft-HP-�haftd¼eepped
13 pepseftr,-BV-fdiaae¼ed-veeepaft-wno-d¼s�¼ays-ehe-ppopeP-seiekeP

14 as-pPeY¼ded-¼ft-S7-3¼6v¾964��tt 7 -eP.e-��e-¼fteePflae¼ena¼¼y

:

22 the exclusive use of those severely physically disabled
23 individuals with permanent mobility problems which
24 substantially impair their ability to ambulate who have been
25 issued an exemption entitlement' parking permit pursuant to s.
U 320.0844 7-ae-eere¼i¼ed-¼ft-ST-3¼6v¼9647-aftd-ehese-pePsens
V e¼igie¼e-tfflder-eeT-3i8T8&4i,-3i8v8&47-aftd-3i8v8843-ieP-¼¼eense
28 p¼aees-eeaP¼ng-ehe-designa�ien-HP7-BV-�d¼sae¼ed-Ye�epan-whe

29 d¼sp¼ays-�he-pPepep-seiekeP-as-previded-ift-ST-3¼6T¼964�itt 7-eP
30 �ae-ift�epftaeiena¼¼y-aeeepeed-whee¼eha¼P-symee¼T--Baeh-stteh
31
2
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�ne¼¼-ee-p�ov¼eed-ae-physiea¼-peseo�ee¼en-Peeae¼¼¼eee¼eft

17 eefteeps;
18

(bl

One space for each .!.?.£ 388 metered on-street Oftd

19 ptte¼¼e¼y-ma¼ftea¼fted-aftd-epe�aeed parking ¼ee spaces7-efte-spaee
eaeh-£op-metoP-¥ehie¼es-w¼en-¼¼eeftse-p¼aees-¼mpP¼fteed-w¼eh-ehe

E operated parking facilities shall provide a minimum number of
21 specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for

aeeepeed-whee¼eea¼P-symeo¼7-fteWeYeP7-a-m4fl¼ffltt111-ei-io�p-spaees

desi�nae¼eft-HP-fftafld¼eapped-pepsenr7-BV-fd¼sae¼ed-¥eeePafl-whe

22 d¼sp¼ays-ehe-ppepeP-se¼eke�-as-p�eY¼ded-ift-S7-3¼6v¾964fitt7
23 eftd-ene-¼ftee�ftae¼efta¼¼y-aeeep�ed-wnee¼eha¼P-symee¼; and
24

(C)

For publicly maintained and oEerated parkin9:

25 facilities intended for public use and not subject to
u 2ara9:raph (a), one Earking space for disabled persons for the

27 first 20 oarking spaces or fraction thereof, one additional
28 2arking soace for disabled persons for the next 80 parking

spaces or fraction thereof, one additional parking space for
disabled persons for each 100 parking s2aces or fraction

31 thereof after the first 100 par king spaces, up to a total of
3
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1,000 parking spaces, and one additional parking space for
disabled persons for each 500 parking spaces or fraction
thereof after the first 1,000 parking spaces.

A minimum of

4 four parking spaces for disabled persons shall be provided at
physical restoration rehabilitation centers and hospitals
ett¼¼e¼n�s-ma¼nea¼ned-and-eperaeed-ey-¼¼eensed-etts¼ness
eseae¼¼shmenes-eendttee¼ng-etts¼ness-w¼eh-ehe-,enerai-ptte¼¼e-end
ee-wh¼eh-ehe-generai-ptte¼¼e-¼s-¼nv¼eed7-stteh-nttmeer-e£-spaees
as-¼s-pfeser¼eed-¼n-ehe-6eandard-Btt¼¼d¼ng-€ede.
10,

(4)

Each such parking space shall be prominently

11 l outlined with a-ee¼er-e£ paint and posted with a sign of a

12 color and design approved by the Department of Transportation,
13 bearing w¼eh-ehe-symeei-HP-er the internationally accepted

14 wheelchair symbol and the caption "MOBILITY IMPAIRED PERSONS-15 BY PERMIT ONLY" eft-ehe-s¼�n.

306-1269-9

officer or agency to a storage lot, garage, or other safe
2 parking space, the cost of such removal and parking shall be a
lien against the meeer vehicle.
4

Charge the operator or other person in charge of

6 traffic infraction, punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2).
However, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person er-a
8 a4eaeied-pefsen-�en£¼ned-ee-a-whee¼eha¼f shall be allowed,
without need for an identification parking permit se¼eker,
10 momentary parking in any such parking space en-ehe-pttei¼e
11 sereees-er-h¼ghways7-er-¼n-any-�eeefed-park¼ng-spaee, for the
12 purpose of loading or unloading such disabled person.

19 stand, or park a meeer vehicle within any su'lP specially
20 designated and marked parking space spaees provided in

21 accordance with this section, unless such vehicle displays a
n parking permit issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 and such vehicle
n is transporting a person eligible for the parking permit aee.
24 Whenever a law enforcement officer or a parking enforcement
25 specialist finds a vehicle in violation of this subsection
26 v¼e¼ae¼n,-ehese-prev¼s¼ens, that officer shall:

Have the vehicle in v iolation removed to any

28 lawful parking space or facility or require the operator or
29 other person in charge of the meeer vehicle immediately to

30 remove the unauthorized meeer vehicle from the parking space.
31 Whenever any meeer vehicle is removed by a law enforcement
4
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No

13 penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for such momentary
14 parking.
15

Section 2.

16 amended to read:

18 3¼6r¼964r-ST-328�88427-ST-328�8&4,-er-sT-328�8843 to stop,

(a)

(bl

the ttnatteher¼�ed-meeer vehicle in violation with a noncriminal

17

27

CS for SB 139 & 202

316.1956

Section 316.1956, Florida Statutes, is
NeRpttei¼e Parking spaces provided by

18 nongovernmental entities for certain disabled persons.-19

(1)

Any business, firm, or other person licensed to do

20 business with the public pr¼er-ee-8eeeeer-¼7-i9��. may provide

21 specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for
22 the exclusive use of physically disabled persons who have been
23 issued parking permits se¼ekers-£ef-ehe¼E-meeef-¥eh¼eies

24 pursuant to s. 320.0844 ehe-pPev¼s¼ens-ef-sT-3¼6�¼964-er-whe
25 haYe-eeen-¼sstted-i¼eense-p¼aees-pttrsttane-ee-sT-328�8&42,-sT
� 3%8�8&4,-er-sT-328�8&43.

The minimum number of such parking

27 spaces shall be as provided in s. 316.1955 (2) (c) •
28

(2) Each such parking space shall conform to the
29- requirements of s. 316.1955{3), and shall be posted with a
30 sign e£-a-eeier-and-des¼gR-appreved-ey-ehe-Beparemene-e£

31 �ranspereae¼eH7-w¼eh-¼eeeer¼ng-stteh-as-�PARKJN6-F8R-WHEEb€HATR
5
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BiSABe£B-0Ne¥A-aftd bearing the internationally accepted
2 wheelchair symbol and the caption "MOBILITY IMPAIRED PERSONS3 BY PERMIT ONLY".

permit issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 or a license plate
2 issued pursuant to s. 320.084 or s. 320.0842 if such vehicle
is transporting a person eligible for such parking permit or
4 license plate; nor shall the driver of such a vehi cle

5 re�ttiremeRes-fer-ehe-issttaRee-ef-stteh-seieker-er-¼ieeRse

6 f>l-a�e7 who parks a vehicle in any parking space designated

5 transoorting such a person be penalized for parking except in
6 clearly defined bus loading zones, fire zones, or in areas
posted as "No Parking• zones. aRy-perseR-whe�

with the symee¼-HP-fhaRdieapped-perseRr 7 -BV-fdisae¼ed-¥eeeraR
8 whe-disp¼ays-ehe-preper-se¼eker-as-pr�¥¼ded-iR-s�
9

CS for SB 139 & 202
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�¼6�¼964f�tr7-er-ehe internationally accepted wheelchair

far--fs-ettEreR�¼y-eeE�i£ied-ey-eRe-¼ieeRsed-physieiaR
9 ttRdeE-ehap�eE-45&-er-ehapeeE-459 7 -ehe-Seeia¼-Seettriey

10 symbol and the caption "MOBILITY IMPAIRED PERSONS-BY PERMIT
11 ONLY" is guilty of a traffic infraction, punishable as
12 provided in s. 318.18(2), unless such vehicle displays a
13

parkinq permit issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 and such vehicle

14 is transporting a person eligible for such parking permit.
15

However, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person er-a

16 d¼sae¼ed-perseR-eeRf¼Red-ee-a-whee¼ehair shall be allowed,

12 p ree¼ems-wh¼eh-stteseaRe¼a;;y-¼mpa¼r-h¼s-er-her-ae¼¼¼ey-�e
13

amett¼aee7

14
15

seaee-w¼eh-¼ieeRse-p¼aees-½mpriReed-w½eh-ehe-des¼g-Raeiefl-HP

16 �haRdieapped-perseRr7-BV-fdisae¼ed-¥eeeraR-whe-disp¼ays-ehe

17 without need for an identification parking permit seieker,
18

momentary parking in any such parking space for the purpose of

19 loading or unloading stteh a disabled person. No penalty shall
20 be imposed upon the driver for such momentary parking.
21

(4)

Any law enforcement officer or parking enforcement

22 specialist shall enforce the provisions of subsection (3).
23

Section 3. Section 316.1964, Florida Statutes, is

24 amended to read:
25

316.1964

e¼sae¼ed-perseRs7 Exemption of vehicles

� transporting certain disabled persons from paJ/!11ent of parking
27 fees and penalties7-¼sstteRee-ef-ideReif½eaeieR-se¼ekers.-28

f¼t No state agencyL er county, municipality e¼ey7-er

29 �eWl'I, or any agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking
30 on the public streets or highways or in any metered parking
31

space from the driver of a vehicle which displays a parking
6
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21
22 �he-ea�-ee¼ieeeer-e£-ehe-eeHR�y-½R-whieh-ehe-eisaeied-perseR
23 appiies-fer-his-er-her-atteemeeiie-¼ieeRse-p¼aee-sha¼i-isstte-�e
24 stteh-perseR-a-eere¼£ieaee-shew¼Rg-ehae-ehe-disae¼ed-pefeeR-¼s
25 eReie¼ed-ee-ehe-imm�Rieies-pre¥ieed-¼R-eh¼s-aeeeieft-aftd-a
� �e½e�er-ref¼eee¼Rg-ehe-disasi¼iey7-whieh-seieker-sha¼i-ee
27 d¼sp¼ayed-�peR-ehe-¼ewer-¼eEe-haRd-pefe¼eft-ef-ehe-rear-w½ftdew
28 ef-ehe-meeer-¥eh¼e¼e-o£-stteh-disaeied-perseRT
29
31

7
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Traffic Enforcement Program as approved by the Division of

aftd-ea-ppav¼de-ene-fteeessapy-pPeeedtiPes-!ep-asstiP¾ftg-enae-a¼¼

Standards and Training of the Department of Criminal La w

2 app¼¾eaftes-meee-ehe-�Ha¼¾!¾eaeie"s-pPeseP¾bed-¾ft-ehia-�eee¼eft7
t4t--�ne-depaPemefte-sha¼¼-ppeseP¾be-ehe-!ePm-e!-ehe
4 app¼¼eae¼aft-aftd-eepe¼!¼eaee-aftd-ehe-des¼gR-e!-a-d¼ae¼ftee¼ve
5 ¼liefte¼!y¼ftg-se¼ekeP-aftd-sha¼¼-sHpp¼y-aHeh-app¼¾eae¾efta7
eePe¼i¼eaees 7 -aftd-se¼ekeps-ee-ehe-eax-ee¼¼eeeePs-e!-ehe
t,t--�ne-depaPefflefte-sha¼¼-pPesep¼ee-ehe-!ee-ea-be-pa¼d
by-ehe-app¼¼eafte-£ep-ehe-eePe¼i¾eaee-afte-se¾ekeP7-bHe-ehe-!ee
10 ska¼¼-ftae-exeeed-,9-eefteS7--�ne-depaPemefte-sna¼¼7-¾ft-¼es
11 disepee¾eft7-deeePmifte-ae-wnae-¾fteepva¼a-ehe-eePe¾i¼eaee-aftd

14 ee¼¼eeeed-by-ehe-eax-ee¼¼eeeeps-e!-ehe-aevePa¼-eaHfte¼es-!Pam

15 ehe-app¼¼eaftes-ae-ehe-e¼me-ene-eepe¼!¼eaees-aftd-se¼ekeps-ape
16 ¼SStied 7-aftd-a¼¼-atieh-!ees-se-ee¼¼eeeed-sha¼¼-be-pa¼d-eYeP-ee

17 �he-depapefflefte-aftd-be-tised-ee-de£pay-ene-expeftses-e!-eaPPy¼ftg
18 &tie-ehe-pHPpeaes-e£-eh¼s-seee¼eft7
19
� se¼ekePs-ppav¼ded-£eP-by-ehia-seee¼eft7-eP-Hs¼ftg-a-pep¼¼ea-e£

21 Stiek-se¼ekeP-w¼en-ene-¼fteefte-ee-deee¼ve7-sna¼¼-ee-ptift¼ahae¼e
22 as-pPaY¾ded-¼ft-S7-3¼9T¼9t�t 7

Section 4. Subsection (1) of section 3 18.141, Florida

24 Statutes, is amended to read:
25

318.141

Enforcement; traffic infraction enforcement

26 officer.-27

Enforcement, or through a similar program, but who does not
4 necessarily otherwise meet the uniform minimum standards
established by the Police Standards and Training Commission
6 for police officers or auxiliary police officers under s.
7 943.13.

Any such traffic infraction enforcement officer who

observes the commission of a traffic infraction or, in the
9 case of a parking infraction, who observes an illegally parked
10 vehicle, may issue a traffic citation for such infraction
11 when, based upon personal investigation, he has reasonable and
12 probable grounds to believe that an offense has been committed
13 in violation of noncriminal traffic infractions as defined in

13

23

cs for SB 13 9 & 202
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(1)

Any sheriff's department or police department of a

� chartered municipality may employ, as a traffic infraction
� enforcement officer, any individual who successfully completes
30 at least 200 hours of instruction in traffic enforcement
31 procedures and court presentation through the Se lective
8
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14 s. 3 18.14.
Section 5.

15

Subsections (5) and (6) of section

16 320.08 42, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

320.08 42

17

Free motor vehicle license plates to veterans

18 confined to wheelchairs.-(5)

19

No county, city or town, or any agency thereof,

� shall exact any fee for parking on the public streets or
21 highways or in any metered parking space from any person who
22 is issued a designated "DV" license plate or the
23 internationally accepted wheelchair symbol license plate7-aftd
24 wna-¼s-¼¼eefteed-ee-epePaee-a-meee�-ven¼e¼e-¼ft-eft¼s-seaee.
25

(6)

No penalty for parking on the streets or highways

� or in a metered space, except in clearly defined bus loading
27 zones or areas posted as "NO PARKING" zones, shall be imposed
� upon any person who is issued a designated "DV" license plate
29 or the internationally accepted wheelchair syrnool license
30 plate,-aftd-w�e-¼s-¼¼eefteed-ea-e�e�aee-a-aeee�-¥e�¼e¼e-¼ft-eft¼s
31 seaee.

9
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STATE!lE!lT OF S!HlSTA:lllhL CHt.r:GES COIIT/\IilED I::
COMMITHE SU�STITUTE FOR SEl:,HE 61Lls 139 arxI 202
'l'he only fonn of parkin;J pennit available to qualifiro disable:i persons =uld be
a metal taglet (ro accanpanying certificate). 'l'he pennit 'WOuld be require:i
of all vehicles parkirg in park:ul:3 places reserve:i for disable:i persons.
Any parking e.'1forc511eilt specialist =uld also be authorize:i to enforce prOITisions
relatin;f to parking for disabled persons. Chapter 318.141(1) is a.'lleix3.ed to
permit a traffic infraction enforcement officer to issue a citation lllhen he
observes any ille;ally parke:i vehicle.
Chaptar 316.1955(5), relatin;f to inclusion of statutorv parkinq soace D..'"OVisions
in building ccxies, is repeale:i.
'l'he requira:ie.-it that a disabled veteran be a licensa:i driver in order to
qualify for e-.e parking fee ani penalty exemptions is deleted.
The effective date is chan;ie:i fran O:::tober 1, 1979, to Januai:y 1, 1980.

12

SB

Florida Senate - 1979
By Senator Peterson

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to motor vehicles; amending s.

316.1955(1), (2), (4), (6), Florida Sta tutes;
requiring governmental agencies to provide
parking spaces for disabled persons; providing
standards for such parking spaces; prescribing
the persons and vehicles which may use such
parking spaces; prohibiting the unauthorized
use of such parking spaces; providing a
10

penalty; amending s. 316.1956(1)-(3), Florida

11

Statutes; providing standards for such parking

12

spaces; prescribing the persons and vehicles

13

which may use such parking spaces; prohibiting

14

the unauthorized use of such parking spaces;

15

providing a penalty; amending s. 316.1964,

16

Florida Sta tutes; exempting certain vehicles

17
18
19
20

transporting disabled persons from certain
parking penalties and fees; adding s.
320.084(4), (5), Florida Statutes; exempting
vehicles bearing •ov• license plates from

21

certain parking fees and penalties; amending s.

22

320.0843(1), Florida Sta tutes; prescribing

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

persons who qualify for wheelchair user plates;
creating s. 320.0844, Florida Statutes;
requiring the Department of Highway Safety and
Motor Vehicles to issue exemption entitlement
taglets or cards and certificates to certain
disabled persons; authorizing the department to
adopt rules and forms and to prescribe fees;
prohibiting a person from fraudulently
obtaining or unlawfully using such taglet or
l
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c ard or using a replica thereof; providing a
penalty ; repealing s. 320.080?, Florida
Statutes, relating to "HP" license plates;
repealing s. 320.0842(5), (6), Florida
Statutes, rela ting to parking fees and
penalties for vehicles bearing •ov• license
plates; providing

an

effective date,

State of Florida :
9 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the
10

(6) of
Subsections (ll, (2), (4), and
to read:
12 section 316.1955, Florida Statutes, are amended
governmenta l
13
316,1955 P a rking spaces provided by

Section l.

11

14 agencies for certain disab led persons.-l subdivision having
15
(1) Each state agency and politica
owned and
16 jurisdiction over street pa rking or publicly
l provide a minimum number of
17 operated parking facilities shal
g spaces for
18 specially designed and marked motor vehicle pa rkin
bled
1 9 the exclusive use of those severely physica lly disa
h
20 individuals with permanent mobility problems whic
have been
21 subst antially impair their ability to ambul a te who
tion
22 issued an exem tion entitlement ta let or an exem
a
ate pursuant to s. 320.0844 or
D entitlement card and certific
0842T-as
24 free motor vehicle license plate pursuant to s. 320.
Hftdef-SST
25 eefe¼i¼ee--ift-ST-;¼6r ¼964T -afte-�hese-pefsefts-e¼igie¼e-¼¼ee11se-p¼aees-eeefiftg-ehe
� ;aQrGS4aT -;aGrGS4T-afle-iaGr GS4;-ief
ef
27 aes¼gAae¼eft-HP T-BV-fe¼sae¼ee-¥eeefa11-wlte-eisp¼eys-ehe-pfep
¼¼y
¼e11a
28 se¼ekef-as-pfe¥ieee-iA-ST-;¼6r¼964fattT -ef-eHe--i11eefAee
Heh-¼ftei¥ieHe¼-ef-pefseA
� aeeepeee-wHee¼eHa¼f-sy!llee¼ T--saes-s
eee.
3o sha¼¼-pafk--ift-�he-appfepfiaee¼y-mafkee-tttifk¼Ag-sp
31

(2)

The following minimum number of such parking

2 spaces sha ll be provided:

(al

One space in the immediate vicinity of

a

building

4 which houses a governmental entity of a political subdivision
5 ma¼Rea¼11ee-afte-etteraeee-wieh-p�e¼ie-£Hftes-afte-iftee11eee-£ef-Hse

6 ey-ehe-pHe¼-ie, including, but not limited to, state office

buildings �T courthouses, if no parking for the public is

8 provided on the premises of such buildings felteeH,¼eaH•e11

9 eefteefs7-a11e-hesp¼ea¼s7-e11e-spaee-eaeh-£ep-me�ef-¥eh¼e¼es-w¼elt
lO ¼¼ee11se-p¼aees-impf-i11eee-w¼elt-elte-ees¼gftae¼eft-HP-fhafteieeppee

11

12 as-pre¥�eee--ift-ST-,¼6T¼964fatt 7-afte-�he--i11eefftae¼efla¼¼y

13 aeeepeee-wltee¼eha¼f-Sy!llee¼�-ltewe¥ef 7-a-m¼flimt1111-e£-£e�f-spaees
14 sha¼¼-ee-pre¥-ieee-ee-phys¼ea¼-reseerae¼e11-reltaei¼¼eae¼e11

15
16
17

(bl

One space for ea ch� ,GG metered on-street efte

p�e¼ie¼y-mai11ea¼11ee-e11e-etteraeee parking iee spaces,-e11e-spaee
18 eaeh-£er-meeer-¥eh¼e¼es-w¼elt-¼ieeftse-p¼eees-impfifteee-w¼elt-elte
19 ees¼gftae¼e11-HP-fltafteieappee-tterse11t 7-BV-fe¼sae¼ee-¥eeeraft-wlte
20 d¼sp¼ays-elte-,retter-se¼eker-es-pPe¥-ieee--i11-sT-,¼6r ¼964fatt7
21 a11e-ehe--i11eer11ae¼e11a¼¼y-aeeepeee-'w1tee¼elta¼f-symee¼;

22

(cl

a nd

For publicly maintained and opera ted parking

23 facilities intended for public use and not subject to

24 paragraph ( a), one parking space for disabled persons for the
25 first 20 parking spaces or fraction thereof, one additional
26 parking space for disabled persons for the next 80 p a rking

27 spaces or fraction thereof, one

28

a dditional

parking space for

disabled persons for each 100 parking spa ces or fraction
29 thereof a fter the first 100 parking spaces, up to a total of
30

31

1,000 parking sp a ces, and one additiona l parking spa ce for
disabled persons for each 500 parking spaces or fraction
3

n..i

.

<it.

ions.
•ords underlined_are addit
tions from existing law;
� � type are dele
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thereof after the first 1,000 parking spaces.

A minimum of

Parking space, the cost of such removal and parking shall be a

2 four parking spaces for disabled persons shall be provided at

2 lie n against the meeet' vehicle.

3 physical restoration rehabilitation centers and hospitals

( b) Charge the operator or other person in charge
of
4 the �ftattelter¼9
ed-meeer vehicle in violation with a noncrimina
l
5 traffic infraction, punishable
as provided in s. 318.18(2).
6
However, any person who is chauffeuring a
disabled person er-a
d¼eas¼ed-tterseR-eefti¼Ree-te-a-wltee¼elta¼r shall
be allowed,

4 eH¼¼d¼nge-ma¼nea¼ned-and-eperaeed-by-¼¼eensed-�e¼nese

5 eeeae¼¼eltmeftee-eeftd�et¼ft g-�s¼neee-w¼th-the-genera¼-pHe¼¼e-and

6 te-wh¼eh-the-9-et\era¼-pHe¼¼e-¼s-¼nv¼eed7-etteh-n�eer-e.£-epeeee
7 ae-¼s-preser¼eed-¼n-ehe-Seandard-Btt¼¼d¼ng-6ede.
(4)

9
10
11

Each such parking space shall be prominently

outlined with a-ee¼et'-e.£ paint and posted with a sign of a

color and design approved by the Department of Transportation,

_bearing w¼elt-ehe-eytaee¼-HP-et' the internationally accepted

12 wh eelchair symbol and the caption "MOBILITY IMPAIRED PERSONS
13 ONLY" en-ehe--s¼gn.

14

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
11

person eeher-ehan-these-aH-thet<¼zed-in-th¼s-seet¼eR-et'-¼R-ST
a¼e.-¼9i4T -!3T-ali!9-..884li!T-S-.,-ali!8-..Q84T -er-s..--ali!8..-884a to Stop,
stand, or park a meter v ehicle within any such spe cially
designated and marke d parking space epeees provided in

accordance with this section, unless such vehicle displays a
taglet or card issue d pursuant to s. 320.084 4 or a license
plate issued pursuant to s. 320.0842 and such vehicle is

n transporting a person eligible for such taglet, card or

23 license plate aee. Whenever a law e nforceme nt officer finds a
24 vehicle in violation of this subsection v¼e¼ae¼�-eheee
25 prev¼-s¼ens, that officer shall:

( a) Hav e the vehicle in violation removed to any
27 lawful parking space or facility or require the operator or
28 other person in charge of the 1110-ter vehicle immediately to
29 remove the unauthorized meter vehicle from the par,king space.
26

30

�

Without need for an identification taglet
or card se¼elter,
momentary parking in any such parking spac
e en-the-ptte¼ie
10 eereees-er
-h¼9hweye7-er-in-any-111e-tered-par1t¼ng-epeee,
for the
11 purpose of loading or
unloading such disabled person. No
12 Penal
ty shall be imposed upon the driver for such
momentary
13 parking.
8

9

Wh e never any meeer vehicle is removed by a law enforcement
officer or agency to a storage lot, garage, or other safe
4
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15
16
17
18

Se ction 2. Subse ctions (1), (2), and
(3) of section
316.1956, Florida Statute s, are amended
to read:

316.1956 l+&Rp�&¼¼e Parking spaces 2rovided
by
nongovernme ntal entities for certain disab
led persons.-(1)

Any business, firm, or other person lic
ensed to do

20 spe cia l ly de signe
d and marked motor vehicle parking spac
es for
21 the exclu
sive use of physically disabled persons
who have been
22 issued
taglets or cards se¼elters-£er-their-m
e�er-¥eh¼e¼es
23 pursuant to
s. 320.084 4 ehe-pt<ev¼s ¼eAs-ef-e7 -a¼eT¼964
or who
24 have been
issued license plates pursuant to s. 320.
0842,-e...
25 a2e.-&84,-er-s..--a
;;a .-&a4a. The minimum number of such parki
ng
26 space
s shall be as provided in s. 316.1955 (2)
(c).
2
(2)
Eac
h
such
parki
ng
space
Shall
71
conform to the
28 I requiremen
ts of s. 316 .1955(3), and shall be poste
I
d with a
29 I sign e£-a-ee¼er
-aHd-des¼�n-appre¥ee-�y-tlte-Bepartmene
i
-e£
30' ��aA5perta
�¼OH7-w¼�"-¼et�ef'¼A,--stteh-as-�PARKiN6-Fe
i
R-WHSSL6HAiR
31 I
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9�SABLBB-8NL¥A-end bearing the internationally accepted

2 wheelchair symbol or the symbol HP (handicapped person}.

shall the driver of such a vehicle transporting such a person

2 be penalized for parking except in clearly defined bus loadinsi
zones, fire zones, or in areas posted as "No Parking• zones.

5 p¼eee7 who parks a vehicle in any parking space designated

4 any-pe'l'sen-whe�

6 with the symbol HP (handicapped person) 7 -W-�4�9ae¼ea-veeeran
whe-eisp¼ays-eae-�oi,eP-ae¼eker-oa-prov¼aea-¼n-sT

8 6:l:e.-¼9i4-tattT or the internationally accepted wheelchair
9 symbol is guilty of a traffic infraction, punishable as

lO provided in s. 318.18(2), unless such vehicle displays a

11 taglet or card issued pursuant to s. 320.0 844 or a license

12 plate issued pursuant to s. 320.0 842 and such vehicle is

13 transporting a person eligible for such sticker or license
14 plate.

15

However, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled

16 allowed, without need for an identification taglet or card
17 &&¼effer, momentary parking in any such parking space for the
18 purpose of loading or unloading sueh a disabled person. No
19 penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for such momentary
20 parking.
21

Section 3.

Section 316.196 4, Florida Statutes, is

22 amended to read:
23
316.196 4 9¼sae¼ee-persens7 Exemption of vehicles
24 transporting certain disabled persons from payment of parking

25 fees and penalties1"-¼Ss�enee-0£-¼eene¼£¼eae¼on-se¼ekePs.-26
-t¼t No state agency� or county, municipality e¼ey7-eP
27

eoWf!, or any agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking

28 on the public streets or highways or in any metered parking

29 space from the driver of a vehicle which displays a taglet or
30 card issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 if such vehicle is
31 transporting a person eligible for such taglet or card; nor
6
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Aemin¼sePae¼en7-eP-ehe-Veeerans-Mm¼n¼sePae¼on-as-a-severe¼y
8 phys¼ea¼¼y-e¼sae¼ee-¼ne¼v¼e�a¼-w¼eh-permonene-moe¼¼¼ey
pree¼ems-wa¼eh-s�eseane¼a¼¼y-¼mpe¼r-h¼s-or-he'l'-ae¼¼¼ey-ee

lO ame�¼af!e1"
11

-tet--�s-¼ieensee-�e-epera�e-a-meeeP-veh¼e¼e-¼n-eh¼s

12 s&a&e-w¼eh-¼¼eense-p¼aees-¼mpP¼neee-w¼eh-ehe-ees¼gnae¼en-KP

13 -thafte¼eappee-pe'l'aent 7-BV-�e¼sae¼ee-ve�e'l'an-who-e¼sp¼ays-ehe
prepeP-se¼effeP-as-pr�v¼aee-¼n-s7-�¼er¼964-ta+tT-oP-ehe
1S ¼neernae¼ene¼¼y-aeeepeee-whee¼eha¼P-symeo¼�-a"d
14

16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23 se¼eker-'l'e£¼eee¼"g-ehe-e¼sab¼¼iey7-wh¼en-se¼e�er-aha¼¼-ee
24 a¼ap¼ayed-�pon-ehe-¼ower-¼eie-haftd-po'l'e¼en-oi-eae-reor-w¼naow
25 ef-ehe-moeer-veh¼e¼e-oi-s�eh-e¼soe¼ee-perse"T
26

27 any-neeessaey-rtt¼es-eo-eer'l'y-o�e-eae-purf10ses-oi-eh¼s-seee¼on
28 ane-�o-p'l'o¥¼ee-ehe-neeessoPy-pPeeeeures-£or-assttr¼ng-eho�-a¼¼

29 app¼¼eaftes-meee-ehe-�tto¼i£¼eae¼ons-preser¼bee-¼"-eh¼s-seee¼onT
JO
31
7
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¼&eft*ifyiA�-s*iettet'-eftd-she¼¼-supp¼y-sueh-aP11¼ieetiofts 7

2 eet'e¼£¼eaeee 7-aftd-et¼ekere-to-the-tax-eo¼¼eet0Ps-e£-the
4

severe¼-eouftt¼ee7
�St--�he-eepePtmeftt-ehe¼¼-preeeP¼e e-the-£ee-*o-ee-pa¼d

5 ey-ehe-app¾4eafte-£oP-the-eere¼£¼eaee-afte-ee¼eker7-eut-ene-£ee
6 sha¼¼-fto*-exeeee-S9-eeftte7--�he-eepat'emeftt-she¼¼ 7-¼ft-¼te
e¾set'et¼eft7-eetet'ffl¼Ae-et-whee-¼ftterve¼e-ehe-eerti£ieete-aftd

zones or areas
2

osted as "No Parkin• zones, shall be im osed

upon any person who is issued a "DV" license plate or a•ov•

lice nse plate imprinted with the internationally accepted

4 wheelchair symbol, and who is licensed to operate a motor
vehicle in this state.
Section 5.

Subsection (l) of section 320. 0843, Florida

Statutes, is ame nded to read:

8 seieltet'-el!'ta¼¼-1,e-t'eftewed-r

8

lO e e¼¼eet ee-�-the-tex-ee¼¼eeeope
-0£-the-seve

10 owner or lessee of a motor vehicle who is a resid ent of, and

re¼-eouftt¼es-£poffl
11 ehe-app¼¼eaftes-et-the-t¼me-the-eert¼£
¼eatee-aftd-st½eltet'e-ere
12 ¼esuee 7-afte-a¼¼-eueh-feee
-se-ee¼¼eetee-eha¼¼-�-pa¼d-ever-to
13 the-e�Ftffleftt-aftd-ff
-Heed-te-defpay-the-expeftees-e£-earPy¼n!
14 ewE-Ehe--pupposes-0£-th¼e-s
eeti&ftT
15
�7t--�Eauau¼eftt¼y-eete¼ft¼ft!-eP-uft¼aw£u¼¼y-us¼ft!
16 ee¼ettet'S-pPev¼dee-£et'-�-thi
s-eeet¼eft 7-ot'-US¼ft!-a-Eep¼¼ee-ef
._
17 suen-st
¼elteP-w¼th-the-iftteftt-te-deee¼ve 7-eha¼¼-ee-puft¼ehee¼e
18

19
20
21

es-ppev-i-eee-¾A-e-.-3¼8T¼8�,!,tT
Section 4.

Subse ctions (4) and (5) are added to

se ction 320.084, Florida Statute s, to read:

320.084 Free motor vehicle license plate to certain
d isabled ve terans; exemption
from certain parking fees and
D penalties.-24
(4) No county, municipality, or agency thereof, shall
25 _exact any
fee for parking on the public streets or highways or
26 _in any metered parking space
from any person who is issued a
27 ."DV" license plate or
a•ov• license plate imprinted with the
28 internationally accepte
d wheelchair symbol, and who is
29 _licensed
to operate a motor vehicle in this state.
30
(5) No penalty for parking on the streets or highways
31
or in a metered space, except in clearly defined bus loading
22

8
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320.0843

License plate s for wheelchair users.--

11 who is license d to operate a motor vehicle in, this state and
12 is permanently confined to a wheelchair, upon application to

13 the department accompanied by competent and appropriate proof
14 of disability, and upon payment of the registration fee for

15 motor vehicles for private use as provide d in s. 320.08(2 ),
)6

(3) (a), (bl, or (cl, or (9), shall be issued a license plate
17 as provid ed by s. 320.06 which, in lie u of the serial number
18

19

prescribed by s. 320.06, shall be stamped with the

international wheelchair user symbol after the serial number

20 of the license plate .
21

Se ction 6.

22 created to read:
23

320.084 4

Section 320.084 4, Florida Statutes, is

Handicapped persons; issuance of exemption

� entitlement taglets and exemption entitlement cards.-25

(l l

The Department of Highway Safety and Motor

26 Vehicles shall, upon appl !cation, issue an exemption

V entitlement taglet or exemption entitlement card and a

28

cer tificate indicating that the bearer has met the

29 requirements of this section to any handicapped Florida

3o resident who is currently certified , by a physic�an licensed

31 !

under chapters 458 or 459, the Social Security Administration,
CODING: Words in� � type are deletions from existing law; words ur1derl1ned are additions.
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or the Veterans Administration, as being severely physically

Section 7.

(6) of section 320.0842, Florida Statutes, are hereby

2 disabled and having permanent mobility problems which
3 substantially impair his ability to ambulate.

The taglet and

repealed.

4 card shall be as specified by the department and shall be of
5

such size as to be clearly visible.
Florida.

Section 8.

The card shall bear the

international wheelchair symbol and the Seal of the State of

SENATE SUMMARY

The taglet shall be affixed to the lower left corner
8

9 the applicant.

The card shall be displayed in the lower right

9

10 corner of the rear window of any vehicle used to transport the

10

11 applicant.

11

(2)

The department may adopt rules necessary to carry

12

13 out this section and to provide the procedures for assuring

13

15 section.

15

14 that all applicants meet the qualifications prescribed in this
16

(3)

The department shall prescribe the form of the

17 application and certificate and design an appropriate taglet
18 and card. Applications shall be supplied to all authorized
19 tag agents.
20
21

(4)

The department shall prescribe the fee to be paid

by the applicant for the taglet and card and the certificate,

22 but the fee shall not exceed 50 cents. All such fees shall be
23 used by the department to defray the expenses of administering
24 this section.
25

(5)

Any person who fraudulently obtains or unlawfully

14
16
17
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

26

V of such taglet or card with the intent to deceive is guilty of
28 a nonmoving traffic violation, punishable as provided in s.
29 318.18 (2).

27
28

30

30

31

31
10

Requires governmental agencies and nongovernmental
entities to provide a certain number of parking spaces
for disabled persons. Establishes � tandards for such
parking spaces. Prohibits unauthoriz�d use of such
spaces. Requires the Department � f High� ay Safety and
Motor Vehicles to issue an exemption entitlement taglet
or card and certificate to certain disabled persons.
Allows vehicles bearing such taglet or card or a license
plate issued pursuant to s. 320.0842, F.S., which
vehicles are transporting certain disabled persons to
park in the specially designated parking spaces. E�empts
a vehicle bearing such taglet or card and transporting a
disabled person or a vehicle bearing a "DV" li<: ense plate
from certain parking penalties and fees. Provides for
issuance of license plate to wheelchair user who is a
lessee of a motor vehicle. Prohibits a person from
fraudulently obtaining or unlawfully using such taglet or
card or using an unauthorized replica thereof. Repeals
provisions relating to issuance of "HP" license plates.

18

26 uses such taglet or card or who uses an unauthorized replica
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This act shall take effect October 1, 1979. I

*****************************************

6

8 of the Florida license plate of any vehicle used to transport

12

Section 320.0806, and subsections (5) and

29

11
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Florida House of Representatives - 1979

CS for H B's 232, 361,
& 393

By Connnittee on Veterans Affairs and Representatives Brantley,
Evans, Kirkwood, Sample, McPherson, and others
A bill to be entitled
316.1955(1), (2), (4) and (6) and 316.1956,

4

Florida Statutes, requiring governmental

5

agencies and nongovernmental entities to

6

provide parking spaces for certain disabled

7

persons; providing standards for such parking

8

spaces; prescribing the persons and vehicles

9

which may use such parking spaces; prohibiting

"""'

the unauthorized use of such parking spaces;

11

providing a penalty; providing for enforcement

12

by parking enforcement specialists; amending s.

., 0.
0.

.1.j__ Carton -/..!J.Q)
fCB :Pc;

3

10

::,

Series

An act relating to motor vehicles; amending ss.

.,
.,�
o.�
...
.,
"' ....

C'>U

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Talbhassee, FL 32399-0250

2

N.C:

0"'0

� C:

.... .,
........
"'"'
o�
0 ...

u "' 13

.,
"'
"'O .c:
., ....
"' ....

., C'>

+>..J

C'>O

::,

"'

316.1964, Florida Statutes, exempting certain

14

vehicles transporting disabled persons from

15

certain parking penalties and fees; deleting

16

current procedures; amending s. 318.141(1),

es..
0 .,
s....c
o. e 17
"' e

.,

Florida Statutes, providing for the enforcement

18

of parking infractions; amending s. 320.0842(5)

....

19

and (6), Florida Statutes, prescribing that no

.g E

20

fee shall be exacted from or no penalty shall

U'+-

-� C:

21

be imposed upon certain persons parking on a

0..C:

22

public street or highway; amending s.

I- ....

23

320.0843(1) and (2), Florida statutes,

24

authorizing the Department of Highway Safety

25

and Motor Vehicles to issue the internationally

26

accepted wheelchair plate for certain vehicles

27

owned or leased by a person confined to a

28

wheelchair; creating s. 320.0844, Florida

29

Statutes, providing certain handicapped persons

....

3'+-

0

C: C:

., 0

e-�
::,

u .,

::;•,-.,

-� .......
.c:o
::,

30

with exemption entitlement parking permits;

31

repealing s. 316.1955(5), Florida statutes,
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relating to the requirement that the state
2

building code and county and municipal building

3

codes include certain provisions for parking

4

spaces; repealing s. 320.0806, Florida

5

Statutes, relating to •Hp• license plates;

6

providing an effective date.

(a)
1.5/17 r
1.5/18

7
8 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
9
10
11
12
13
14

Section 1.

Subsections (1), (2), (4), and (6), of

section 316.1955, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
316.1955

Parking spaces provided by governmental

agencies for certain disabled persons.-(1)

1.17
2.2

Each state agency and political subdivision having 2.2/1

15

jurisdiction over street parking or publicly owned and

16

operated parking facilities shall provide a minimum number of

17 specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for
18

the exclusive use of those severely physically disabled

19

individuals with permanent mobility problems which

20 substantially impair their ability to ambulate, or those
21

l:enc

individuals who are certified legally blind, who have been

22 issued an exemption entitlement parking permit pursuant to s.

23 320.08447 -as-eefe4!4ee-4ft-sT-3¼6T¼9647 -afte-tsese-pefse8s

2.2/2
2.2/3
2.2/4
2.2/5
2.2/6
2.2/7
2.2/9

24 el4!4hle-Yfteef-SsT-3i8T884i7-3i8T 8847-afte-3i8T 8843-ief-¼4ee8se 2.2/11

25

p¼aees-aeaf4ft!-ese-ees4,ftat4eft-HP7-av-te4saa¼ee-Yeeefaft-wse

2.2/12

26 e4splays-eae-pfepef-se4ekef-as-pfeY4eee-4ft-sT -3¼6T¼964titt7-ef 2.2/13

27

�se-4fteefftae4efta¼¼y-aeeeptee-wsee¼esa4f-symee¼T --Baes-fsttes

28

4fte4Y4eYa¼-ef-pefseftt-ssa¼¼-pafk-4ft-�se-appfepf4ate¼y-mafkee

� pafk¼ft!-spaee.

30
31

(2) The following minimum number of such parking

spaces shall be provided:
2
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2.2/14
2.2/17
2.17

One space in the immediate vicinity of a building

2.1

2 which houses a governmental entity of a political subdivision
3 ma4ftea4ftee-afte-epefaeee-w4es-pYa¼4e-!ttftes-efte-4fteefteee-!ef-ttse 2.1

4 ey-tse-pYe¼4e 7 including, but not limited to, state office

2.1

5 buildings and7 courthouses, if no parking for the public is
6 provided on the premises of such buildings. fesae4¼4eae4eft

2.1

7 eefteefs 7-afte-sesp4ea¼s 7-efte-spaee-eaes-ief-meeef-yes4e¼es-w4es

2.1

9 pefseftt 7-BV-te4sae¼ee-yeeefaft-wse-e4sp¼ays-ese-pfepef-se4ekef

2.1

10

as-pEeY4eee-4ft-ST-3¼6T¼964titt7 -afte-ese-4fteefftae4efta¼¼y

11

aeeepeee-wsee¼esa4f-symee¼7-seweYef7 -a-m4ft4fflttffl-e!-!ettf-spaees

12

ssa¼¼-ae-pEeY4eee-ae-psys4ea¼-fes�efae4eft-fesae4¼4�at4eft

14

(b)

One space for each 150 388 metered on-street afte

15 ptte¼4e¼y-ma4ftea4ftee-afte-epefaeee parking let spaces.:.7 -efte
16

spaee-eaea-ief-metef-yes4e¼es-w4es-f¼4eefteet-p¼aees-4mpf4fttee

11

w4es-ese-ees4,ftae4eft-HP-tsafte4eappee-pefseftt7-av-te4sae¼ee

18

yeeefaft-wse-e4splays-ese-pfepep-se4ekef-as-pfey4eee-4ft-ST

19

3¼6T¼964trtt 7 -afte-ese-4fteefftae4eftal¼y-aeeepeee-wsee¼esa4r

20

symae¼7-afte

21

(c)

For publicly maintained and operated parking

2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
3.1
3.3
3.5
3.5

22 facilities intended for public use and not subject to

3.5,

24 first 20 parking spaces or fraction thereof, one additional

3.5

23

paragraph (a), one parking space for disabled persons for the

25

parking space for disabled persons for the next 80 parking

26

spaces or fraction thereof, one additional parking space for

27

disabled persons for each 100 parking spaces or fraction

28

thereof after the first 100 parking spaces, up to a total of

�

1,000 parking spaces, and one additional parking space for

30

disabled persons for each 500 parking spaces or fraction

31

thereof after the first 1,000 parking spaces.

A minimum of

3
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3.5,
3. 5,

3. 5,
3. 5,
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181-44B-4-9

four parking spaces for disabled persons shall be provided at
2 physical restoration rehabilitation centers and hospitals.
3 ett4¼d411,s-ma411ea411ed-a11d-epe£aeed-ey-¼4ee11sed-etts411ess

4.5/6

such removal and parking shall be a lien against the ffleeep

4. 5/7

2 vehicle.
(b)
3

Charge the operator or other person in charge of
5.0
the
tiRatt-tAe
f4�ed-ffleeef vehicle in violation with a noncriminal
4
5 traffic infraction, punishable as provided
in s. 318.18(2).
5.0
Howeve
r, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person
6
ef-a 5.0

4.5/9
eseae¼4shme11es-ee11dttee411,-etts¼11ess-w4eh-ehe-,eRefa¼-ptte¼4e-aRd
4
4.5/10
-te-wlt4e.
h
-elte-1e11efa¼-ptte¼4e-4s-411v4eed7-stteh-RttmBef-ei-spaees
5
4.5/11
6 as-4s-p£ese£4eed-411-ehe-seaRda£d-Btt4¼d4R1-eedeT
7

(4)

Each such parking space shall be prominently

8 outlined with a-ee¼ef-ei paint and posted with a sign of a
9

color and design approved by the Department of Transportation,

10 bearing w4ea-eae-s'J'lftee¼-HP-ef the internationally accepted

11 wheelchair symbol and the caption •pARKING BY DISABLED PERMIT
13

(6) It is unlawful a-v4e¼ae4e11-ei-ta4s-aee for any

14 person eeaef--taaR-eaese-atteRef42ed-411-ea4s-seee4e11-ef-i11-sT
15 3¼6T¼9647-9T-3�8T984��-ST-3�8T9847-ef-ST-3�8T8843 to stop,
16
17
18

23

24

4.5/20
4.5/21

�'-

5.0/4
5.0/5

Whenever a law enforcement officer or a parking enforcement

5.0/6

specialist finds a vehicle in violation of this subsection

5.o/7

v4e¼ae4111-taeee-pfev4s4e11e, that officer shall:
(a)

Have the vehicle in violation removed to any

27

remove the unauthorized ffleeef vehicle from the parking space.

29

Qfficer, parking enforcement specialist, or agency to a

28 Whenever any metef vehicle is removed by a law enforcement

31

4.5/19

5.0/3

25 lawful parking space or facility or require the operator or
26 other person in charge of the meeef vehicle immediately to

30

4.5/18

designated and marked parking space epaees provided in

20 is transporting a person eligible for such parking permit aee.

22

4.5/14

5.0/1

accordance with this section, unless such vehicle displays a

storage lot, garage, or other safe parking space, the cost of
4
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7 a4sae¼ed-pefse11-ee11E4Red-ee-a-waee¼eaa4f shall be allowed,
a without need for an identification parking permit seieke
f,
9 momentary parking in any such parking space e11-eae-ptte¼ie

4. 5/13

stand, or park a metef vehicle [within] any such specially

19 parking permit issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 and such vehicle
21

4.5/11

4.5/17

5.0/9
5.0/10
5.0/11
5. 0/12
5.0/13
5.0/14
5.0/16
5.0/17

5.0

10 &tfeeee-ef-a4,aways7-ef-411-a11y-ffletefed-pafk411,-spaee, for the
11 purpose of loading or unloading such disabled person. No

5.0
5.0
5.0

12 penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for such momentary
13 parking.

5.0

14

5. 0,

Section 2.

15 amended to read:
16
17
18
19

Section 316.1956, Florida Statutes, is

316.1956 Ne11ptte¼ie Parking spaces provided by
nongovernmental entities for certain disabled person
s.--

(1) Any business, firm, or other person licensed to do

20 provide specially designed and marked motor vehicl
e parking
spaces
for
the
exclus
21
ive use of physically disabled persons
22 who have been issued parking permits se4ekefs-ie£-eae4f-ffletef

23 Yea4e¼es pursuant to the provisions of s. 320.0844 BT-3¼67¼964
25
26
27
28
29

The minimum number of
parking spaces shall be as is prescribed in the Standa
rd
Building Code.
(2)

Each such parking space shall conform to the
requirements of s. 316.1955(3), and shall be posted
with a

6.2
6. 2,
6. 2,

6.2
6. 2,

1: le
l:lt

6. 2,

6. 21
5
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BiSABLBB-8NL¥•-aftd bearing the internationally accepted
2 wheelchair symbolT and the caption "PARKING BY DISABLED PERMIT
3

5.2/13
5.2/14

�

(3)

permit issued pursuant to s. 320.0844, or a license plate
2 issued pursuant to s. 320.084 or s. 320.0842, if such vehicle

3 is transporting a person eligible for such parking permit; nor 7.2

5.2/15

4 shall the driver of such a vehicle transporting such a person

5 fe�tt¼feffleft�s-Eef-�fte-issttaftee-ei-sttea-s�4ekef-ef-l4eeftse

5.2/16

5 be penalized for parking, except in clearly defined bus

7 with the symeel-HP-taaftd4eapped-pefseftt7-BY-td4saeled-¥e�efaft

6 pla�eT who parks a vehicle in any parking space designated

8

wae-d4splays-�ae-pfepe•-s�4ekef-aS-pfe¥4ded-4ft-ST

9

�l6T¼964t�tt 7-ef-�Re internationally accepted wheelchair

10 symbol and the caption "PARKING BY DISABLED PERMIT ONLY" is

7.2

5.2/17

7 � afty-pefseft-wfte�

5.2/18

8

7.7

5.2/19
5.2/22

14 transporting a person eligible for such parking permit.

5.2/23

d4eae¼ed-pefSeft-eeftE4fted-�e-a-wheeleaaif shall be allowed,

without need for an identification parking permit e�iekef,

9 ttRdef-ehapeef-458-ef-eaapeef-4597 -ehe-See4al-seettf4�y

10 Adm4ft¼S�faeieft7-ef-�he-Ye�efaRs-Adm4ft¼Sefa�4eft-as-a-se¥efe¼y

7.8
7.9
7.1
7.1

15 However,· any person who is chauffeuring a d is_abled person ef-a 5.2/25
16
17

7.2

6 loading zones, fire zones, or in areas posted as "No Parking"

11 guilty of a traffic infraction, punishable as provided in s.
12 318.18(2), unless such vehicle displays a parking permit

13 issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 and such vehicle is

7.2

5.2/26

14

4et--is-l4eeftsed-�e-epefa�e-a-me�ef-¥eh4ele-¼ft-�h4s

15 s�a�e-wiea-¼4eeftse-plaees-4mpf¼ft�ed-w4�a-�ae-desi!fta�¼eft-HP
16

17 pfepef-se4ekef-as-pfe¥4ded-¼ft-BT-3¼6T¼964t�ttT-ef-�Re
18 4Reefftae4eftally-aeeepeed-whee¼ehaif-symee¼r-aftd

1:1
7.1
7.1
7.1

18 momentary parking in any such parking space for the purpose of

5.2/27

(4) Any law enforcement officer or parking enforcement

5.2/30

7.1

Section 3. Section 316.1964, Florida Statutes, is

5.2/31

7.1

23
24 amended to read:

5.2/31

25

316.1964 Bisaeled-pefsefts7 Exemption of vehicles

6.2

19 loading or unloading such a disabled person� No penalty shall 5.2/29
20 be imposed upon the driver for such momentary parking.
5.2/30
21
22

specialist shall enforce the provisions of subsection (3).

26

transporting certain disabled persons from payment of parking

27

fees and penaltiesr-issttaftee-ei-4deft�ii4ea�4eft-s�iekefs.--

�

t¼t No state agency� ef county, municipality ei�y7-ef

24
6.2/1
6.2/3
6.2/5

31

6.2/6

on the public streets or highways or in any metered parking

space from the driver of a vehicle which displays a parking
6
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7.2

25 efte4�led-�e-�ae-4mmttft¼�4es-pfe¥4ded-¼ft-�a4s-see�4eft-aftd-a
7.2

6.2/2

29 �ewft, or any agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking

30

sttea-pefseft-a-eef�iiieaee-shew¼ft!-eaae-�he-d4sae¼ed-pefseft-is

7.1

7.2
�
29

eE-�ae-me�ef-¥eh4ele-eE-sttea-d4sae¼ed-pefseftT
43t--�he-depaf�fflefte-4s-att�Ref49ed-aftd-empewefed-�e-make

31
7
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aRe-te-pfev4ee-the-Heeessafy-pfeeeeHfes-fef-assHf4ft!-that-all
2 appl4eaHts-meet-the-�Hal4E4eat4eHs-pfesef4eee-4H-th4s-seet4eHT
3

4 appl4eat4eR-afte-eeft4E4eate-afte-the-ees4!R-ef-a-e4st4Het4ve

7.28
7.29
7.30

2 Standards and Training of the Department of Criminal Law
3 Enforcement, or through a similar program, but who does not
4 necessarily otherwise meet the uniform minimum standards

7.1
7.1.

7.L

5 established by the Police Standards and Training Commission

7.L

8.2

6 for police officers or auxiliary police officers under s.
943.13. Any such traffic infraction enforcement officer who

7.1.
7.L

1:los

a observes the commission of a traffic infraction or, in the

7.L

4eeRt4Ey4R!-st4ekef-afte-sha¼¼-sHpp¼y-sHeh-app¼4eat4eRs7

8.1

6 eeft4E4eates7 -aRe-st4ekefs-te-the-taH-ee¼¼eetefs-ef-the
8

5

Traffic Enforcement Program as approved by the Division of

8.4

9

case of a parking infraction, who observes an illegally parked

10 vehicle, may issue a traffic citation for such infraction

7.L

12 probable grounds to believe that an offense has been committed

7 .1:

sha¼¼-Ret-eHeeee-S9-eeRtsT--�he-eepaftmeftt-sha¼¼7-4H-4*s

8.6

11 e4sefe*4eR7 -eetefm4Re-at-what-4R*efva¼s-the-eeft4E4eate-aRe

8.7

11 when, based upon personal investigation, he has reasonable and 7. 1:

8.8

13 in violation of noncriminal traffic infractions as defined in

10

12

s*4ekel.'-sha¼l-ee-l.'eAeweeT

13

14 eelleetee-ey-the-taH-eellee*el.'s-ef-the-sevefa¼-eeHAt4es-£fem
lS *he-app¼4eaAts-at-*he-t4me-the-eef*4f4ea*es-aAe-st4ekefS-al.'e

16 4ssHee7 -afte-a¼¼-sHeh-Eees-se-ee¼¼eetee-sha¼¼-ee-pa4e-evel.'-*e
17 €he-eepaftmeAt-aAe-ee-Hsee-te-eeffay-the-eHpeRses-e€-eaffY¼ft!

8.9

14 s. 318.14.

8.10

15

8.12

7.1:

Section 5.

Subsections (5) and (6) of section

16 320.0842, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
320.0842 Free motor vehicle license plates to veterans
17

8.13

18 confined to wheelchairs.--

19

8.13/1

19

20 s*4ekefS-pfev4eee-fef-ey-*h4s-seet4eA7-ef-Hs4R!-a-l.'ep¼4ea-ef

8.13/2

20

2l sueh-s*4ekef-w4*h-*he-4H*eRt-*e-eeee4ve7 -sha¼¼-ee-puR4shaele

8.13/4

18 eH*-the-pHi'peses-ef-th4s-see*4eRT

22 a &-pfeY¼eee-4A-ST-3¼8T¼8�itT
23

24
25

Section 4.

Subsection (1) of section 318.141, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
318.141

Enforcement; traffic infraction enforcement

28

(1)

8.13/5

25

8 .13/7

27

28
29

31

procedures and court presentation through the Selective

31
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8.13/9

9.2
9. 2,
9. 2,
9. 2,

(6)

No penalty for parking on the streets or highways

9. 2,

26 or in a metered space, except in clearly defined bus loading

enforcement officer, any individual who successfully completes 8.13/8

30 at least 200 hours of instruction in traffic enforcement

7. L

21 highways or in any metered parking space from any person who
22 is issued a designated "DV" license plate or internationally

29

8

shall exact any fee for parking on the public streets or

23 accepted wheelchair symbol license plate7 -aAe-whe-4s-l4eeRsee

Any sheriff's department or police department of a 8.13/6

chartered municipality may employ, as a traffic infraction

No county, city or town, or any agency thereof,

8.13/5

26 officer.-27

(5)

7. 1:

zones or areas posted as "NO PARKING" zones, shall be imposed

9. 2,

upon any person who is issued a designated "DV" license plate

or internationally.accepted wheelchair symbol license plate7

9. 2,

9
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Section 6.

Subsections (1) and (2 ) of section

2 320.0843, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
3
4

320.0843

License plates for wh,eelc,hair use_r�--:

(1) Be!4ftft4ft!-w4�a-�ae-¼9�4-¼4eeftee-�a,-yeaf7 Any

9.2/13

10.2/1

10.2/2

application to the department accompanied by competent and

10.2/6

8

9 appropriate proof of disability, and upon payment of the
10 registration fee for motor vehicles registered under ief

11 pE4Ya€e-Hse-ae-pEeY4eee-4ft s. 320.08(2 ), (3 )(a), (b), ef (c),
12 or (fl, (6 )(a), or (9)(c) or (d), shall be issued a license
13

plate as provided by s. 320.06 which, in lieu of the serial

14 number prescribed by s. 320.06, shall be stamped with the

10.2/4

10.2/7

10.2/8

10.2/9

10.2/10

10.2/11

18

fe!H¼a€4efts as necessary to ascertain compliance with all

10.2/13

20

vehicle ief-pf4Ya€e-Hee before issuing tags pursuant to this

19
21

22

(2 ) The department shall make such rules afte

26

29

31

11.:

10 applicant and may be transferred from one vehicle to another.

11

13

15

(3)

17

(4)

320.0844 Handicapped persons; issuance of exemption

10.2/18

(1)

10.2/19

entitlement parking permits.--

The Department of Highway Safety and Motor

entitlement parking permit, indicating that the bearer has met

l0.2/20

resident who is currently certified, by a physician licensed

10.2/21

the requirements of this section, to any handicapped Florida
10
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The department shall prescribe an application and

16 furnish it to all authorized license plate agencies.
18

21

10.2/1 7

�he department may adopt rules necessary to carry

that all applicants meet the qualifications prescribed in this

14 section.

10�2/1 5

Section 320.0844, Florida Statutes, is

(2)

12 out this section and to provide the procedures for assuring

section in lieu of the regular Florida license plate, and all

10.2/16

The parking

8 permit shall be affixed to the lower left corner of the
9 Florida license plate of any vehicle used to transport the

19

28 Vehicles shall, upon application, issue an exemption
30

7 sequential audit number across the lower portion.

10.2/1 4

applications for such tags shall be made to the department.

11.:
11.:

state license laws relating to use and operation of a motor

Section 7.
23
24 created to read:
25

10.2/12

11.:

4 substantially impair his or her ability to ambulate or who is

5 certified as legally blind. The parking permit shall have the
6 two words "PARKING PERMIT" across the upper portion and a

10.2/3

15 international wheelchair user symbol after the serial number
16 of the license plate.
17

2 or the Veterans Administration, 'as being severely physically
3 disabled and having permanent mobility problems which

10.2

5 owner or lessee of a motor vehicle wae-4s-a-fee4eeft�-ei7-afte
6 wae-4e-¼4eefteee-�e-epefate-a-me�ef-Yea4e¼e-4ft7 who resides in
this state and is permanently confined to a wheelchair,'upon

under chapters 458 or 459, the Social Security Administration,

The department shall prescribe the fee to be paid

by the applicant for the parking permit not to exceed 50
cents.

All such fees shall be used by the department to

20 defray the expenses of administering this section.

(5) Any person who fraudulently obtains or unlawfully

22

uses such parking permit or who uses an unauthorized replica

u

a nonmoving traffic violation, punishable as provided in s.

23 of such parking permit with the intent to deceive is guilty of

25

26

v

318.18 (2 ).

Section 8.

Subsection (5) of section 316.165, Florida

Statutes, as transferred to subsection (5) of section

11.:

11.:
11.;;
11.;;
l:lL

11.2

1: lt:

11.2

11.2
11.2

11.2

11.2

28

316.1955, Florida Statutes, by chapter 76-31, Laws of Florida,

11.2

30

320.0806, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapters 77-68 and

11.2

29 and as amended by chapter 77-83, Laws of Florida, and section

31

77-357, Laws of Florida, are hereby repealed.
11
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Section 9.
2

4
5
6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

This act shall take effect January 1, 1980.

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY
Creates new provisions for issuance of exemption
entitlement parking permits to certain handicapped
residents certified by a physician, the Social Security
Administration or the Veterans Administration. Specifies
duties of the Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles with respect to such permits. Provides that the
permit shall be affixed to the license plate of any
vehicle used to transport the permit holder and may be
transferred from one vehicle to another. Repeals current
provisions which provide "HP• license plates for certain
handicapped persons.
Requires governmental agencies and nongovernmental
entities to provide a specified number of parking spaces
for disabled persons and specifies markings therefor.
Provides that it is a noncriminal traffic violation to
use such spaces unless the vehicle displays a parking
permit. Provides for enforcement by parking enforcement
specialists. Allows momentary parking for loading or
unloading a disabled person. Authorizes the department
to issue the internationally accepted wheelchair plate
for vehicles leased by disabled persons, and certain
trucks and recreational vehicles used by such persons.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

12
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Florida House of Representatives - 1979

©@

[P

--1:/-.

361

By Representatives Sample, Burrall and Melby

rt

A bill to be entitled

reproduced by
FLORIDA ST
ATE ARCHIVES'
DEPARTMEN
T OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BU
ILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32
399-025$

Series

HB

Carton /ffO�

H6 3t../

2

An act relating to disabled persons; amending

3

s. 316.1964, Florida Statutes, removing the

4

requirement that disabled persons must be

5

licensed to operate a motor vehicle to be

6

exempt from parking fees; exempting certain

,,,._

C, u
c.� 8

,_

::,
QJ C.
C.

.,, .....

N..C:

o-,,
_,,,

..........
"'"'

o�
u"'

"'"'

..... ...,

with cards to be displayed on the vehicle used

10

by the disabled person; prohibiting any person

11

from permitting another to unlawfully use an

12

identification card; amending s. 316.1955(1),

13

(2), and (6 ) (b), Florida Statutes, permitting

14

persons transporting disabled persons who

15

display such cards to park in disabled persons'

QJ

QJ
"O..C:
QJ .....

., ....

parking fees; replacing identification stickers

9

� C:

'+- QJ
0 ,_

persons transporting disabled persons from

0,0

E ,_ 16

public parking spaces; amending s. 316.1956(1)

c.E 1 7
"'E

and (3), Florida Statutes� conforming

::, Vl

0 QJ

s...o

3<t-

.....

0

18

C: C:
QJ 0

E·- 19

.....
.g f
::,

u "'

20

0

U<t-

- C:

provisions relating to nonpublic parking spaces
for disabled persons; providing an effective
date.

21
22

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

23
24

Section 1.

Section 316.1964, Florida Statutes, is

� amended to read:
26
27
28

316.1964

Disabled persons, exemption from payment of

parking fees; issuance of identification cards el!¼eltet'e.-(1)

No state agency or county, city, or town, or any

29 agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking on the public
� streets or highways or in any metered parking space from any
31
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136-77-12-8

1 person who displays the proper card as provided in subsection
(2) and who:

{a)

2.4/2
2.4/3

Is currently certified by one iicensed physician

2.4/4

under chapter 458 or chapter 459, the Social Security

2.4/5

Administration, or the Veterans Administration as a severely

2.4/6

physically disabled individual with permanent mobility

2.4/7

problems which substantially impair his or her ability to

2.4/8

ambulate; £!.
(b)

Is transporting a disabled person who is certified

o in accordance with the provisions of paragraph (a).

is

¼ieeHsee-ee-epefaee-a-ffleeef-veh¼e¼e-¼H-eh¼s-seaee-w¼ea-¼ieeHse

2.4/9
2.4/10
2.12

2 p¼aees-¼fflpfiHeee-wiea-eae-eesigHae¼eH-HP-fhaHeieappee-pefSeHt7
3 BV-te¼sae¼ee-veeefaH-whe-eisp¼ays-ehe-pfepef-se¼ekef-as

2.13

4 pfevieee-iH-sT-3¼6�¼964t�tt7-ef-ehe-iHeefHaeieHa¼¼y-aeeepeee

2.14

5 whee¼eaaif-SYfflBe¼�-aHe

2.16

6

:8

(2)

Upon the application of any such disabled person,

2.16/1

19 the tax collector of the county in which the disabled person

2.16/2

W applies for his or her automobile license plate or, in the

2.16/4

n case of a nondriving disabled person, the tax collector of the

2.16/5

n

county in which he resides, shall issue to such person a

23 certificate showing that the disabled person is entitled to

2.16/7

� the immunities provided in this section and an identification
25 � a-seiekef reflecting the disability, which card seiekef

2.16/9

26 shall be displayed upon the ¼ewef-¼e€e-haHe-pefe¼eH-e€-eae

2.16/10

V rear window of the motor vehicle which such disabled person is

2.16/11

28 operating or in which such disabled person is being

2.16/12

29 transported e€-stteh-e¼sae¼ee-pefseH.

2.16/13

30
31

(3)

The department is authorized and empowered to make

any necessary rules to carry out the purposes of this section
2
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2.16/14
2.16/15

and to provide the necessary procedures for assuring that all
2 applicants meet the qualifications prescribed in this section.
3

(4)

The department shall prescribe the form of the

2.16/1
2.16/1
2.30

4 application and certificate and the design of a distinctive
5 identifying card seiekef and shall supply such applications,

3.0/2

6 certificates, and cards se¼ekefs to the tax collectors of the

3.0/4

several counties.
8

(5)

The department shall prescribe the fee to be paid

9 by the applicant for the certificate and card se¼ekef, but the

10 fee shall not exceed 50 cents.

The department shall, in its

11 discretion, determine at what intervals the certificate and

12 card se¼ekef shall be renewed.
13

(6)

The fee, as set by the department, shall be

3.0/5
3.0/7'
3.0/9.
3.0/1(
3.011:

14 collected by the tax collectors of the several counties from

3.0/1:

15 the applicants at the time the certificates and� seiekefs

3.0/1•

16 are issued, and all such fees so collected shall be paid over
17 to the department and be used to defray the expenses of

18

19

carrying out the purposes of this section.
(7)

Any person who fraudulently obtains or unlawfully

3.0/11
3.0/1!

20 uses an identification card provided for in this section, who

�

unlawfully permits another to use such card, or who uses a

22 replica of such card with the intent to deceive is guilty of a
23 traffic infraction, Ffattett¼eHe¼y-eeeaiH¼Hg-ef-ttH¼awitt¼¼y-ttsiHg
24 seiekefs-pfevieee-ief-ey-eh¼s-seee¼eH7 -ef-ttS¼Hg-a-fep¼¼ea-ei

25 sttea-se¼ekef-w¼eh-eae-¼HeeHe-ee-eeeefve7-sha¼¼-ee punishable

3.0/21
3.0/2
3.0/2
3.0/2·
3.0/2•

26 as provided in s. 318.18(2).

27

Section 2.

Subsections (1) and (2) and paragraph (b)

28 of subsection (6) of section 316.1955, Florida Statutes, are

3.0/2

29 amended to read:
30
31

316.1955

Parking spaces for certain disabled

persons.-3
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4.2

136-77-12-8

136-77-12-8
(1)

Each state agency and political subdivision having

2 jurisdiction over street parking or publicly owned and
3 operated parking facilities shall provide a minimum number of

4.2/1
4.2/2 ,-/
4.2/3

4 specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for
5 the exclusive use of those severely physically disabled
6

individuals with permanent mobility problems which

11

12
13

5.0/5:

4. 2/4
4.2/5

(c)

For buildings maintained and operated by licensed

6

business establishments conducting business with the general

7

public and to which the general public is invited, such number

5.5
5.6
5.7

320.084, and 320.0843 for license plates bearing the

4.2/8

designation HP, DV (disabled veteran who displays the proper

4.2/9

10

than those authorized in this section or in s. 316.1964, s.

5.29

card sl!iekef' as provided in s. 316.1964(2)), or the

4. 2/11

11 320.0842, s. 320.084, or s. 320.0843 to stop, stand, or park a

5.30

internationally accepted wheelchair symbol.

4.2/13

12 motor vehicle [within] any such specially designated and

6.1

Any person who is

Each [such individual or person] shall park

in the appropriately marke_d parking space.
(2)

The minimum number of such parking spaces shall

5.7

6.2/1

4.2/14

14

Whenever a law enforcement officer finds a vehicle violating

6.4

4.2/16

15

these provisions, that officer shall:

4.2/18

16

4.2/19

be:
In the immediate vicinity of a building maintained

It is a violation of this act for any person other

marked parking spaces provided in accordance with this act.

4.17/1

20 and operated with public funds and intended for use by the

4.17/2

21 public, including, but not limited to, state office buildings,

4.17/3

22 courthouses, rehabilitation centers, and hospitals, one space

(b)

Charge the operator or other person in charge of

TT the unauthorized motor vehicle with a noncriminal traffic
18

(a)

(6)

13

transporting any such individual or person may use such

17

19

3 316.1964(2)), or afte the internationally accepted wheelchair

9

15 s. 316.1964(2).

18

5.0/3

8 of spaces as is prescribed in the Standard Building Code.

U parking spaces if he displays the proper card as provided in
16

2 displays the proper card sl!¼ekef' as provided in s.

4.2/6

8 in s. 316.1964, and those persons eligible under ss. 320.0842,
10

5.0/2

4 symbol; and

7 substantially impair their ability to ambulate, as certified
9

designation HP (handicapped person), DV (disabled veteran who

infraction, punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2).

However,

6.4/1
6.4/2
6.4/3

19 any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person or a disabled

6.4/4

20 person confined to a wheelchair who does not possess sha¼¼-ee

l:lus

21 a¼¼ewee7-w¼l!hetH,-Reee-€ef' an identification card shall be

n allowed sl!¼ekef'r momentary parking on the public streets or

6. 4/6
6. 4/8

4.17/5

23 highways, or in any metered parking space, for the purpose of

6.4/1

U designation HP (handicapped person), DV (disabled veteran who

4.17/6

U loading or unloading such disabled person.

6.4/1

2 5 displays the proper� sl!iekef' as provided in s.

4.17/7

26 316.1964(2)), � afte the internationally accepted wheelchair

4.17/8

27 symbol; however, a minimum of four spaces shall be provided at

4.17/10

28 physical restoration rehabilitation centers;

4.17/11

28

29

4.28

29 persons.--

3 0 maintained and operated parking lot spaces, one space each for

4.29

30

(1)

31

4. 30

31

23 each for motor vehicles with license plates imprinted with the

(b)

For each 300 metered on-street and publicly

motor vehicles with [license] plates imprinted with the
4
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No penalty shall

25 be imposed upon the driver for such momentary parking.

6.4/1

26

6.4/1

Section 3.

Subsections (1) and (3) of section

27 316.1�56, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
316.1956

Nonpublic parking spaces for certain disabled

6.4/1
7.3

Any business, firm, or other person licensed to do

7.3/1

business with the public prior to October 1, 1977, may provide

7.3/2

5
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136-77-12-8

136-77-12-8
specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for

7.3/3

2 the exclusive use of physically disabled persons who have been
3 issued� s�½ekefS for their motor vehicles pursuant to the

7.3/5

4 provisions of s. 316.1964 or who have been issued license

7.3/7

5 plates pursuant to s. 320.0842, s. 320.084, or s. 320.0843�

7.3/8

6 for any person who is transporting any such disabled person if

7.3/9

4

7 he displays the proper card as provided in s. 316.1964(2).
7.3/9

8

7.3/10

9

7.3/11

10

11 parking space designated with the symbol HP (handicapped

7.3/12

11

12 person) , DV (disabled veteran who displays the proper card

l:lus

13 st;iekef as provided in s. 316.1964(2)), or the internationally

7.3/14

14 accepted wheelchair symbol is guilty of a traffic infraction,

7.3/16

15 punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2).

7.3/18

(3)

Any person other than those authorized by this

However, any person

M who is chauffeuring a disabled person or a disabled person

18

19 allowed st;iekef, momentary parking in any such parking space

7.3/21

19

W for the purpose of loading or unloading such a disabled

7.3/23

21 person.

7.3/24

21

7. 3/2':..

22

7.3/26

23

24

25

25

26

26

27

27

28

28

29

29

30

30

31

31
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Conforms provisions relating to public and nonpublic
parking spaces for disabled persons to permit persons
transporting disabled persons who display such cards to
park in such spaces.

w

24

6

7.3/28
7.3/29
7.3/3(

16

7.3/20

This act shall take effect October l, 1979.

Provides that certain disabled persons, whether or not
they operate motor vehicles, are entitled to certificates
and identification cards for parking privileges.
Provides that any person transporting such a disabled
person is also entitled to parking privileges if he
displays on the motor vehicle in use the disabled
person's identification card. Replaces identification
stickers with cards to be displayed in the rear window of
the vehicle. Provides that it is a traffic infraction
for any person to unlawfully permit another to use an
identification card.

15

18 a¼¼ewea7-wit;he�l;-Reea-€ef an identification card shall be

Section 4.

l:hbs

14

17

23

HOUSE SUMMARY

13

7.3/19

22 momentary parking.

l:hbs

12

17 confined to a wheelchair who does not possess shaH,-ee

No penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for such

*****************************************

7
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7. 3/3t

Florida House of Representatives - 1979

HB 39:J

By Representative McPherson
A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to disabled persons; amending

3

s. 316.1964(1) and (2), Florida Statutes,

s
6
QJ •
0, u

:g_;::
.0

removing the requirement that disabled persons
must be licensed to operate a motor vehicle to
be exempt from parking fees; providing an
effective date .

8

s.. ::,

� c. 9 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

QJ
N.C:

""+> 10
O"t>
�c:
.,.., 11

..."'"'
..,
a-

.... QJ
0 s..
::,

·�

u "'
"' 0,
QJ
+> _,

"'

QJ
-0 .c:

2"' ....
...

"'

0, 0

::,
Es..
0 QJ
s.. .0

Section 1.

Subsections (1) and (2) of section

n 316.1964, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
13

316.1964

Disabled persons, exemption from payment of

14 parking fees; issuance of identification stickers.-15

(1)

No state agency or county, city, or town, or any

16 agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking on the public

c. EQJ 17 streets or highways or in any metered parking space from any

"':;,; .... 18 person whose vehicle displays the proper sticker as provided
"'E

...

0

C: C:
QJ 0
E•�
::l+'

.gU'+�

0

:c ,,c..c:
...
·�"' ...

� C:
::, QJ

19 in subsection (2) and who:

20

(a)

Is currently certified by one licensed physician

21 under chapter 458 or chapter 459, the Social Security

22 Administration, or the Veterans Administration as a severely

;::� 23 physically disabled individual with permanent mobility
24 problems which substantially impair his or her ability to
25 ambulate; �
26

(b)

Is transporting a disabled person who is certified

V in accordance with the provisions of paragraph (a). is
28 ¼ieefteee-ee-epefaee-a-meeef-vehie¼e-in-eh¼e-eeaee-w¼eh-¼ieenee
29 p¼aeee-impf¼neee-w¼eh-ehe-eee¼,Hae¼en-HP-�haneieappee-pefeeAr7

30 9V-�a¼eae¼ee-veeefaft-whe-eiep¼aye-�he-pfepef-e�¼effef-as

31
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229-69-1-9
pre¥¼ded-¼n-eT-3¼6T¼964iitt7-er-�he-¼n�erfta�¼ene¼¼y-aeeep�ed
2 whee¼eha¼r-eyi11ee¼7-end
3

5
6

3.14
3.16

(2)

Upon the application of any such disabled person,

the tax collector of the county in which the disabled person

7 applies for his or her automobile license plate or, in the

3.16/1
3.16/2
3.16/4

8 case of a nondriving disabled person, the tax collector of the

3.16/5

10 certificate showing that the disabled person is entitled to

3.16/7

9 county in which he resides, shall issue to such person a

n the immunities provided in this section and a sticker
12 reflecting the disability, which sticker shall be displayed

3.16/8

13 upon the lower left-hand portion of the rear window of the

3.16/9

14 motor vehicle which such disabled person is operating or in

3.16/10

15 which such disabled person is being transported e£-etteh

16

17
18
19

20
21
22

d¼eae¼ed-pereeft.

Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1979.

*****************************************
BOUSE SUMMARY
Provides that certain disabled persons, whether or not
they operate motor vehicles, are entitled to obtain
stickers for special parking privileges.

23

24
25

26
27

28
29
30

31
2
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3.16/11
3.16/12
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t·6 February 1979
The Honorable Bobby Brantley
Member / Diitrict 34
Florida House of Representatives
Suite 111
Longwood VilIage Center
1843 State Road 434
Longwood, FL 32750
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Committee
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Coalition Of

Att: Ms. Jackie Farmer
HANDICAPPED PARKING REVISION

52

r produced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
t)?'-->,l��TMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
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·Pursuant to my conversation today with .your aide, Ms. Farmer, I enclose a copy of the Handicapped
Parking Forum Proposal that has been adopted by this organization as its legislative package in the
area of handicapped parking privilege and enforcement.
The Forum Proposal was mailed to the entire legislature immediately after elections and we have
. received a dozen or more legislative endorsements of it. We have also received endorsements
from municipalities, state agencies, chapters of the Paralyzed Veterans of America and the Disabled
American Veterans, individual handicapped persons and their families and various other non-FCHO
affiliated groups. We have solid support for the Forum Proposal and now seek House and Senate
sponsors of companion bills.
There are numerous differences in approach and scope between your bill (HB-232) and our package.
If these differences can be resolved I see no reason why we cannot move cooperatively toward
proper treatment of the problem. We both (you and the FCHO and other endorsers) agree on the
prime concept that non-drivers must be included to some extent. We have a major concern with
acceptance and enforceability. No matter how favorable legislation may be to any section of the
populace it is of no absolute value to them unless the law is properly enforced. Enforcement
officials have priorities (as do we all) and have time and safety considerations as well. Parking
enforcement has to be facile and without complication or it will receive even less attention. that
it now enjoys. Enforcement wants all of the information in one area at the rear of the vehicle
and wants the qualifying identification fixed (at least semi-permanently) so that there can be no
doubt that it was or was not in view when the officer noted the offense. Placards ore subject to
movement and displacement by wind and other forces, they have a very short life expectancy
(replacement would become costly, time consuming and exaspirating), are more prone to theft
and counterfeiting and potential violators would feel less compunction cheating with o placard
than with an attachment to a license plate. The taglet could be installed with bolt, nut and
washer for permanent attachment or with bolt, spring washer and wing nut for temporary attach
ment. The taglet could easily be carried in pocket or purse and would be issued only once.
It should be numbered and registered and replacement process would be similar to lost tag re
placement. Fines for violation should be increased as $5 is little deterrent to someone shopping
for a parking space where few are available. Fifteen dollars would be more of a deterrent.
The registered owner of the violating vehicle should be made responsible for the violation
that officer does not have to actually witness a violation or confront the violating driver.

sc:r.,�·

A uniform sign (size, shape, color and text) should be required and handicapped parking made
mandatory. Funds spent on signs and spaces are returned, manyfold, by increased patronage
.brought about by �ccessibility of facilities which attracts the physically impaired and those
. thatJtravel with them.
-continued-

Rep. Brantley / Handicapped Parking / 16 Feb 79 / page TWO Since all license tags will become semi-permanent in nature there will be a savings that will
more than offset any cost of producing semi-permanent taglets. The elimination of the 11 HP 11
tag will prove a further savings. The retention of the two toge with the accessibility symbol
will provide a service to those who believe that such idE!htification is of benefit to them in
times of breakdown and to those who travel interstate and avail themselves of disabled parking
spaces out of Florida. The option of having either a 11 symbol 11 plate or a regular alpha-numerical
plate is of value to those who have reservations about being easily identified as 11 handicapped 11 •
As stated in the Forum Proposal: many physically impaired drivers have little or no access to
the area just inside their rear windows (if they do in fact have rear windows).
There
entire
affair
tor to

has been a reluctance by some tax collectors to make decals available because the
fee went to DMV in Tallahassee. Since the purchase of the taglet would be a one-time
an increase would not be oppressive and some of the fee could be retained by the collec
partly offset handling costs. A $3 fee would not be excessive.

The· FCHO will testifi to committee in Tallahassee in support of legislation similar to the Forum
Proposal and to argue against conflicting proposed legislation. We have already agreed to agree
.. : within our ranks. We do not offer l 00% support but a clear majority support.
�hank you for your interest and this opportunity to be heard.

Nostsli-

Alan R. Lo an
·· Accessibility Chairman
, .. Lobbyist
Florida Council of Handicapped Organizations, Inc.

cc: Donna M. Batelaan, President FCHO
enc: l -3 page
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Other Committees of Reference:

House Bill 393

Sponsored by:

Rep. McPherson

Relating to:

©

@

Disabled Persons

None

Similar/Companion:

HB 232,

HB 361, SB 139, SB 202

Z1

\?
:�::�rent law,
reproduced bY
ARCHIVES
s. 316.1964 provides that no state agency or county,
FLORIDASTATEO ST TE
F A
P
MENT
R
T
A
city, or.town, or any agency thereof shall exact any fee for
E
O
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
0 parking on the public streets or highways or in any metered
9
parking space from any person who (a) is currently certified
Tallahassee, FL 323
by one licensed medical or osteopathic physician, the Social
on}�
cart
1
Serie"-,,4r
Security Administration, or the Veterans Administration as a
severely physically disabled person with permanent mobility
/-/1'; 3q"3
problems which substantially impairs the ability to ambulate,
(b) is li_censed to operate a motor vehicle in this state with
license plates bearing HP, DV (disabled veteran who displays
proper sticker as provided in s. 316.1964(2), or the wheel
chair symbol, and (c) displays the proper sticker as provided
in subsection (2).

�-g�

B. HB 393 amends subsections (1) and (2) of s. 316.1964 to
provide that a nondriving disabled person certified as "severely
physically disabled with permanent mobility problems which sub
stantially impair his or her ability to ambulate" may obtain
from the tax collector of the county in which he resides the
necessary sticker for special parking privileges. The sticker
must be displayed in the lower left-hand portion of the rear
window of the vehicle in which such person is being trans
ported.
II.

Private/Local/State Government Impact

Local governments will lose some revenue from metered
parking spaces, however, it is not possible to estimate the
impact, since it is not possible to determine the number of
disabled persons that will park in metered spaces.

State government will have a very minor impact, as the
cost of issuing parking cards in lieu of stickers should be
minimal.

III.

IV.

Comments

Sponsor's intent: My desire is to provide that certain disabled
persons, whether or not they are licensed to operate a motor
vehicle, would be entitled to obtain stickers for special park
ing privileges. I do not believe that one must be licensed to
drive in order to use a specially designated parking space, but
that the vehicle transporting the individual should be desig
nated.
Amendments

None
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House Bill 361
Sponsored by:
Relating to:
I.

Rep. Sample
Disabled persons

Summary:
A.

fij)

[!

None

Present law:

Similar/Companion:

HB 232

HB 393, SB 139, SB 202

, reproduced by
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(1) s. 316.1955 provides that each state agency and political
subdivision having jurisdiction over street parking or publicly
owned and operated parking facilities shall provide one space
for each 300 metered parking spaces for use by a severely physi
cally disabled person with permanent mobility problems which
substantially impairs the ability to ambulate, as certified in
s. 316.1964, and those persons eligible under ss. 320.0842,
320.084, and 320.0843 for license places bearing the designation
HP, DV (disabled veteran who displays the proper sticker as
provided in s. 316.1964(2), or the internationally accepted
wheelchair symbol. This section also provides that any person
chauffeuring a disabled person or a disabled person confined to
a wheelchair shall be allowed, without need for an identification sticker, momentary parking on the public streets or high
ways, or in any metered parking space, to load or unload such
disabled person.
(2) s. 316.1956 provides any business, firm, or other per
son licensed to do business with the public prior to October 1,
1977, may provide parking spaces for use of physically disabled
persons who have been issued stickers for their motor vehicles
pursuant to s. 316.1964 or have been issued license plates pur
suant to s. 320.0842, s. 320.084, or s. 320.0843. This section
also provides momentary parking in such spaces, without need for
an identification sticker, to any person chauffeuring a dis
abled person or a disabled person confined to a wheelchair for
the purpose of loading or unloading such disabled person.
(3) s. 316.1964 provides that no state agency or county,
city, or.town, or any agency thereof shall exact any fee for
parking on the public streets or highways or in any metered
parking space from any person who (a) is currently certified
by one licensed medical or osteopathic physician, the Social
Security Administration, or the Veterans Administration as a
severely physically disabled person with permanent mobility
problems which substantially impairs the ability to ambulate,
(b) is lipensed to operate a motor vehicle in this state with
license plates bearing HP, DV (disabled veteran who displays
proper sticker as provided in s. 316.1964(2), or the wheel
chair symbol, and (c) displays the proper sticker as provided
in subsection (2).
II.

\VJ
LJ

DfP4RTM£N £ARCHIVES
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HB 361 would:
(1) Replace parking sticker required in s.316.1964 with a
parking card to be displayed in the rear window of a vehicle.
Removes the requirement that a disabled person must be licensed
to operate a motor vehicle in this state in order to apply for
a parking card. Provides that a state agency or county, city, or
town, or any agency thereof shall not exact any fee for parking
the public streets of highways or in any metered parking space
from any disabled person who displays the parking card or for
any vehicle transporting a disabled person that displays the park
ing card. Provides penalty for obtaining a parking card fraudu
lently, unlawfully using the parking card, unlawfully permitting
another person to use such a card, or using a replica of the
parking card with intent to deceive.

.

HB 361 (cont'd.)
Page 2
HB 361 conforms s.316.1955 and s.316.1956, relating to
parking spaces, both public and nonpublic, to s.316.1964, as
amended herein, to allow persons chauffeuring disabled per
sons, and whose vehicle displays the proper parking card, to
park in the parking spaces provided for disabled persons.
III.

Private/Local/State Government Impact:

Local governments will lose a small amount of revenue from
metered parking spaces utilized under the provisions of HB 361.
Since it is impossible to determine the number of persons that
would be affected, an estimated dollar loss cannot be determined.
The impact on state governmental should be very small, since
the difference in cost of parking cards and parking permits should
be minimal.
IV.

Comments
None

v.

Amendments
None
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

FROM:

William H. Lockward

DATE:
RE:
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7
I

Legislative Intent

House Bill 3 61
consideration.

has been referred to this Committee for

We would appreciate your providing us with its legislative
intent.

WHL:RT:ah

@ @ IP '1 Journal
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format and the licensee to refrain from carrying on a similar
business within certain limitations; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for CS for HB 360
and read the second time by title. Under Rule 8.19, the bill
was referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
HCR 1559-A concurrent resolution urging the Secretary of
State to design, prepare, and present an award honoring the
veterans from the State of Florida who rest in Arlington
National Cemetery.
-was read the second time in full. On motion by Mr. Lock
ward, the concurrent resolution was adopted and under the rule
immediately certified to the Senate.
By the Committee on Veterans Affairs and Representatives
Brantley, Evans, Kirkwood, Sample, McPherson, T. F. Lewis,
Burrall, Melby, Spaet, O'Malley, Flynn, Crady, Nuckolls, Ner
gard, Foster, Warner, Lippman, Mills, Robinson, and Kiser"cs for HB's 232, 361 and 393-A bill to be entitled An act
relating to motor vehicles; amending ss. 316.1955(1), (2), (4)
.and (6) and 316.1956, Florida Statutes, requiring governmental
agencies and nongovernmental entities to provide parking
spaces for certain disabled persons; providing standards for
such parking spaces; prescribing the persons and vehicles
which may use such parking spaces; prohibiting the unau
thorized use of such parking spaces; providing a penalty; pro
viding for enforcement by parking enforcement specialists;
• amending s. 316.1964, Florida Statutes, exempting certain
vehicles transporting disabled persons from certain parking
penalties and fees; deleting current procedures; amending s.
318.141(1), Florida Statutes, providing for the enforcement of
parking infractions; amending s. 320.0842(5) and (6), Florida
Statutes, prescribing that no fee shall ba, exacted from or no
penalty shall be imposed upon certain persons parking on a
.public street or highway; amending s. 320.0843(1) and (2J,
Florida Statutes, authorizing the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles to issue the internationally accepted
. wheelchair plate for certain vehicles owned or leased by a
person confined to a wheelchair; creating s. 320.0844, Florida
Statutes, providing certain handicapped persons with exemp
tion entitlement parking permits; repealing s. 316.1955(5),
Florida Statutes, relating to the requirement that the state
building code and county and municipal building codes include
certain provisions for parking spaces; repealing s. 320.0806,
Florida Statutes, relating to "HP" license plates; providing an
effective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB's 232, 361, and
393 were laid on the table. On motion by Mr. Lockward, the
rules were waived and CS for HB's 232, 361, and 393 was
read the second time by title.
Representative Lockward offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 4, line 8, after the words "posted
with a" insert: fixed nonmovable
Mr. Lockward moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Lockward offered the following amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 5, line 27, strike "code" and insert:
"codes"
Mr. Lockward moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Lockward offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 11,. line 10, after the period insert:
The department may issue one additional exemption entitle
ment parking permit to any applicant who demonstrates that
more than one permit is needed.
Mr. Lockward moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
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By the Committee on Health & Rehabilitative Services and
Representatives Gordon, Cox, Girardeau, Fox, Hector, Margolis
and A. E. JohnsonCS for HB 209-A bill to be entitled An act relating to family
planning; amending s. 381.382(3) and (5), Florida Statutes,
permitting broader dissemination of maternal health and con
traceptive information and services to minors; providing an
effective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB 209 was laid on the
table. On motion by Ms. Gordon, the rules were waived and CS
for HB 209 was read the second time by title.
Representative Bush offered the following amendment:
Amendment l�On page 2, line 21, strike "not"
Mr. Bush moved the- adoption of the amendment. Pending con
sideration thereofMs. Gordon raised the point of order, under Rule 11.12, that
the text of the amendment by Mr. Bush had been rejected in
subcommittee and committee. Mr. Haben, as Chairman of the
Committee on Rules & Calendar, responqed to inquiry from the
Speaker by suggesting the point was not well taken as Rule
11.12 speaks of a bill rather than an amendment. "You cannot
because of an amendment having been defeated in· committee
raise the Rule against an amendment here," stated Mr. Haben.
"That is not within the purview of the Rule and therefore I
would suggest the point is not well taken." The Speaker ruled
the point not well taken.
Mr. Healey moved the previous question on the amendment
and the bill, which was agreed to.
The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 1, which
was adopted. Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the En
grossing Clerk.

Messages from the Senate

The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown, Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that the
Senate President has appointed Senators Henderson, Myers
Hair, and Dunn as the Conferees on the part of the Senate o�
CS for SB 727.
Joe Brown, Secretary

Announcement
Mr. Haben announced that the House will not be in session on
Thursday in order that committees may meet. Group I committees
will meet at 8:00 a.m. and Group II committees will meet at 10:15
a.m.
Presentation of Former Member
Representative Silver presented the Honorable Ted Cohen'
former Member of the House from Dade County.
Mr. Haben moved that the House adjourn upon completion of
Introduction and Reference and the receiving of Reports, to re
convene at 9:15 a.m. tomorrow, which was agreed to.
Record Votes
Representative Silver:
Nay to Yea-HB 1524
Co-sponsors
HB 224-Gersten, Silver
HB 320-Flinn
HB 1359-Mann
HB 1402-T. F. Lewis, Margolis, Gardner, Ewing, Kelly, Bush
HB 199-J. H. Smith
HB 696-Upchurch
HB 1265-Davis
HB 1544-Patchett, Watt
HB 1390-Rosen
HB 502-Patchett

April

25, 1979

Nuckolls
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer

Price

Ready

Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
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Smith,J.H.
Smith, L.J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward

Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Nays-None
So the bill passed and was certified to the Senate.
CS for SB 254-A bill to be entitled An act relating to com
binations restricting trade or commerce; amending s. 542.12(2),
Florida Statutes; allowing agreements between a licensor who
licenses the use of a trademark and identifiable business format
and the licensee to refrain from carrying on a similar business
within certain limitations; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-108
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Beard
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter
Cox
Crady
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Nays--5
Kutun
McCall

Ewing
Jones, D. L.
Flinn
Kelly
Flynn
Kershaw
Fontana
Kirkwood
Fox
Kiser
Gallagher
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Gardner
Gersten
Lewis, T.F.
Girardeau
Liberti
Gordon
Lippman
Gustafson
Lockward
Haben
Malloy
Hagler
Margolis
Hall
Martin
Hattaway
Martinez
Hawkins, L.R. Meek
Hawkins, M. E. Melby
Mica
Hazouri
Mills
Healey
Mitchell
Hieber
Moffitt
Hodges
Hollingsworth Morgan
Myers
Jennings
Johnson, A. E. Nergard
Johnson, B. L. Nuckolls
Johnson,R. C. O'Malley
Patchett
Jones, C.F.

Patterson
Plummer
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sample
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith,J.H.
Smith, L.J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff
Young
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Statutes, providing certain handicapped persons with exemp:
tion entitlement parking permits; repealing s. 316.1955(5),
Florida Statutes, relating to the requirement that the state
building code and county and municipal building codes include
certain provisions for parking spaces; repealing s. 320.0806,
Florida Statutes, relating to "HP" license plates; providing an
effective date.
-was read the third time by title.
Representative Deratany offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 5, line 19, strike "shall" and insert:
may
Mr. Deratany moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereofRepresentative Nuckolls offered the following substitute
amendment:
Substitute Amendment 4--On page 5, line 27 after the word
" Codes" insert: provided that this •requirement' shall not apply
to any business, firm, or other person licensed to do business
with the public who has 5 or less parking spaces
Mr. Nuckolls moved the adoption of the substitute amend
ment, which was adopted by two-thirds vote. The vote was:
Yeas-76
The Chair
Allen
Batchelor
Boles
Bush
Campbell
Cox
Crotty
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Flinn
Flynn
Fontana
Fox
Gallagher
Gersten
Gordon

Gustafson
Hagler
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L.R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hodges
Jennings
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson,R. C.
Jones, C.F.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser

Kutun
Lehman
Lippman
Lockward
Mann
Margolis
Martin
McCall
Meek
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
O'Malley
Plummer

Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith, L.J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Weinstock
Woodruff
Young

Nays-28
McPherson

Pajcic

Shackelford

So the bill passed and was certified to the Senate.
Under Rule 7.11, CS for HB 360, a similar or companion
measure, was laid on the table.
� CS for HB's 232, 361 and 393-A bill to be entitled An act
relating to motor vehicles; amending ss. 316.1955(1), (2), (4)
and (6) and 316.1956, Florida Statut�s1 requiring g_overnme�tal
agencies and nongovernmental entities to provide parkmg
spaces for certain disabled persons; providing standards for
such parking spaces; prescribing the persons and vehicles
which may use such parking spaces; prohibiting the unau
thorized use of such parking spaces; providing a penalty; pro
viding for enforcement by parking enforcement specialists;
amending s. 316.1964, Florida Statutes, exempting certain
vehicles transporting disabled persons from certain parking
penalties and fees; deleting current procedures; amending s.
318.141(1), Florida Statutes, providing for the enforcement of
parking infractions; amending s. 320.0842(5) and (6), Florida
Statutes, prescribing that no fee shall be exacted from or no
penalty shall be imposed upon certain persons parking on a
public street or highway; amending s. 320.0843(1) and (2),
Florida Statutes, authorizing the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles to issue the internationally accepted
wheelchair plate for certain vehicles owned or leased by a
person confined to a wheelchair; creating s. 320.0844, Florida

Bankhead
Barrett
Beard
Brantley
Burrall
Carpenter
Conway

Crady
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dunbar
Ewing
Gardner

Girardeau
Hollingsworth
Johnson, B. L.
Jones, D. L.
Lewis, T.F.
Liberti
McPherson

Moffitt
Patterson
Sample
Shackelford
Smith,J.H.
Tygart
Watt

Votes after roll call :
Nays to Yeas-Liberti
The question recurred on the passage of CS for HB's 232,
361, and 393. The vote was:
Yeas-102
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Beard
Boles
Brantley
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter

Conway
Cox
Crady
Crotty
Davis
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Flinn
Flynn
Fontana

Fox
Hector
Gallagher
Hieber
Gersten
Hodges
Girardeau
Hollingsworth
Gordon
Jennings
Gustafson
Johnson, A. E.
Hagler
Johnson, B. L.
Hall
Johnson,R. C.
Hattaway
Jones, C.F.
Hawkins, L.R. Jones, D. L.
Hawkins, M. E. Kelly
Hazouri
Kershaw
Healey
Kirkwood
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Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis,T.F.
Liberti
Lippman
Lock.ward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martin
McCall
McPherson
Nays-6
Danson
Deratany

Meek
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett

Plummer
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sample
Shackelford
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith,J. H.

Smith, L.J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Woodruff
Young

Lock.ward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martin
Martinez
McCall
Meek
Melby
Mica

Mills
Moffitt
Morgan
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patterson
Plummer
Price
Reynolds
Richmond

April 25, 1979

Robinson
Rosen
Sample
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith, L.J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart

Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Patchett

Dunbar
Gardner

Patterson

Tygart

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Burnsed, Crawford, J. W. Lewis
Yeas to N ays--,Burrall
Nays to Yeas-Dunbar
So the bill passed, as further amended, and was certified to
the Senate after engrossment.
THE SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR
CS for BB 209-A bill to be entitled An act relating to family
planning; amending s. 381.382(3) and (5), Florida Statutes,
permitting broader dissemination of maternal health and con
traceptive information and services to minors; providing an
effective date.
-was read the third time by title.
Representative Morgan offered the following amendment:
Amendment 2--On page 2, lines 11, 13, 22, 24, after "care or,"
add "non-surgical."
Mr. Morgan moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted by two-thirds vote.

Yeas to Nays-Danson, Brantley, Brown
So the bill tfailed to pass.
Explanation of Vote on CS for BB 209
When Representative Bush's amendment (which struck the
word "not" on page 2 line 21) was adopted, not only was the
intent of my original bill reversed but the bill was rendered
blatantly unconstitutional and far more restrictive than the
present law. Therefore, I asked for a negative roll call.
Representative Elaine Gordon

I nterpretation of Rule 6.18(g)
The Speaker said there had been a number of questions
regarding the effect of a negative vote in a subcommittee, and
he therefore was asking Mr. Haben, as Chairman of the Com
mittee on Rules & Calendar, to explain what the Rule means.
Mr. Haben: There is some confusion as to what happens when
a subcommittee reports a bill. We'll just walk it through for a
minute and if you have any questions, we'll get to them. I
r�fer now sp�cifically to Rule 6.��. which deals with Legisla
tive subcommittees and the prov1s1on that really gives every
body a problem is (g), 6.18(g).

A subcommittee has to do really one of two things-they
have to report the bill favorably or unfavorably and obviously
they can report it favorably with amendments. Let's talk for
a minute about an unfavorable subcommittee report. Forget
just
Ms. Gordon moved that the House reconsider the vote by Section
(g) for just a minute and let me tell you what can be
which Amendment 1 was adopted yesterday. Mrs. Easley raised done,
really it's a two-phased situation. Let's just
a point of order that Ms. Gordon was not on the prevailing forget because
(g) for a minute. Let us assume that a bill received an
side. Ms. Gordon stated that the vote on the amendment was a unfavorable
report of the subcommittee. That bill can be brought
voice vote and she had voted on the prevailing side. The Speaker before the full
committee in the report of the subcommittee.
ruled the point not well taken.
"\Yhen that happens, a motion could be made to take up that
The question recurred on the motion to reconsider the adop bill. Or actually you would be on that bill, notwithstanding
the unfavorable report of the subcommittee and the committee
tion of Amendment 1, which was not agreed to.
then could consider the bill at that time. That doesn't touch Sec
The question recurred on the passage of CS for HB 209. The tion (g). Everybody has a problem with Section (g) but
vote was:
understand that this can be done. You can have an unfavorable
subcommittee report; it can come to the full committee; a mo
tion can be made to take it up notwithstanding the unfavor
Yeas-24
able report and you're on the bill if that motion prevailed.
That's one instance.
Kershaw
Nuckolls
Flinn
The Chair
Kirk.wood
Gardner
Ready
Boles
The second instance is (g). Let's assume that the unfavor
Lehman
Hall
Shackelford
Brantley
able-of course, if it's favorable, it doesn't give you a problem.
Mitchell
Healey
Sheldon
Carpenter
Let's assume now that HB 100, and I just use that number for
Johnson, B. L. Myers
Smith,J. H.
Conway
ease of example. HB 100 has an unfavorable subcommittee
Johnson,R. C. Nergard
Watt
Danson
report. It comes up, the motion is made to adopt the unfavor
report of the subcommittee, and that motion passes. Some
able
Nays-89
one on the committee, on the prevailing side, can move at that
point in time to reconsider the vote by which the unfavorable
Gallagher
Hodes
Crawford
Allen
rep_ort was adopted. When that happens, a vote is not taken.
Hodges
Gersten
Crotty
Bankhead
It 1s handled like any other reconsideration motion. It is then
Hollingsworth
Girardeau
Davis
Barrett
put off until the next committee meeting of the full committee.
Jennings
Gordon
Deratany
Batchelor
At that time any member of that committee can pursue that
Johnson, A. E.
Gustafson
Dunbar
Beard
motion and if they pursue it, a vote is taken and then what
Jones, C.F.
Haben
Dyer
Bell
�ver the committee de_ter�i1_1es regarding the bill happens. Or
Jones, D. L.
Hagler
Easley
Burnsed
1f no person pursues 1t, 1t 1s deemed abandoned and lost and
Hattaway
Eckhart
Kelly
Burrall
therefore the unfavorable report of the subcommittee is there
Hawkins, L.R. Kiser
Bush
Evans
by confirmed by the full committee. So, in essence, that is what
Hawkins, M. E. Kutun
Campbell
Ewing
happens when you have an unfavorable report of the sub
Lewis,J. W.
Carlton
Hazouri
Flynn
committee. If I have not made that clear, I will try to respond
Lewis,T.F.
Fontana
Hector
Cox
to questions.
Fox
Liberti
Crady
Hieber
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Other Committees of Reference
House Bill 232
Sponsored by:
Relating to:
I.

Series
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Rep. Brantley
Parking for physically
disabled

Similar/Companion:
HB 361, HB 393,
SB 139, SB 202

Summary:
A.

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250

None

Present law:

(1) s. 316.1955 provides that each state agency and political
subdivision having jurisdiction over street parking or publicly
owned and operated parking facilities shall provide one space
for each 300 metered parking spaces for use by a severely physi
cally disabled person with permanent mobility problems which
substantially impairs the ability to ambulate, as certified in
s. 316.1964, and those persons eligible under ss. 320.0842,
320.084, and 320.0843 for license places bearing the designation
HP, DV (disabled veteran who displays the proper sticker as
provided in s. 316.1964(2)),or the internationally accepted
wheelchair symbol. This section also provides that any person
chauffeuring a disabled person or a disabled person confined to
a wheelchair shall be allowed, without need for an identification sticker, momentary parking on the public streets or high
ways, or in any metered parking space, to load or unload such
disabled person.
(2) s. 316.1956 provides any business, firm, or other per
son licensed to do business with the public prior to October 1,
1977, may provide parking spaces for use of physically disabled
persons who have been issued stickers for their motor vehicles
pursuant to s. 316.1964 or have been issued license plates pur
suant to s. 320.0842, s. 320.084, or s. 320.0843. This section
also provides momentary parking in such spaces, without need for
an identification sticker, to any person chauffeuring a dis
abled person or a disabled person confined to a wheelchair for
the purpose of loading or unloading such disabled person.
(3) s. 316.1964 provides that no state agency or county,
city, or town, or any agency thereof shall exact any fee for
parking on the public streets or highways or in any metered
parking space from any person who (a) is currently certified
by one licensed medical or osteopathic physician, the Social
Security Administration, or the Veterans Administration as a
severely physically disabled person with permanent mobility
problems which substantially impairs the ability to ambulate,
(b) is licensed to operate a motor vehicle in this state with
license plates bearing HP, DV (disabled veteran who displays
proper sticker as provided in s. 316.1964(2)),or the wheel
chair symbol, and (c) displays the proper sticker as provided
in subsection (2).
B.

HB 232 would:

(1) s.316.1955: delete the word "momentary" in s. 316.1955,
thereby allowing unlimited parking on the public streets or
highways or in any metered parking space for a person chauf
feuring a disabled person covered by this section, or ss. 316.1964,
320.0842, 320.084, or s. 320. 0843.
(2) s.316.1956: provides the same parking privileges as
s. 316.1955 for parking spaces provided by businesses for per
sons chauffeuring a disabled person.
(3) s. 316.1964: replaces required sticker by a "parking
card," which is transferable from vehicle to vehicle but not
from individual to individual, to be displayed on a vehicle used
to transport or used by disabled persons, prohibits a person
from fraudulently obtaining or unlawful use of a parking card, or
the use of a replica of the card with intent to deceive.

HB 232 (cont'd.)
Page 2
II.

Private/Local/State Government Impact

Local governments will suffer a minimal loss of revenue from
parking meters. However, it is not possible to make an estimate,
since the number of persons the bill would affect is unknown.
There should be an unappreciable impact on state government,
since the cost of parking cards vs. parking stickers should be
minute.
III.

Comments
None

IV.

Ammendments
None
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CS/HB's 232, 361, & 393
Committee on Veterans
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Kirkwood, Sample, & McPherson
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OTHER COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE:
None

SIMILAR/COMPANION:
&

SB 202

SB 139

:�::::ent law,

(1) s. 316.1955 provides that each state agency and political
reproduced by
subdivision having jurisdiction over street parking or publicly
FLORIDA STATEA�CHIVES owned and operated parking facilities ·shall provide one space
DEPARTMENTOFSTATE for each 300 metered parking spaces for use by a severely physi
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
cally disabled person with permanent mobility problems which
TaJlahas
FL 32399·0250 substantially impairs the ability to ambulate, as certified in·
Xc/
Carton./.&.s. 316.1964, and those persons eligible under ss. 320.0842,
Serles
320.084, and 320.0843 for license places bearing the designation
t1r1....--,-z../"/_
HP, DV (disabled veteran who displays the proper sticker as
r117 �/r
provided in s. 316.1964(2), or the internationally accepted
wheelchair symbol. This section also provides that any person
chauffeuring a disab_led person or a disabled person confined to
a wheelchair shall be allowed, without need for an identifica
tion sticker, momentary parking on the public streets or high
ways, or in any metered parking space, to load or unload such
disa?led person.
TI

(2) s. 316.1956 provides any business, firm, or other per
son licensed to do business with the public prior to October 1,
1977, may provide parking spaces for use of physically disabled
persons.who have been issued stickers for the�r motor vehicles
pursuant to s. 316.1964 or have been issued license plates pur
suant to s. 320.0842, s. 320.084, or s. 320.0843. This section
also provides momentary parking in such spaces, without need for
an identification sticker, to any person chauffeuring a dis
abled person or a disabled person confined to a wheelchair for
the purpose of loading or unloading such disabled person.

(3) s. 316.1964 provides that no state agency or county,
city, or.town, or any agency thereof shall exact any fee for
parking on the public streets or highways or in any metered
parking space fro� }nY person who (a) is currently certified
by one licensed medic�l or osteopathic physician, the Social
Security Administration, or the Veterans Administration as a
severely physically disabled person with permanent mobility
problems which substantially impairs the ability to ambulate,
(b) is l�censed to operate a motor vehicle in this state with
license plates bearing HP, DV (disabled veteran who displays
proper sticker as provided in s. 316.1964(2), or the wheel
chair symbol, and (c) displays the proper sticker as provided
in subsection (2).

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Replaces parking sticker required in s. 316.1964 with a
parking �ermit/taglet to be dis�layed on the rear license plate
of a vehi�le. Removes the requirement that a disabled person
must be licensed to operate a motor vehicle in this state in.order
to apply for a parking permit/taglet. Provides that a-state
agency, coun�y, city, or anf agency thereof, shall not exact any
fee �or parking on the p�blic streets or highways or in metered
parking space from any disabled person who displays the parking/
permit taglet, the designated D.V. symbol tag, or for any

CS/HB's 232, 361 & 393 (cont'd.)
Page 2
vehicle transporting a disabled person that displays the
parking permit/taglet. Provides penalty for obtaining a
parking permit/taglet fraudulently, unlawfully using the
parking permit/taglet, unlawfully permitting another person
to use such parking permit taglet, or using a replica of a
parking permit taglet with intent to deceive.
This bill provides that the following minimum number of spaces
shall be provided by governmental agencies:
1)
2)
3)

1 space in immediate vicinity of a building with
no on-premise public parking
1 space per 150 metered on-street parking spaces
For public parking lots, see chart below:
No. of Spaces
20
1 21 - 100
101 - 1000
Over 1000

No. of Handicapped Spaces
1
2

2 plus 1% for ea. 100 spaces (or fraction
thereof) over 100 spaces
11 plus additional space for ea. 500 spaces
(or fraction thereof) over 1000 spaces

Requires buildings maintained and operated by licensed business
establishments conducting business with the general public to pro
vide such number of spaces prescribed by the Standard Building Code.
The bill authorizes a traffic infraction enforcement officer to
issue a citation for a parking infraction when he observes any
illegally parked vehicle. Parking enforcement specialists would
also be authorized to enforce the provisions relating to parking
for disabled persons.
Creates s. 320.0844 which sets forth the criteria for eligibility
for a parking permit/taglet.
Repeals s. 320.0806 regarding "HP License Plates,"
of s. 316.1955.
II.

and ss. (5)

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

Any disabled person desiring the parking exemption and privilege
would pay a 50-cents fee for the taglet or card and certificate.
B.

Local:

Local governments will lose a small amount of revenue from metered
parking spaces utilized under the provisions of CS/HB's 232, 361 & 393.
Since it is impossible to determine the number of persons that would
be affected, an estimated dollar loss cannot be established.
c.

State:

The impact on state government should be very small, since the dif
ference in cost of the parking permit/taglet is comparative to the
parking sticker which is presently being administered by the Depart
ment of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles.
III.
IV.

None

COMMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

PREPARED BY,

None
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(3) No new fiscal emergency conditions exist.
218.505 Authorization for study of fiscal indicators.-The
Florida Advisory Council on Intergovernmental Relations shall
study specific indicators which may predict potential financial
emergencies. Indicators to be studied may include but shall
not be limited to:
(1) Per capita debt;
(2) Ratio of debt to per capita income;
(3) Property tax collection rate;
(4) Ratio of debt to property valuation;
(6)
(6)

Ratio of debt to revenues/expenditures;
Ratio of debt service to revenue;

(7) Trend analysis of:
(a) Population and income; and
(b) Property valuations.
(8)

Ratio of pension costs to total personnel costs.

The council shall file a report of its findings and recommenda
tions with the Governor and Legislature by March 1, 1980.
Section 10. (1) Prior to January 1, 1980, or no later th!ln
1 year after its creation, whichever date is later, each spec1al
district shall file, with the clerk of the governing body of each
county in which the special district is located and w:ith the
Auditor General, a copy of the document, together W1th any
amendments thereto, which created the special district. Any
subsequent amendment to such document shall be filed in the
same manner within 30 days after the adoption of such amend
ment. For purposes of this section, the term "special district"
means a local unit of special government, except a school dis
trict or a community college district, created pursuant to law
for the purpose of pe�orming prescribed !'pecialize!1 funct?,o�s,
which functions may mclude urban service functions, Wlthm
limited boundaries.
(2) If a special district fails to file any document required
by subsection (1), the clerk of the governing body of the county
or the Auditor General shall notify the Department of Revenue
and the Department of Banking and Finance that such special
district has not complied with subsection (1). The state shall
withhold any funds payable to such special district until such
document has been filed. If a special district fails to file aT},Y
document required by subsection (1), and if no funds are avail
able for the state to withhold from such special district, the
clerk of the governing body of the county or the Auditor General
shall report such failure to the Legislatiye �uditing !J!>mmittee.
Upon receipt of such report. the I:egislatrve Aud�tmg . C�m
mittee shall prepare a local bill to dissolve the special district,
making provision for the disposition of its assets and . the
protection of its creditors, publish in the manner prescribed
by general law notic e of intention to seek enactment of such
bill and deliver such bill to the President of the Senate and
the' Speaker of the House of Representatives for introduction.

make performance audits of the local government financial
reporting system; amending s. 112.63, Florida Statutes, 1978
Supplement; prescribing standards for actuarial review of
public retirement systems and plans; requiring certain retire
ment systems or plans to maintain certain information; pro
hibiting changes in benefits under a local retirement system
without a hearing and statement of actuarial impact; re
quiring actuarial reviews and statements of actuarial impact to
be filed with the Division of Retirement of the Department of
Administration; authorizing the division under certain circum
stances to perform such review or prepare such statement at
the expense of the governmental entity of which the employees
are covered by the system or plan; creating s. 112.665, Florida
Statutes; prescribing duties of the Division of Retirement of
the Department of Administration with respect to public em
ployee retirement systems and plans; amending s. 165.091,
Florida Statutes; requiring the Department of Community
Affairs to study the fiscal conditions of units of local govern
ment; deleting certain powers and duties of the department;
prescribing standards for the census of local government;
amending s. 218.32(1), (2), Florida Statutes; requiring units of
local government to file certain financial information and
financial reports; prescribing sanctions for failure to file re
quired reports; requiring the Department of Banking and
Finance to file a report on local government finances; creating
s. 218.37, Florida Statutes; prescribing duties of the Division
of Bond Finance of the Department of General Services with
respect to bonds of units of local government; providing for the
creation of a Bond Advisory Council to assist the division;
creating s. 218.38, Florida Statutes; requiring units of local
l?'overnment to provide certain information to the division;
prescribing sanctions for failure to p1;ovide such informa�i?n;
creating Part V, chapter 218, Flonda Statutes; providmg
criteria for the Governor to declare a unit of local government
to be in a state of financial emergency; authorizing the Gov
ernor to take certain actions to resolve the emergency; pro
viding for the termination of the emergency measures; au
thorizing the Florida Advisory Council on Intergovernmental
Relations to study fiscal indicators; adding s. 75.05(3), Florida
Statutes; requiring a copy of complaints be served on the
Department of Banking and Finance; requiring special districts
to file certain documents with the clerk of the governing body
of each county in which the district is located and with the
Auditor General; prescribing sanctions for failure to file such
documents; repea!ing s. 121.135(1), Florida Statutes, relating
to a survey of local retirement systems; providing an effective
date.
On motion by Senator Johnston, by two-thirds vote HB 1046
as amended was read the third time by title, passed and certi
fied to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-37

Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Carlucci
Chamberlin
- Childers, D.
Section 11. Subsection (3) is added to section 75.05, Florida Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Statutes, to read:
Fechtel
75.05 Order and service.Frank

Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay
Maxwell
McClain

($} In the case of independent special districts as defined
in s. 218.91 (7), a copy of the complaint shall be served on the
Department of Banking and Finance.

Nays-None

Section 12. Subsection (1) of section 121.135, Florida Stat
utes, is hereby repealed.

Votes after roll call:

Section 13. This act shall take effect September 1, 1979.
Amendment 2-Strike everything before th_e enacting cla)lse
and insert· A bill to be entitled An act relating to the review
and management of government f!nances; amending s. 11:45
(3)(a), Florida Statutes, and addmg s. 11.45(3)(d), Florida
Statutes; authorizing the Auditoi: General to make P.o�taudits
and performance audits of certam gover�mental entities; re
quiring an independent postaudit . of certam gover�mental en
tities of local government; requmng that such m�ependent
postaudit be filed with the Auditor General; requmng the
Auditor General to review independent audits; prescribing
sanctions for failure to file; requiring the Auditor General to
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McKnight
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola
Steinberg
Stuart

Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Yea-Myers
Yea to Nay-Skinner
CS for SB 592 was laid on the table.
By the Committee on Transportation and Senators Spicola,
Peterson and Neal, CS for SB's 139 & 202 was read the first
time by title and Senate Bills 189 and 202 were laid on the
table.
CS for SB's 139 and 202 was taken up and on motion by
Senator Peterson, the rules were waived and by two-thirds vote
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CS for BB's 232, 361 and _393 was withdrawn fr�m the Commit
tee on Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs.
On motion by Senator Peterson� CS for HB's 232, 361 and 393-A bill to be entitled An act
relating to motor vehicles; amending ss. 316.1955(1), (2), (4)
and (6) and 316.1956, Florida Sta_t1;1tes, requi�ng gov.ernmental
agencies and nongovernmental entities to proVIde parking spaces
for certain disabled persons; providing standards for such park
ing spaces; prescribing the persons and vehicles which may use
such parking spaces; prohibiting the unauthorized use of such
parking spaces; providing a penalty; providing for enforcement
by parking enforcement specia!ists; '!-mending s. 31�.1964: Flor
ida Statutes exempting certam vehicles transporting disabled
persons fro� certain parking penalties and fees; deleting cur
rent procedures; amending s. 818.1�1(1�, Flor!da Statutes1 pro
viding for the enforcement of parking infractions; amendmg s.
320.0842(5) and (6), Florida Statutes prescribing that no f1:e
shall be exacted from or no penalty shah be imposed upon certain
persons parking on a public street or highway; amending s.
320.0843(1) and (2), Florida Statutes, authorizing the Depart
ment of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to issue the inter
nationally accepted wheelchair plate for certain vehicles owned
or leased by a person confined to a wheelchair; creating s. 320.0844, Florida Statutes, providing certain handicapped persons
with exemption entitlement parking permits; repealing s. 316.1955(5), Florida Statutes, relating to the requirement that the
state building code and county and municipal building codes in
clude certain provisions for parking spaces; repealing s. 320.0806, Florida Statutes, relatmg to "HP" license plates; pro
viding an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB's 139
and 202 and read the second time by title.
Senator Peterson moved the following amendment:
Amendment 1-0n page 2, line 9, strike everything after the
enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Subsections (1), (2),
(4), and (6) of section 316.1955, Florida Statutes, are amended
to read:
316.1955 Parking spaces provided by governmental agencies
for certain disabled persons.( 1) Each state agency and political subdivision having juris
diction over street parking or publicly owned and operated
parking facilities shall provide a minimum number of spe
cially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for
the exclusive use of those severely physically disabled indi
viduals with permanent mobility problems which substantially
impair their ability to ambulate who have been issued an ez
emption entitlement parking permit pursuant to s. 920.0844; ea
eel'liwea i-ft e, 3HU964, &Be� f3ePB8ft8 � 6Mei1 !!&r
3::19.08481 &80.084, &ftd &a0,081.-ll f@ 1-ieeftBe � beei"iRg tlie
desig'B:&tien � P¥ (dieableEI. ¥eteFaft wae Elia11le:re � �
stieliep es 13Pe>REl.eEI. in e. &16,1984(::!)), &P tlie intePB:e.tienaU:r
e.eee11� �e�ehai;i_, � E&eft � inEl.i¥idHel e:p f)el'Defi
elleH Pftff m :&l¼e Qfl!_ire11lzte.tely H!:HlieEl pel'kiRg ep&ee.
(2) The following minimum number of such parking spaces
shall be provided:
(a) One space in the immediate vicinity of a building
which houses a governmental entity or a political subdi'Vision

IBBintaiB:ed &ftEi Df!DPateEI. with � HRde &fttl: iHtenEl.eEI. ffP
'liee B'Y' tlie �. including, but not limited to, state office
buildings andr courthouses, if no parking for the public is pro
vided on the premises of suck buildings Hl!:e.bi-Ht&tien eeBte:Pe,
&!WI lte&J)litale, ene epeee ee:eh
me4;&ia •,•ehieles WK& aeenee
iH'Me6 ilBf!PiMe& with tfte ftBBigBati&R ,H,l2 (ft&Raicap'f)ed ;pei"
� � (EliealdeEl ¥etePafi Wft& Elie11laye tile � �
&e JlP8 J'itieti ift s. &l6,1964.(B))1 &REl tlie intePHMieRMIY &e
eeptea �eeleheiP BfiRBBI I l!ew07,,eP, o. miRHn'lilft � Mi:' �
6ft&Y ee JlPe¥iaeEl &t 11:ltysieal peetePatieB Pehe..ei:litotieft eetl
�;
(b) One space for each 150 300 metered on-street &Be�
lie½,- me,iu1f;ained &n4 8JleP&teEl parking le4; spaces, 8'fte �
� ffP m&tet- ¥el!ielee wit& ffi!8ftDe � im11PiateEI mtl! tlie
Elesig,B&1iioa &12 (ee.B,tiiee,1311eti f!8i'B8R), f)¥ ( Elise.bled ¥eteP&ft
Wft8 diepla� � � � ee pPe¥iaeEl me. &16,1964(:1)),
eftEi tlie iater11.etieB:Mly eeee� \Wl:eeleaaiP �; and

w

(c) For publicly maintained and operated parking fa
cilities intended fo·r public use and not subject to paragraph
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(a), one parking space for disabled persons !'!1", the first _!O
parking spaces or fraction thereof, one additional parking
space for disabled persons fur the next 80 parking spaces or
fraction thereof, one additional parking sp'!ce for disabled
persons for each 1�0 parking spaces or fraction thereof af�er
the first 100 parking spaces, up to a total of 1,000 parking
spaces, and one additional parking space for disabled per
sons for each 500 parking spaces o; .fraction thereof a/per
the first 1,000 parking spaces. A minimum _of four park!ng
spaces for disabled persons shall be provided at physical
restoration rehabilitation centers and hospitals b'liiltii:ags m&ift

� &BEi. 8f!ePB:teEl � Uee:asea BHeiB:eea eete..eHelu:aeH!l;a eeft� 8QBift8BB WN;& � � � &Be it,& 'i¥M:eft (i&e
� � ¼B ¼B:¥i-tetir 6'lieft fMHl/t8ef' ef � ae ¼B ll'l'&
eePi9ea m tile Stoftaepa EHilaing �< 4) Each such _parking space s�all be, prominently outli�ed
with e- � ff paint and posted with a fur:ed, nonmovable sign
of a color and design approved by the Department of Trans
portation, bearing 'W½'6ft tke � ,H,l2 eta the internationally
accepted wheelchair symbol and the caption "PARKING BY
DISABLED PERMIT ONLY" eft tlte eigft.
(6) It is unlawful & vi:el&tieft e� tffis aet for any person
� -ift&ft t1ieae &li'tftei"il!lee m l&M6 eeetieft e:p ift s, 316.1984,
e, :U!Q,084B, a:, 3BQ.Q84, 8i' s. 3::!Q.9843 to stop, stand, or park a
�ta¼> vehicle within any such specially designated and marked
parking space &p&ee& provided in accordance with this section,

unless suck vehicle displays a parking permit issued pursuant
to s. 920.0844 and such vehicle is transporting a person eligib�e
for the parking permit aet. Wheneye1: a l_aw enforc�men� o�i
cer or a parking enfo'reement specialist fmds a vehicle in 1no
lation of this subsection v£el&ti:ag it:aeee JlPB¥isio:ee, that officer
shall:

(a) Have the vehicle in violation removed to any lawful
parking space or facility or require the operator or other person
in charge of the mete!' vehicle immediately to remove the un
authorized Bl.9tel!' vehicle from the parking space. Whenever any
� vehicle is removed by a law enforcement officer, parking
enforcement specialist, or agency to a storage lot, garage, or
other safe parking space, the cost of such removal and parking
shall be a lien against the mete'P vehicle.
(b) Charge the operator or other person in charge of the
'lift&'li�e:Pil!lea � vehicle in violation with a noncriminal
traffic infraction, punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2). How
ever, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person @ &
ais&1BleEl :f!ei'S9ft e&R-.f-iReEl it.& e waeeleliail' shall be allowed, with
out need for an identification parking permit eti:el£.eit, momen
tary parking in any such parking space eft tlte � el;J,eete &P
liigiaw&y8'j e:p m � :metePea f!BFlci:ag epaee, for the purpose of
loading or unloading such disabled person. No penalty shall be
imposed upon the driver for such momentary parking.
Section 2.
read:

Section 316.1956, Florida Statutes, is amended to

316.1956 }lBftJIHBlie Parking spaces provided by nongovern
mental entities for certain disabled persons.( 1) Any business, firm, or other person licensed to do busi
ness with the public � te OetebeP � � may provide spe
cially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for
the exclusive use of physically disabled persons who have been
issued pa1·king permits etielceps M � Bl.ete'!" ¥eftieles pur
suant to s. 320. 0844 � 13PevisioM ff e. 316.1964 H Wft& fi&¥e
B8ett � 1-i-eeftse � JHPS!i&ftt M &. 3::!Q.Q84::!, Ir. l!::!Q,Q8:l.1 ff
e: &BQ.0843. The minimum number of such parking spaces

shall be as provided in s. 916.1955(2)(c).

(2) Each such parking space shall conform to the require
ments of s. 916.1955(9), and shall be posted with a sign � &

eel&P &REl deeigft fi:i3'fti'&Vff B')' tile De111H�.aent e� ��
� � lettePiftg 6'lieft es "PAB.KING � WHEELCH.\I&
DISABLED ONLY" &ft4 bearing the internationally accepted
wheelchair symbol and the caption "PARKING BY DIS

ABLED PERMIT ONLY".

(3) Any person, eHee,t & f)el'Defi � meets � P8!1QiPe
Bl.eftts
the isEHJftftae ff � � @ � p,� who
parks a vehicle in any parking space designated with the
8Yft¼be1, .g.p {M:Rij,�� pe11ee1t), � (Elias.blee � Wft&
aie13leye the� eti:el£.eit ee 13110¥iaeEI. in e. 316.'l:96t(8)), ff
itae internationally accepted wheelchair symbol and the caption
"PARKING BY DISABLED PERMIT ONLY" is guilty of a

w

.,
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traffic infraction, punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2), unless
such vehicle displays a parking permit issued pu•rsuant to a.
820.0844 and such vehicle is transporting a person eligible for
such parking permit. However, any person who is chauffeuring

a disabled person &P e ei&aelee f)ei'S&B eenfiaeti w e �eelehaiP
shall be allowed, without need for an identification parking
permit �. momentary parking in any such parking space
for the purpose of loading or unloading l!QeA a disabled person.
No penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for such momen
tary parking.
( 4) Any law enforcement officer or parking enforcement
specialist shall enforce the provisions of subsection (3).
Section 3. Section 316.1964, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
316.1964 �ie&l!led JlOl'OBftS, Exemption of vehicles transport
ing certain disabled persons from payment of parking fees and
penaltiest issaanee 84! ia�eeMeR stiekeeo.
� No state agency, ff county, municipality� 8i' �.
or any agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking on the
public streets or highways or in any metered parking space
from the driver of a vehicle which displays a parking permit
issued pursuant to s, 820.0844 or a license plate issued pur
suant to s. 820.084 or s. 820.0842 if such vehicle is transport
ing a person eligible for such parking permit or license plate;
nor shall the driver of such a vehicle transporting such a per
son be penalized for parking except in clearly defined bus
loading zones, fire zones, or in areas posted as "No Parking"
zones. � pe!'l!&lt Wfie+

� ±a ean,eB.4;1y ee:Ptified ey eRe lieeRsea J}hysiei&B �
eh&J:1teP 468 8i' � -4&9; t;1.e � SeeaPi� l..e.mildstHtien,
ff 4ifte V:eteMf!S AambdsbtatieR a& 8 ee¥e!'ely �I½' iHB
eWea_ m&Widl:1.el � JU!H:l&ft8M mehil¾y Jl!."9Blems � Bfi
starttially HBJl&H' Me &i' h8i' elHli-ty w aml3ela4ie 1
f&t
lieeasea it& � a. met;&i> ¥Cfti.ele m t;Me sta4;e
wit;&�� iH¼ilPratell WNift (;ft.a llesi�etioa � �
� JlePOOR), P\T (aioaelell ,y:e(;e!'B:ft Wft& llispl0:ye 4ifte �
� es IIPOavieee iR e. 31e,10e4.(2)), ep 4;lte iRtCFfiatieneDy
e.eeOJ:l'tell wheelehe:iP �elJ QM
fet i>iSJ:ll&ye the � � ee � m slilbseeti8B
�
� � tAe &JIJ:llieatioB M &RY eek eiee,Wee JI0'1'9&ft; t;'he
:lie:K eeUeeter � � � m � t;l.e llise,blee � enl,ie&
f-&P Me ff hff �l� � 1)1.a,te � iBSY:e w 6lff!ft
� & eePtifieate shew:iRg :l;Aet 4ihe aieebiea pe!'l!&lt ie eR
� t& tfte i-mmY:nities Jli'O'Jieea ff!: tftie � QR-a- & �
PefieetiRg tfte eise&� wMee � f!MlH be aiSJ:llayea Qfl8ft
4ihe l-&w@ left l;ie,11d � &f tfte i'e&i' wmElew ef 4ihe met&!'
� ef 6lff!ft dieablell �
� %6 tiepePtmE!Bt is aatJtopfaee. aR4 e�ewe110El w mft1.e
&RY :aeeessapY PY:.J.es 4;e � � the l'Y:l'JIOSes ff 4;ai:e �
&ftQ 4;e � � ReeesOEH"Y p11oeed:Y:P88 � QBSY:Ping tftM QQ.
apJ:lliea:ate meet t;l.e �milifieatiofte J:1:Pese:Pillell Ht taie �
f4+ � &eflat'WOP..t � JlPesa:J!-H)e the � &E the ftfl)li
e&tieft ftil-11 eeptifiee,1;e en-II t;he tleeig:R ef & &ie!iif!etive itieflti-.
� M-i-eke!." &fl,e ehe-Y: SQtl-1>½' SY:eft &JIJ:llieatien&; eepgifiee.teo,
&Be �eliOl's t& 4;he t&3E eeYeetePe ff � � �
� � 68f!&l'tmeRt Sfte.11 Jl'PCSeFibe 4;he !ee t& l;,e � �
the &J:1fllie8ftt w the eeHi-£4ee.te o-:ae � l:Hi-t � ke �
Ret � � � %6 110110:ptmeftt � m its llisePetioR, 4e
te!'BliRe et what in-teP\"&le the eeRiHeete &B& � � 1;,e
;penewea.
� � fee; es set ey the aepHtffie:at, eMH l;,e eoUeetea b¥
4;he QHE eeUeeteFs ef, � � eoa:aties £izom 4;he a1111liea:ate
et (;ft.a � -tlie eerM!ielt'tes &M etielfeps Me � 6ftti ti!
61:M!ft fees e& �d � l;,e J)&i-11 e¥e-P t& 4ihe tiepaptme:at aR4
M :aeetl: W � � El3£f!OBSOS � e&i'pYfflg' � � Jl'IH'JIOSCS ff
�eeetieft.
-f!t+ F:PeuElal:oatl,y ebtai:aiBg ff lHHaW'fal:�y -QSIBg stieJ.ieps
l)"OVieea f-e-1' � � eeetieB,, ff � & � � Sl¼OB- �
with 4;he mteB-t t& deeei;a.•e, � ee 1n1Bishaele 8:S 1111oavided iR
e. 318,18 (2).
Section 4. Subsection (1) of section 318.141, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
318.141 Enforcement; traffic infraction enforcement offi
cer.-

*
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(1) Any sheriff's department or police department of a
chartered municipality may employ, as a traffic infraction en
forcement officer, any individual who successfully completes at
least 200 hours of instruction in traffic enforcement procedures
and court presentation through the Selective Traffic Enforce
ment Program as approved by the Division of Standards and
Training of the Department of Criminal Law Enforcement, or
through a similar program, but who does not necessarily other
wise meet the uniform minimum standards established by the
Police Standards and Training Commission for police officers
or auxiliary police officers under s. 943.13. Any such traffic
infraction enforcement officer who observes the commission of
a traffic infraction or, in the case of a parking infraction,
who observes an illegally parked vehicle, may issue a traffic
citation for such infraction when, based upon personal investi
gation, he has reasonable and probable grounds to believe that
an offense has been committed in violation of noncriminal
traffic infractions as defined in s. 318.14.
Section 5. Subsections (5) and (6) of section 320.0842, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:
320.0842 Free motor vehicle license plates to veterans con
fined to wheelchairs.(5) No county, city or town, or any agency thereof, shall
exact any fee for parking on the public streets or highways
or in any metered parking space from any person who is
issued a designated "DV" license plate or the internationally
accepted wheelchair symbol license plate; QM wll-e i& liesBSea
4;e &� Q met&!' � ff!: � �(6) No penalty for parking on the streets or highways or
in a metered space, except in clearly defined bus loading zones
or areas posted as "NO PARKING" zones, shall be imposed
upon any person who is issued a designated "DV" license plate
or the internationally accepted wheelchair symbol license plate;
ftM � i& lieeBsea t& &pel'ttte & M&tff � Ht 4;ai:e stew.
Section 6. Subsections (1) and (2) of section 320.0843, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:
820.0843 License plates for wheelchair users.(1) :Begiftfl:iftg � 4;he � lieeB68 4;a,g � Any owner
or lessee of a motor vehicle who resides in ie e pesillOBt 84!; eee
whe i& liee:asea t& &peMte & mst8i' � Ht; this state and
is permanently confined to a wheelchair, upon application to
the department accompanied by competent and appropriate
proof of disability, and upon payment of the registration fee
for motor vehicles registered under Hi' pPMte � ea fH'8¥ieetl: m s. 320.08(2), (3)(a), (b), ff (c), or (f), (6)(a), or
(9) (c) or (d), shall be issued a license plate as provided by
s. 320.06 which, in lieu of the serial number prescribed by s.
320.06, shall be stamped with the international wheelchair user
symbol after the serial number of the license plate.
(2) The department shall make such rules and regulations
as necessary to ascertain compliance with all state license
laws relating to use and operation of a motor vehicle iei' Jl!."i
� '1:!6e before issuing tags pursuant to this section in lieu of
the regular Florida license plate, and all applications for such
tags shall be made to the department.
Section 7. Section 320.0844, Florida Statutes, is created to
read:
320.0844 Handicapped persons; issuance of exemption en
titlement parking permits.(1) The Department of Highway Safety and Motor Ve
hicles shall, upon application, issue an exemption entitlement
parking permit indicating that the bearer has met the require
ments of this section to any handicapped Florida resident who
is currently certified, by a physician licensed under chapters
458 or 459, the Social Security Administration, or the Veterans
Administration, as being severely physically disabled and hav
ing permanent mobility problems which substantially impair his
ability to ambulate or who is certified as legally blind. The
metal parking permit shall have the two words "PARKING
PERMIT" across the upper portion and a sequential audit num
ber across the lower portion. The parking permit shall be affixed
to the lower left corner of the Florida license plate of any vehicle
used to transport the applicant and may be transferred from one
vehicle to another. The department may issue one additional
exemption entitlement parking permit to any applicant who
demonstrates that an additional permit is needed.
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(2) The department may adopt rules necessary to carry out
this section and to provide the procedures for assuring that all
applicants meet the qualifications prescribed in this section.
(3) The department shall prescribe the form of the applica
tion and supply it to all authorized license plate agencies.
(4) The department shall prescribe the fee to be paid by the
applicant for the parking permit not to exceed 50 cents. All
such fees shall be used by the department to defray the ex
penses of administering this section.
(5) Any person who fraudulently obtains or unlawfully uses
such parking permit or who uses an unauthorized replica of
such parking permit with the intent to deceive is guilty of a
nonmoving traffic violation, punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2).

Section 8. Section 320.0806, and subsection (5) of section
316.1955, Florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.
Section 9. This act shall take effect January 1, 1980.
Senators MacKay and Chamberlin offered the following
amendment to Amendment 1 which was moved by Senator
MacKay and failed:
Amendment lA-On page 4, line 19, strike "may" and insert:
shall
Amendment 1 was adopted.
Senator Trask presiding
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Thomas
Trask
Ware
Winn
Tobiassen
Vogt
Williamson
Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yea-McClain, Myers
CS for SB's 139 and 202 was laid on the table.
SB 150-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public lands;
amending s. 195.072, Florida Statutes; requiring the Depart
ment of Revenue to furnish data and assistance to the Board
of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund with
respect to the inventory of state-owned lands; adding s.
195.073(4), Florida Statutes; requiring property appraisers to
furnish the Department of Revenue with certain data con
cerning public lands; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Natural Resources and Conservation of
fered the following amendment which was moved by Senator
Vogt and adopted:
Amendment I-On pages 1 and 2, line 28, strike all of Sec
tion 2 and insert: Section 2. Subsection (3) is added to section
195.084, Florida Statutes, to read:
195.084 Information exchange.(3) The department shall, 7Yrior to December 31 each, year,

provide to the Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement
Trust Fund a complete computer file list of all public lands
as contained within the current property appraisers' real prop
erty assessment rolls. This file will include complete reported
data for each. parcel.

Senator Peterson moved the following amendment which was
adopted:
. Amendment 2-0n page 1 in title, line 1, strike everything
The Committee on Natural Resources and Conservation of
before the enacting clause and insert: An act relating to motor fered the following amendment which was moved by Senator
vehicles; amending s. 316.1955(1), (2), (4), (6), Florida Stat Vogt:
utes; requiring governmental agencies to provide parking
Amendment 2-On page 1 in title, line 8, strike "195.073(4)"
spaces for disabled persons; providing standards for such
parking spaces; prescribing the persons and vehicles which may and insert: 195.084(3)
use such parking spaces; prohibiting the unauthorized use of
such parking spaces; providing a penalty; providing for en
Senator Vogt moved the following substitute amendment for
forcement; amending s. 316.1956, Florida Statutes; providing Amendment 2 which was adopted:
standards for such parking spaces; prescribing the persons and
Amendment 3-On page 1 in title, strike lines 8-10 and in
vehicles which may use such parking spaces; prohibiting the
unauthorized use of such parking spaces; providing a penalty; sert: 195.084(3), Florida Statutes; requiring the Department of
providing for enforcement; amending s. 316.1964, Florida Stat Revenue to provide the Board of Trustees of the Internal Im
utes; exempting certain vehicles transporting disabled per provement Trust Fund with certain data concerning public
sons from certain parking penalties and fees; amending s.
On motion by Senator Vogt, by two-thirds vote SB 150 as
318.141(1), Florida Statutes; prescribing circumstances when
a traffic infraction enforcement officer may issue citations; amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered en
amending s. 320.0842(5), (6), Florida Statutes; deleting re grossed and then certified to the Reuse. The vote on passage
quirement that applicant be a licensed driver; amending s. was:
320.0843(1), (2), Florida Statutes; prescribing persons who
qualify for wheelchair user plates; creating s. 320.0844, Florida Yeas-33
Statutes; requiring the Department of Highway Safety and
Grizzle
Tobiassen
McKnight
Motor Vehicles to issue an exemption entitlement parking per Anderson
Hair
T:cask
Neal
mit to certain disabled persons; authorizing the department to Barron
Hill
Vogt
Peterson
adopt rules and forms and to prescribe fees; prohibiting a Carlucci
Holloway
Ware
Poole
person from fraudulently obtaining or unlawfully using such Chamberlin
Jenne
Williamson
Scott
parking permit or using a replica thereof; providing a penalty; Childers, D.
Johnston
Winn
Spicola
repealing s. 320.0806, Florida Statutes, relating to "HP" license Dunn
MacKay
Steinberg
plates; repealing s. 316.1955(5), Florida Statutes, relating to Fechtel
Maxwell
Stuart
incorporation of parking space provisions in building codes; Frank
Gorman
McClain
Thomas
providing an effective date.
Nays-None
On motion by Senator Peterson, by two-thirds vote CS for
HB's 232, 361 and 393 as amended was read the third time by Vote after roll call:
title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage
Yea-Myers
was:
SB 176-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the tax on
Yeas-35
sales and other transactions; amending s. 212.02(16), Florida
Statutes, 1978 Supplement; correcting a reference to a pro
Holloway
Anderson
Fechtel
Peterson
vision of the U. S. Internal Revenue Code; providing an effec
Frank
Jenne
Barron
Scarborough
tive date.
Johnston
Carlucci
Gordon
Scott
Gorman
Chamberlin
Skinner
l\facKay
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
Childers, D.
Grizzle
Spicola
Maxwell
Steinberg, by two-thirds vote SB 176 was read the third time
Childers, W. D. Hair
Steinberg
McKnight
by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on pas
Hill
Dunn
Stuart
Neal
sage was:
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An act rel_ating to motor vehicles; amending s.

2
3

316.1955(1), (2), (4), (6), Florida Statutes;

4

requiring governmental agencies to provide

parking spaces for disabled persons; providing

5

6

standards for such parking spaces; prescribing

7

the persons and vehicles which may use such

8

parking spaces; prohibiting the unauthorized

9

use of such parking spaces; providing a

10

penalty; providing for enforcement; amending s.

11

316.1956, Florida Statutes; providing standards

for such parking spaces; prescribing the

12
13

persons and vehicles which may use such parking

14

spaces; prohibiting the unauthorized use of
such parking spaces; providing a penalty;

15
16

providing for enforcement; amending s.

17

316.1964, Florida Statutes; exempting certain

18

vehicles transporting disabled persons from

19

certain parking penalties and fees; amending s.

20

320.0842(5), (6), Florida Statutes; deleting
requirement that applicant be a licensed

21

driver; amending s. 320.0843(1), (2), Florida

22

Statutes; prescribing persons who qualify for

23
24

wheelchair user plates; creating s. 320.0844,

25

Florida Statutes; requiring the Department of

26

Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to issue an

27

exemption entitlement parking permit to certain

28

disabled persons; authorizing the department to

29

adopt rules and forms and to prescribe fees;

30

prohibiting a person from fraudulently

31

obtaining or unlawfully using such parking
1
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permit or using a replica thereof, providing a
2
3

penalty, repealing s. 320.0806, Florida
Statutes, relating to "HP" license plates,

4

repealing s. 316.1955(5), Florida Statutes,

5

relating to incorporation of parking space

6

provisions in building codes; providing an

7

effective date.

8
9

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

10
11
12
13
14
15

Section l.

Subsections

(1),

(2),

(4),

and

(6)

of

section 3 16.1955, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
316.1955

Parking spaces provided by governmental

agencies for certain disabled persons.--

(l)

Each state ·agency and political subdivision having

·16

jurisdiction over street parking or publicly owned and

17

operated parking facilities shall provide a minimum number of

18

specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for

19

the exclusive use of those severely physically disabled

20

individuals with permanent mobility problems which

21

substantially impair their ability to ambulate who have been

22

issued an exemption entitlement parking permit pursuant to s.

23

320.08447-as-eef�¼i¼ee-¼n-eT-3¼6T¼9647-ane-�heee-persens

24

e¼¾g¼e¼e-ttfteer-ssT-3i9T984= 7-3=9T9847-ene-3i9T9843-!er-¼¼eense

25

p¼a�es-eear¼ftg-the-ees¼gna�¼en-HP7-BV-ia¼sae¼ee-¥e�eran-whe

26

e¼ep¼aye-the-proper-e�¼eker-as-pro¥¼ded-¼n-sT-3¼6T¼964i�ttT-or

27

�he-¼ftterna�¼ena¼¼y-aeeepted-whee¼eha¼r-s)'lfteo¼T--Baeh-s�eh

28

¼ne¼¥¼d�a¼-er-persen-sha¼¼-park-¼n-�he-eppropr¼ate¼y-merked

�

park¼ng-epaee.

30

31

(2)

The following minimum number of such parking

spaces shall be provided:
2
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(a)

One space in the immediate vicinity of a building

2 which houses a governmental entity or a political subdivision
3

ma¼nea¼ned-end-epereeed-w¼eh-p�e¼fe-£�nds-end-¼neended-£er-ttse

4 ey-ehe-pHe¼¼e, including, but not limited to, state office
5 buildings and7 courthouses, if no parking for the public is
6

provided on the premises of such buildings rehae¼¼¼eee¼en

7 eefteers7-and-hesp¼ea¼s7-ene-speee-eeeh-£er-meeer-veh¼e¼es-w¼eh
8 ;feeftse-p¼aees-¼mpr¼need-w¼eh-ehe-des¼�nae¼en-HP-thand¼eepped
9 persent7-BV-te¼see¼ed-veeeren-whe-d¼sp¼eys-ehe-preper-se¼eher
10

as-prev¼ded-¼n-sT-3¼6T¼964t=ttT-end-ehe-¼neernee¼ene¼¼y

11

eeeepeed-whee¼eha¼r-S'.fll\ee¼�-hewever7-a-ffl¼ft¼fflt:llft-e£-EeHr-speees

12

sha¼¼-ee-prev¼ded-ae-phys¼ea¼-reseerae¼en-rehee¼¼¼eee¼en

13

eeneers;

14
15

•-16

17

(b)

One space for each 150 388 metered on-street and

pHe¼¼e¼y-ffle¼nea¼ned-and-epereeed parking ¼ee spaces7-ene-spe�e
eeeh-£er-meeer-veh¼e¼es-w¼eh-¼¼eense-p¼aees-¼mpr¼need-w¼eh-ehe
des¼,nee¼en-HP-thand¼eapped-persent7-BV-td¼sae¼ed-¥eeeren-whe

18

d¼sp¼ays-ehe-preper-se¼eher-es-prev¼ded-¼n-sT-3¼6T¼964t=ttT

19

aad-�he-¼neernae¼ena¼¼y-eeeepeed-whee¼eha¼r-s'.fll\ee¼; and
(c)

20

For publicly maintained and operated parking

21

facilities intended for public use and not subject to

22

paragraph (a), one parking space for disabled persons for the

23 first 20 parking spaces or fraction thereof, one additional
24

parking space for disabled persons for the next 80 parking

25

spaces or fraction thereof, one additional parking space for

26

disabled persons for each 100 parking spaces or fraction

27

thereof after the first 100 parking spaces, up to a total of

28

1,000 parking spaces, and one additional parking space for

29

disabled persons for each 500 parking spaces or fraction

30

thereof after the first 1,000 parking spaces.

31

four parking spaces for disabled persons shall be provided at

A minimum of

3
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306-1009-9
physical restoration rehabilitation centers and hospitals

2 ettf¼efngs-ffla¼neaffted-ane-epe�aeed�ey-¼¼eensed-etts¼ness
J

eseae¼4shmenes-eendtteefng-etts¼ness-wfeh-ehe-gene�a¼-ptte¼fe-and

4 �e-wh¼eh-�he-gene�a¼-ptte¼¼e-¼s-¼nv¼eed 7-s�eh-nttmee�-e£-spaees

s ae-¼s-preser¼eed-¼n-ehe-Seandard-B�¼¼d¼ng-Gede.

6

(4)

Each such parking space shall be prominently

7 outlined with a-ee¼er-ef paint and posted with a sign of a
8 color and design approved by the Department of Transportation,
9
10

11

12
14

bearing w¼eh-�he-sfl'llee¼-HP-er the internationally accepted

wheelchair symbol and the caption "MOBILITY IMPAIRED PERSONS-BY PERMIT ONLY" en-ehe-s¼gn.
(6)

It is unlawful a-v¼e¼ae¼en-e£-th¼s-aee for any

i¼,T¼9647-ST-329T9&427-ST-a29T9&47-er-ST-a29T9843 to Stop,

15 stand, or park a meeer ·vehicle within any such specially
• 16

17

designated and marked parking space spaees provided in
accordance with this section, unless such vehicle displays a

18 parking permit issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 and such vehicle
19

is transporting a person eligible for the parking permit ae�.

20 Whenever a law enforcement officer or a parking enforcement
21

22
23

24

specialist finds a vehicle· in violation of this subsection
v¼e¼ae¼ng-�hese-prev¼s¼ens, that officer shall:
(a)

Have the vehicle in violation removed to any

lawful parking space or facility or require the operator or

25

other person in charge of the meeer vehicle immediately to

26

remove the unauthorized meeer vehicle from the parking space.

27

Whenever any me�er vehicle is removed by a law enforcement

28

officer or agency to a storage lot, garage, or other safe

29

parking space, the cost of such removal and parking shall be a

30

lien against the meeer vehicle.

31

4
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pe��Jn in charge of

2 the ttftattehcr¼zed-meeor vehicle in violation wit� a noncriminal
3

traffic infraction, punishable as provided in s.· 318.18(2).

4 However, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person er-a
5

eisae¼ee-perseft-eofti¼ned-eo-a-whee¼eha¼r shall be allowed,

6 without need for an identification parking permit s�¼eker,
7 momentary parking in any such parking space cft-�he-ptte¼¼e
8 s�reeee-or-h¼ghways7-or-¼n-any-meeered-park¼ng-spaee, for the
9

purpose of loading or unloading such disabled person.

No

10 penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for such momentary
11
12
13
14

15
•. 16

parking.
Section 2.

Section 316.1956, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
316.1956

Nonptte¼¼e Parking spaces provided by

nongovernmental entities for certain disabled persons.-(1)

Any business, firm, or other person licensed to do

·17

business with the public pr¼or-�c-8e�cber-¼7-¼9��T may provide

18

specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for

19

the exclusive use of physically d��abled persons who have been

20

issued parking _perm�ts s�¼ekers-for-�he¼r-mc�or-¥eh¼e¼es
pursuant to s. 320.0844 �he-prov¼s¼ons-o£-sT-3¼6T¼964-or-whc

21

22

ha¥e-eeen-¼sstted-¼¼eense-p¼aees-pttrsttane-eo-sT-3i9T884iT-ST

23

328T8847-er-sT-329T9843.

24

25

The minimum number of such parking

spaces shall be as provided in s. 316.1955(2)(c).
(2)

Each such parking space shall conform to the

�

requirements of s. 316.1955(3), and shall be posted with a

27

sign ef-a-ec¼or-and-des¼gn-appro¥ed-ey-�he-Bepar�men�-o£

28

�ranspcr�ae¼cn7-w¼eh-¼eeeer¼ng-stteh-as-4PARKrNS-�8R-WHBSLeHA:R

29

B:SAB=BB-8Na¥S-and bearing the internationally accepted

30

wheelchair symbol and the caption "MOBILITY IMPAIRED PERSONS-

31

BY PERMIT ONLY".
5
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3 p;aee7 who parks a vehicle in any parking space designated
4 with the syffleo¼-HP-�hend¼eepped-personr7-BV-�d¼sab¼ed-¥e�eran
6

a¼6T¼964iatt7-or-�he internationally accepted wheelchair

10

parking permit issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 and such vehicle

11

is transporting a person eligible for such parking permit.

12

However, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person or-a

13

e¼sae;ee-pefsea-eeaiiaee-�e-a-wheelehe¼r shall be allowed,

14 without need for an identification parking permit s�¼elter,
15

momentary parking in any such parking space for the purpose of

16

loading or unloading stteh a disabled person. No penalty shall

18

(4) Any law enforcement officer or parking enforcement

17

19

be imposed upon the driver for such momentary parking.
specialist shall enforce the provisions of subsection (3).
Section 3.

20
�

Section 316.1964, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
316.1964

22

B¼sab¼ed-persons, Exemption of vehicles

23

transporting certain disabled persons from payment of parking

24

fees and penalties�-¼ssuanee-o£-¼den�¼£¼ea�¼on-s�¼elters.--

25

26

�eWft, or any agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking

27

on the public streets or highways or in any metered parking

28

space from the driver of a vehicle which displays a parking

29

ermit issued

ursuant to s. 320.0844 or a license

late

30

issued

ursuant to s. 320.084 or s. 320.0842 if such vehicle

31

is transporting a person eligible for such parking permit or·
6
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license plate; nor shall the driver of such a vehicle

transporting such a person be penalized for parking except in

3 clearly defined bus loading zones, fire zones, or in areas
4 posted as "No Parking" zones. afty-pet"seft-Whe�

5

6
7

1:tfteet"-ehepee�-,45_&:.e��-�;h_�P�!�-:-:f

L -: ·..

-�-�T-������i1f�fSeettr¼ey
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a physiea¼¼y-e¼eae¼ee-¼Ae¼v¼etta¼-wt-eft-permanene-mee¼¼¼ey
9

p1."ee¼ems-wh¼eh-stteseene¼a¼¼y-¼111pe¼t"-h¼s-er-he1."-ae¼¼¼ey-ee

10 elftett¼eee.,.

11

ier--rs-¼¼eensed-ee-epet."aee-a-111eeer-veh¼e¼e-¼n-eh¼s

12

s�eee-w¼eft-¼¼eense-p¼eeee-¼mpr¼need-w¼eh-�he-ees¼gnee¼en-HP

14

pt<epet<-se¼eket"-as-prev¼eed-¼n-sT-�¼6T¼964��ttT-e-t'-�he

13 ihand¼eepped-pet."senr7-BV-�d¼see¼ed-veeet"en-whe-e¼sp¼eys-�he
15

•. 16

4n�et."nae¼ene¼¼y-eeeepeed-whee¼eha¼-t"-s:J'lftee¼�-ane

iet--B¼sp¼ays-ehe-prepe-t"-ee¼eltet'-&S-pt"ev¼ded-¼n

17

stteseee¼ert-titT

19

�ae-�aM-ee¼¼eeeer-e£-ehe-eettfte'f-¼��wh¼eh-ehe-e¼see¼ed-perseft

18

t�t--�pen-ehe-epp¼¼eae¼en-e£-any-stteh-d¼seb¼ed-pet"sen7

20

epp¼¼es-£er-h¼s-er-her-etteemee¼¼e-¼¼eense-p¼aee-sha¼¼-¼sstte-ee

22

efte¼e¼ed-ee-ehe-¼mmttn¼e¼es-prev¼ded-¼n-�h¼s-seee¼eft-aftd-e

21

23

24
25

26

27
28
29

30

ettea-persen-a-eere¼£¼eeee-shew¼ng-�hee-ehe-d¼see¼ed-persen-¼s
ee¼eke�-�e£¼eee¼ftg-ehe-e¼see¼¼¼ey7-wh¼eh-se¼eker-sha¼¼-ee

e¼sp¼a'fed-ttpen-ehe-¼ewe�-¼e£�-hand-pere¼en-e£-�he-rear-w¼ndew
e£-ehe-lfteeer-¥eh¼e¼e-e£-stteh-d¼sae¼ed-persenT

i�t--�he-eeparemene-¼s-attehor¼�ed-and-empewet"ed-ee-make

efty-fteeessary-rtt¼es-ee-eerry-ette-�he-pHrpeses-e£-eh¼s-see�¼eft

afte-�o-prev¼de-ehe-neeessary-preeedttres-ier-assttr¼ng-ehae-a¼¼

app¼¼eanes-meee-�he-�tta¼¼!¼eae¼ens-preser¼eee-¼ft-�h¼s-see�¼eftT
�4t--�he-eepaf�mene-sha¼¼-preser¼ee-ehe-ierm-e£-ehe
7
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4

�St--�he-eepar�men�-sha¼¼-preserfee-�he-fee-ee-ee-pefd

s ey-ehe-app¼¼eene-£er-�he-eere¼£¼eate-end-et¼effer7-eHe-ehe-£ee

6

eha¼¼-ne�-e�eeed-S8-eenesT--�he-deperuene-sha¼¼7 -¼n-¼es .

;r

e¼£¼eaee-end
efseree¼en7-deeerm¼ne-e::whae�¼neer¥
�� 1-: rr
n
s se¼effer-sh
- e�r.e · e"ed':i';.;' ii�. 'i\ ·
t.i ·i• .�-...
�O:, \m r:!,•,�� f\��
l G\..\\J •
.
i.. -�
"'it:���� i;-l-� �•'1
-�tlY'�iley-ehe-deperemene7-she¼¼-ee
9
�St �·•
7

10

ee¼¼eeeed-ey-ehe-ee�-ee¼¼eeeors-o£-�he-ee¥era¼-eottn�¼es-£rem

12

¼ssttee7-and-a¼¼-stteh-!eee-so-eo¼¼eeeed-sha¼¼-ee-pa¼d-o¥er-�o

11 �he-app¼¼eenes-ae-�he-e¼me-ehe-eer�¼£¼eaees-and-se¼effers-are
13 �he-eeparemene-and-ee-�sed-ee-de£rey-ehe-e�penses-o£-earry¼ng
14 ette-�he-pttrpeses-e£-�hfs-seee¼onT
15

��t--Prattdtt¼ene¼y-eeee¼n¼ng-or-ttn¼ew£tt¼¼y-tts¼ng

16 se¼effers-pro¥¼ded-£or-ey-eh¼s-seee¼on7-or-tts¼ng-a-rep¼¼ea-e£
17

18
19

20
21

etteh-ee¼eker-w¼eh-ehe-¼neene-eo-eeee¼¥e7-she¼¼-ee-pHn¼shee¼e
es-pro¥¼ded-¼n-sT-3¼8T¼8�atT
Section 4.

Subsections (S) and (6) of section

320.0842, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
320.0842

Free motor vehicle license plates to veterans

22 confined to wheelchairs.--

23

(5)

No county, city or town, or any agency thereof,

24 shall exact any fee for parking on the public streets or
25

highways or in any metered parking space from any person who

27

internationally accepted wheelchair symbol license plate7-end

26

29

30

31

is issued a designated "DV" license plate or the
(6)

No penalty for parking on the streets or highways

or in a metered space, except in clearly defined bus loading

zones or areas posted as "NO PARKING" zones, shall be imposed
8
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or
the
internationally
accepted
wheelchair symbol license
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4
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3 plate7-aAe-whe-¼s-i¾eensee-�e-epe�a�e-a-me�eP-¥eh¾e¼e-¾n-�h¼s
5

6

Section 5. Subsections (1) and (2) of section
320.0843, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

7

320.0843

8

(1)

9

License plates for wheelchair users.-

Beg¼nn¼ng-w¼�h-�he-i9�4-¼¼eense-�ag-year7 Any

owner or lessee of a motor vehicle who resides in 4s-a

10 �es¼een�-ef7-and-whe-¼s-i¼eensed-�e-epe�a�e-a-me�eP-¥eh¼e¼e
11

¼n7 this state and is permanently confined to a wheelchair,

12

upon application to the department accompanied by competent

13

and appropriate proof of disability, and upon·payment of the

14

registration fee for motor vehicles registered under £e�

15

pP¼¥eee-�se-es-pPe¥¼eed-¼n s. 320.08(2), (3){a), (b), er { c),

•-16

or (f), (6 )(a), or (9 )(c) or (d), shall be issued a license

17

plate as provided by s. 320.06 which, in lieu of the serial

18

number prescribed by s. 320.06, shall be stamped with the

19

international wheelchair user symbol after the serial number

�

of the license plate.

21

(2)

The department shall make such rules and

22

regulations as necessary to ascertain compliance with all

23

state. license·laws relating to use and operation of a motor

24

vehicle £er-pr¼va�e-�se before issuing tags pursuant to this

25

section in lieu of the regular Florida license plate, and all

26

applications for such tags shall be made to the department.

27

�
29

30

31

Section 6.

Section 320.0844, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
320.0844

Handicapped persons; issuance of exemption

entitlement parking permits.-9

r.,y
,.�·,\!/., \ITTEE
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(1)

The Department of Highway Safety and Motor

2 Vehicles shall, upon application, ·issue an exemption
3 entitlement parking permit indicating that the bearer has met
4 the requirements of this section to any handicapped Florida
5 resident who is currently certified, by a physician licensed
6

under chapters 458 or 459, the Social Security Administra�ion,

7 or the Veterans Administration, as being severely physically
s

disabled and having permanent mobility problems which

9

substantially impair his ability to ambulate.

The metal

10

parking permit shall have the two words "PARKING PERMIT"

11

across the upper portion and a sequential audit number across

12

the lower portion. The parking permit shall be affixed to the

13

lower left corner of the Florida license plate of any vehicle

14

used to transport the applicant and may be transferred from

15

one vehicle to another_-

. 16

(2)

The department may adopt rules necessary to carry

17

out this section and to provide the procedures for assuring

18

that all applicants meet the qualifications prescribed in this

19

section.
(3)

20

The department shall prescribe the form of the

21

application and supply it to all authorized license plate

22

agencies.
(4)

23

The department shall prescribe the fee to be paid

24

by the applicant for the parking permit not to exceed 50

25

cents.

26

defray the expenses of administering this section.

All such fees shall be used by the department to
(5)

Any person who fraudulently obtains or unlawfully

28

uses such parking permit or who uses an unauthorized repl"ica

29

of such parking permit with the intent to deceive is guilty of

30

a nonmoving traffic violation, punishable as provided in s.

31

318.18(2).
10
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Section 7.

Section 320.0806, and subsection (5) of

Section B.

This act shall take effect January 1, 1980.

2 section 316.1955, Florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
. 17

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Requires governmental agencies and nongovernmental
entities to provide a certain number of parking spaces
for disabled persons. Establishes standards for such
parking spaces. Prohibits unauthorized use of such
spaces. Provides for enforcement by parking enforcement
specialists. Requires the Department of Highway Safety
and Motor Vehicles to issue an exemption entitlement
parking permit to certain disabled persons. Allows
vehicles bearing such permit which vehicles are
transporting certain disabled persons to park in the
specially designated parking spaces. Exempts a vehicle
bearing such permit and transporting a disabled person or
a vehicle bearing a "DV" license plate from certain
parking penalties and fees. Provides for issuance of
license plate to wheelchair user who is a lessee of a
motor vehicle. Prohibits a person from fraudulently
obtaining or unlawfully using such.permit or using an
unauthorized replica thereof. Repeals provisions
relating to issuance of "HP" license plates. Repeals
provision relating to incorporation of parking space
requirements in building codes •

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
· 27
28

29
30
31

11
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I.

R. A. GRAY BUILD:NG
Tallahassee, FL 32399-/)50

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

Series

-1..1_ Carton

1

1

Currently, only certified disabled persons who are
licensed to drive a vehicle with an HP, DV, or
wheelchair symbol plate are qualified for the
sticker which exempts them from paying parking fees
on public streets.
A resident licensed driver who owns a vehicle and
is permanently confined to a wheelchair is eligible
to receive a plate ..stamped with the -intern-ational
wheelchair user· ·symbol.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill additionally extends the parking fee
exemption to the driver _of __ any _vehicle bearing an
HP, DV or wheelchair plate,_which is used-to transport
a permanently disabled member of his household.
The bill requires that the vehicle be owned or
leased by a Florida resident, but removes the require
ment that the disabled person be a licensed driver.
An otherwise qualified vehicle owner or lessee
would no longer be required to be a licensed driver
in order to obtain a plate stamped with the
international wheelchair user symbol. The bill
further provides that a Florida resident who is
the owner or lessee of a vehicle used to transport
a permanently disabled member.of his household is
eligible for the wheelchair symbol plate.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Any disabled person desiring the exemption would
pay the 50¢ fee for the sticker and certificate.

B.

Government:
An unknown, small amount of revenue would be
generated from additional 50¢ fees collected for
the sticker and certificate. The Department indicated
that additiona l administrative costs would be
negligible.

II I.

COMMENTS:
In Section 2 of the bill, a new subsection ( 2) is added
to s. 320.0843 which authorizes the issuance of the
international wheelchair symbol plate to the owner or
lessee of a vehic le used to transport a member of his
household who is permanently disabled as defined in
s. 316.1964(1) (a). Section 320.0843 is entitled
"License plates for wheelchair users.--" Persons
-Page 1 of 2-

SB 139 by Senator Spicola
Summary & Analysis
Senate Transportation Committee

Page 2

certified as "perrnarnently disabled" under s. 316.1964
may be disabled yet not confined to a wheelchair.
If the intent of the drafter is, as it appears to be,
to extend the availability of wheelchair symbol plates
beyond those who are confined to wheelchairs, then
perhaps the title to s. 320.0843 should be changed
to express that intent.

4-75

l

316.1955

Parking spaces for certain disabled

2 persons.-3

(1)

reproduced by

Each state agency and political subdivision

4 having jurisdiction over street parking or publicly
5 owned and operated parking facilities shall provide
6 a minimum number of specially designed and
7 marked motor vehicle parking spaces for the exclusive
8 use of those individuals certified as being severely
9 physically disabled ±fld±v±dttais with permanent mobility
10 problems which substantially impair their ability to

14 �d±sabied-veeerafls-whe-d±s�iays-ehe-�re�er-se±eker-as
15 �fev±ded-±ft-e.-3i6.i964��tt 7 ef-ehe-±fl�efHa�±eflaiiy-ae16 ee��ed-whee±eha±f-syHWe±.--Eaehifetteh-±Hd±v±dtta±-ef
18

(2)

The minimum number of such parking spaces

19 shall be:
20

(a) One space in the immediate vicinity of a

21 building maintained and operated with public funds and
22 intended for use by the public, including, but not
23 limited to, state office buildings, courthouses, rehabili24 tation centers,· and hospitals 7 -eHe-spaee-eaeh-ier-me�ef
26 HP-�hand±eapped-persent7 -BV-�d±eaa±ed-ve�eran-whe-d±sp±ays
27 �he-preper-e�±eker-as-prev±ded-in-s.-3i6�i964��tt7 -ana
28 �he-±n�efna�±enaiiy-aeeep�ea-wheeieha±r-syffil,ei; however,
29 a minimum of four spaces shall be provided at physical
30 restoration rehabilitation centers;
31

-1-
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(b) One space for each 150 388 metered on-street

l

2 I and publicly maintained and operated parking lot spaces 7 -ene
3 eaeh-£er-me�er-veh±e¼es-w±�hJ1i±eenset-pia�es-±mpr±n�ea
1

4 w±�h-�he-aes±gna�±en-HP-4hand±eapped-persenr 7 -BV-4d±sab¼ea
5 ve�eran-whe-aispiays-�he-preper-s�±e�er-as-prev±ded-±n
6 s.-3i6.i96442rrr-and-�he-fn�erna�fena¼iy-aeeep�ea-wheei7 e!.,.a±3!-syfllbe±; and
8
9

(c)

For publicly owned and operated parking

facilities not included in paragraph (a) or paragraph (b):
# Handicapped Spaces

f Spaces

10

l 15 21 -

11
12

101 -

1001 & up

13

15
20
100
1000

None
2
2%
20 plus 1% of spaces over 1000

ensed-btts±ness
14 btt±idings-main�a±ned-and-epera�ed-by-i±e
tte�±ng-btts±ness-w±�!.,.-�he-generai-pttbi±e-and
15 es�abi±shmen�s-eend
�e-wh±eh-�he-generai-pttbi±e-±s-±nv±�ed,-stteh-ntu!!her-e£
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

(4)

Each such parking space shall be outlined with blue

a-eeier-e£ paint and posted with a sign of a color and
design approved by the Department of Transportation, with
the

symbol HP or the internationally accepted wheelchair

symbol 2 [on the sign].
(6)

It is a violation of this act for any person

other than thos_e authorized in\ this _sectic;,n_9r
in s. 316.1964,-s.-328.8842,�s.-328.884 7 -er-s.-328.8843 to
stop, stand, or park a motor vehicle 4 [within] any such
specially designated and marked parking spaces provided
in accordance with this act.

Whenever a law enforcement

officer finds a vehicle violating these provisions, that
officer shall:
(a) Have the vehicle in violation removed to any
-2-
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l lawful parking space or facility or require the operator
2 or other person in charge of the motor vehicle immediately
3 to remove the unauthorized motor vehicle from the parking
4 space.

Whenever any motor vehicle

is removed by a law

5 enforcement officer or agency to a storage lot, garage,
6 or other safe parking space, the cost of such removal
7 and parking shall be a lien against the motor vehicle.
8

(b) Charge the operator or other person in charge

9 of the unauthorized motor vehicle with a noncriminal
10 traffic infraction, punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2).
11 However, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person
12 or a disabled person confined to a wheelchair shall be
13 allowed, without need for an identification sticker,
14 momentary parking on the public streets or highways, or
15 in any metered parking space, for the purpose of loading
16 or unloading such disabled person.

No penalty shall be

17 imposed upon the driver for such momentary parking.
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
31

316.1956

Nonpublic parking spaces for certain

disabled persons.-(1)

Any business, firm, or other person licensed

to do business with the public �hall v�i��-�e-ee�eber-¼,-¼9��,
may provide specially designed and marked motor vehicle
parking spaces for the exclusive use of physically
disabled persons who have been issued stickers £er-�neif
me�ef-Veftie¼es pursuant to the provisions of s. 320.0844
3¼6�¼964-ef-Wfte-na¥e-beefl-issttea-¼ieense-p¼a�es-pttrsttan�
(2)

Each such parking space shall be outlined in

blue paint and posted with a sign e£-a-ee¼ef-ana-aesign
apprevea-by-�he-Bepar�fflen�-e£-�ransper�a�ien, with lettering
-3CODING: Words underlined are additions: words in
strttek-threttgh type are deletions from existing law.

I such as "PARKING FOR WHEEUH:A.·H� DISABLED ONLY" and bearing

1 the internationally accepted wheelchair symbol or the symbol
2 HP.
3

(3)

Any person, except a person who qualifies for

4 the parking exemption provided in s. 316.1964 mee�s-�ke

5 re�ttiremen�s-£er-�ke-issttanee-e£-sttek-s�ieker-er-¼ieense

6 !'¼a�e, who parks in any parking space designated with the symbol
j

1

7 HP (handicapped person), BV-4aisae¼ea-ve�eran-whe
I

8 ais!'¼ays-�ke-!'fe!'er-s�ieker-as-previaea-in-sT-�¼6�¼9644�tt,
9 or the internationally accepted wheelchair symbol is

10 guilty of a traffic infraction, punishable as provided

11 in s. 318.18(2).

However, any person who is chauffeuring

12 a disabled person or a disabled person oonfined to a

13 wheelchair shall be allowed, without need for an identifi14 cation sticker, momentary parking in any such parking

15 space for the purpose of loading or unloading such a

16 disabled person.

No penalty shall be imposed upon the

17 driver for such momentary parking.

Exemptions from certain parking regulations

18

316.1964

20

(Substantial rewording of section)

19 for vehicles transporting handicapped persons.-21

No state agency, county, city or town, or any

22 agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking on the public
23 streets or highways or in any metered parking space from
24 [the driver of any vehicle displaying a DV license plate
25 or of any vehicle displaying a handicap exemption

26 -sticker as provided in s. 320.0844 when such vehicle

27 is transporting a person qualified for the handicap
28 exemption; nor shall the driver of such vehicle be penalized
29 ,for parking except in clearly defined bus loading zones

30 or in areas posted as "No Parking" zones.
31

-4CODING: Words underlined are additions; words iri
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1

Section 3.

3

320.084

Subsections (4) and (5) are added to

2 section 320.084, Florida Statutes, to read:
Free motor vehicle license plate to

4 certain disabled veterans.-(4)

5

No county, city or town, or any agency thereof,

6 shall exact any fee for parking on the public streets
7 or highways or in any metered parking space from any
8 person who is issued a designated "DV" license plate
9 and who is 1icensed to operate a motor vehicle in this

10 state.
11:

(5)

No penalty for parking on the streets or

12 ·highways or in a metered space, except in clearly defined
13 bus loading zones or areas posted as "NO PARKING" zones,
14 .shall be imposed upon any person who is issued a
15 :designated "DV" license plate or internationally accepted
16 wheelchair symbol license plate, and who is licensed to
17 ·operate a motor vehicles in this state.

18

·19

;

20 f:
21
22

:

23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

-4 a-
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l

320.0844

Handicapped persons, exemptions; issuance

2 of stickers.
3

The Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles

(1)

4 shall, upon application, issue an exemption entitlement
5 sticker and a certificate indicating that the bearer has
6 met the requirements of this section to any handicapped
7 Florida resident who is currently certified by one physician
8 licensed under Chapter 458 or 459, the Social Security
9 Administration, or the Veterans Administration as a severely
10 physically disabled individual with permanent mobility
11 problems which substantially impair his or her ability to
12 ambulate.

Such sticker shall be affixed to the lower

13 left corner of the Florida license plate of any vehicle
14 used to transport the applicant.
15

(2)

The department is authorized and empowered to

16 make any necessary rules to carry out the purposes of this
17 section and to provide the necessary procedures for assuring
18 that all applicants meet the qualifications prescribed in
19 this section.
20

(3)

The department shall prescribe the form of the

21 application and certificate and design an appropriate sticker.
22 Applications shall be supplied to all authorized tag agents.
23

(4)

The department shall prescribe the fee to be paid

24 by the applicant for the sticker and the certificate, but
25 the fee shall not exceed 50 cents.

All such fees shall be

26 used by the department to defray the expenses of carrying

27 out the purposes of this section.
28

(5)

Fraudulently obtaining or unlawfully using

29 stickers provided for by this section, or using a replica

30 of such sticker with the intent to deceive, shall be
31

-5-
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l punishable as provided in s. 318.18(2).
2
3

Repeal sections 320.0806, 320.0842, and 320.0843.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31

-6-
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12-409-9
A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to motor vehicles; amending s.

3

316. 1955 ( l), ( 2), ( 4), (6), Flor ida St a tutes;

4

requiring governmental agencies to provide

5

parking spaces for disabled persons; providing

6

standards for such parking spaces; prescribing

7

the persons and vehicles which may use such

8

parking spaces; prohibiting the unauthorized

9

use of such parking spaces; providing a

10

penalty; amending s. 316.1956(1)-(3), Florida

11

Statutes; providing standards for such parking

12

spaces; prescribing the persons and vehicles

13

which may use such parking spaces; prohibiting

14

the unauthorized use of such parking spaces;

15

providing a penalty; amending s. 316.1964,

16

Florida Statutes; exempting certain vehicles

17

transporting disabled persons from certain

18

parking penalties and fees; adding s.

19

320.084(4), (5), Florida Statutes; exempting

20

vehicles bearing "DV" license pl�tes from

21

certain parking fees and penalties; amending s.

22

320.0843(1), Florida Statutes; prescribing

23
24
25
26
27

persons who qualify for wheelchair user plates;
creating s. 320.0844, Florida Statutes;
requiring the Department of Highway Safety and
Motor Vehicles to issue exemption entitlement
taglets or cards and certificates to certain

28

disabled persons; authorizing the department to

29

adopt rules and forms and to prescribe fees;

30
31

prohibiting a person from fraudulently
obtaining or unlawfully using such taglet or
l
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2
3

card or using a replica thereof; providing a
penalty; repealing s. 320.080J, Florida
Statutes, relating to "HP" license plates;

4

repealing s. 320.0842(5 ), ( 6), Florida

5

Statutes, relating to parking fees and

6
7

penalties for vehicles bearing "DV" license
plates; providing an effective date.

8
9 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

10
11

Section l.

Subsections (1), (2), (4), and (6) of

12 section 316_.1955, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
13

316.1955

Parking spaces provided by governmental

14 agencies for certain disabled persons.-15

]6

(l)

Each state agency and political subdivision having

jurisdiction over street parking or publicly owned and

17 operated parking facilities shall provide a minimum number of

18 specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for

19 the exclusive use of those severely physically disabled

20 individuals with permanent mobility problems which

21 substantially impair their ability to ambulate who have been

22 issued an exemption entitlement taglet or an exemption

23 entitlement card and certificate pursuant to s. 320.0844 or a

24 free motor vehicle license plate pursuant to s. 320.0842r-as
25

26
27
28

ee��i!¼ee-iA-ST-3±6r±964r-aAe-�hese-pefS6AS-e±igie±e-ttneef-SST

eesigna�ien-HPr-BV-�eisae¼ee-Ye�efan-whe-eisp¼ays-eee-�Pepef
ee¼effe�-as-p�evieee-in-sT-3±6rl964��tt 7 -e�-�he-in�e�na�¼ena¼±y

29 aeee�eee-whee±eaaif-S'.fll!Be±T--Saeh-stteh-¼neivietta¼-ef-�efsen
30
31
2
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(2)
2
3
4

The following minimum number of such parking

spaces shall be provided:
(a)

One space in the immediate vicinity of a building

which houses a

olitical subdivision

5 ffla¼Aea¼Aee-aAa-epepaeea-wfeh-ptte¼4e-fttnes-aAe-¼AteAeea-ieP-ttSe
6 ey-ehe-f)tte¼-ie, including, but not limited to, state office
7

building s

�T

courthouses, if no parking for the public is

8 provided on the premises of such buildings Pehae¼¼ieae¼eA

9 eeAeePe7-ana-hespiea¼s7-eAe-spaee-eaeh-ieP-meteP-vehie¼es-wieh
10

¼¾eeAee-p¼atee-¾mpP¾Aeea-with-ehe-aes¼gnatieA-HP-thaAd¾eappea

11

pePseAt7-BV-td¾sae¼ea-veeePaA-whe-d4sp¼ays-ehe-pPopeP-seiekeP

12

as-pPev¾aea--in-s.-3¼6.¼964�dtt 7 -aAe-ehe--in�ePAaeieAa¼¼y

13 aeeepeee-whee¼ehaiP-SYffiee¼�-heweveP 7 -a-minimYm-e£-£ettp-epaees
14

sha¼¼-ee-pPev-iaea-ae-physiea¼-PeseePaeieA-Pehabi¼ieaeieA

15
16
17

(b)

One space ·for each !22. aaa metered on-street and

�Ye¼¾e¼y-ma¾AeaiAea-and-ef>ePaeee parking ¼et spaces,-one-spaee

18
19
20

eisp¼ays-ehe-pPepeP-se¾ekeP-as-pPov¾dea-4n-s.-J¼6T¼96446tt T

21

aAe-ehe--iaeePAaeiena¼¼y-aeee{:leee-whee¼eaaiP-SyJRBe¼� and

22
23

(c)

For publicly maintained and operated parking

facilities intended for public use and not subject to

24

paragraph (a), one parking space for disabled persons for the

25

first 20 parking spaces or fraction thereof, one additional

26

parking space for disabled persons for the next 80 parking

27

spaces or fraction thereof, one additional parking space for

28

disabled persons for each 100 parking spaces or fraction

29

thereof after the first 100 parking spaces, up to a total of

30
31

1,000 parking spaces, and one additional parking space for
disabled persons for each 500 parking spaces or fraction
3
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thereof after the first 1,000 parking spaces.
2

A minimum of

four parking spaces for disabled persons shall be provided at

3 physical restoration rehabilitation centers and hospitals
4 ett¼±e¼ngs-fflainea!nee-and-epepaeee-ey-!4eensee-etts¼ness

5 eseae¼!shfflenes-eendtteting--e-t:1s¾ness-with-ehe-genePa¼-ptte¼ie-and
6 ee-whieh-ehe-genePa¼-ptte¼4e-4s-!nv4ted 7-stteh-numee�-oi-spaees
7 as-4s-p�esePieed-4n-ehe-Seanda�d-Btti½ding-€eee.
B

(4)

Each such parking space shall be prominently

9 outlined with a-ee¼eP-e� paint and posted with a sign of a
10

color and design approved by the Department of Transportation,

11 bearing W¼eh-eke-symee¼-HP-ep the internationally accepted
12

wheelchair symbol and the caption "MOBILITY IMPAIRED PERSONS

13

ONLY" en-4:he-sign.

14
15

(6)

It is unlawful e-vio¼ae!en-oi-eh¾s-eet for any

person etheP-than-tnose-�utheP¼�ed-4n-�his-see�¼eR-e�-4A-ST

16
17

stand, or park a ffleeeP vehicle within any such specially

18

designated and marked parking space speees provided in

19

accordance with this section, unless such vehicle displays a

20

taglet or card issued pursuant to s. 320.084 4 or a license

21

plate issued pursuant to s. 320.0842 and such vehicle is

22

transporting a person eligible for such taglet, card or

23

license plate aee.

24

vehicle in violation of this subsection vie¼ae¼n,-ehese

25

�Pev4siens, that officer shall:

26
27

(a)

Whenever a law enforcement officer finds a

Have the vehicle in violation removed to any

lawful parking space or facility or require the operator or

28

other person in charge of the moteP vehicle immediately to

29

remove the unauthorized motor vehicle from the parking space.

W

Whenever any meter vehicle is removed by a law enforcement

31

officer or agency to a storage lot, garage, or other safe
4
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parking space, the cost of such removal and parking shall be a

2 lien against the motef vehicle.

3

(b)

Charge the operator or other person in charge of

4 the ttnal:i�hefi�ea-me�ef vehicle in violation with a noncriminal
5 traffic infraction, punishable as provided in s. 318.18 (2).

6 However, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled person o-r-a
7

8 without need for an identification taglet or card seieltef,

9 momentary parking in any such parking space on-ehe-pl:ibH,e

10 sefeees-e-r-h¼ghways7-e-r-¼n-any-mete-rea-pa-rk¼n�-spaee, for the
11 purpose of loading or unloading such disabled person. No

12 penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for such momentary
·13 parking.
14

Section 2.

Subsections (1), (2), and (3) of section

15 316.1956, Florida Statutes, are amended_ to read:

16

316.1956

Nenpl:ie¼ie Parking spaces provided ·by

17 nongovernmental entities for certain disabled persons.--

18

(1)

Any business, firm, or other person licensed to do

19 business with the public p-r¼ef-ee-9eeeee-r-1T-±9��T may provide

20 specially designed and marked motor vehicle parking spaces for

21 the exclusive use of physically disabled persons who have been
22 issued taglets or cards seielte-rs-!e-r-ehe¼-r-moter-¥ehie¼es
23

pursuant to s. 320.0 844 ehe-pfevisiens-e!-sT-3¼6r¼964 or who

U have been issued license plates pursuant to s. 320.0 8427-ST
� 3�8r8847-ef-S7-3�8r8843.

The minimum number of such parking

26 spaces shall be as provided in s. 316.1955(2) (c).
27
(2) Each such parking space shall conform to the
28 requirements of s. 316.1955(3), and shall be posted with a
29 sign e!-a-ee¼e-r-ana-design-apprevee-by-ehe-Bepafement-e!

30 �fanspe-reae¼en -w¼th-¼ette-ring-s�eh-as-�PAR*iNG-PeR-WHBB�eHA�R
7
31
5
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BiSAB�BB-8N�¥�-afte bearing the internationally accepted
2 wheelchair symbol or the symbol HP {handicapped person).
3

(3 )

Any person7 -exeepe-a-perseA-whe-mee ts-ehe

4 �eqttifefflents-fo�-the-issttafte e-of-stteh-st±eker-or-¼±eense
5

p!aee7 who parks a vehicle in any parking space designated

6 with the symbol HP {handicapped person)7 -�¥-�gJ�ae¼ee-veteren
7 whe-eisp¼ays-ehe-propef -st±eker-as-prov±eea-in-s7
8 d¼er¼964�att 7 or the internationally accepted wheelchair

9 symbol is guilty of a traffic infraction, punishable as
10

provided in s. 318.18

11

taglet or card issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 or a license

·12

plate issued pursuant to s. 320.084 2 and such vehicle is

13

transporting a person eligible for such sticker or license

14

plate.

(2),

unless such vehicle displays a

However, any person who is chauffeuring a disabled

15 person o�-a-eisae¼ee-perseA-eenf±nee-�o-a-whee¼eha¼f shall be

16 allowed, without need for an identification taglet or card

17 SE¼eke�, momentary parking in any such parking space for the
18 purpose of loading or unloading stteh a disabled person. No
19

penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for such momentary

20 parking.
21

Section 3.

22 amended to read:
23
24

316.1964

Section 316.1964, Florida Statutes, is
Bisae¼e e-pefseas7 Exemption of vehicles

transporting certain disabled persons from payment of parking

25 fees and penaltiesr-½Ssttaftee-ef-ieenti£½eatieft-seiekers.--

26

�¼t

No state agency� e� county, municipality eiey7 -ef

27 �ewft, or any agency thereof, shall exact any fee for parking
28 on the public streets or highways or in any metered parking

29 space from the driver of a vehicle which displays a taglet or
30

card issued pursuant to s. 320.0844 if such vehicle is

31

transporting a person eligible for such taglet or card; nor
6
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shall the driver of such a vehicle transporting such a person

2 be penalized for parking except in clearly defined bus loading
3 zones, fire zones, or in areas posted as "No Parking" zones.
4 aAy-pefseA-whe�

5

�a}--�s-eYFfeAe¼y-eeFe¼i¼ea-ey-eAe-¼¼eeAsea-phys¼e¼aA

6 HAeeP-eeapeeP-4S8-eP-eeapeep-4S9 7 -eee-See¼a¼-SeeHP¼ey

7 Ae111¼A¼sepae¼eA,-eP-ehe-VeeefaAs-Ae111¼A¼sePae¼eA-as-a-seveFe¼y

s phys¼ea¼¼y-e¼sae¼ee-¼Aa¼v4aua¼-w4eh-pefmaHeAe-mee4¼¼ey
9 pPee¼ems-wh¼eh-stteseaAe¼a¼¼y-¼mpa¼f-h¼s-ef-hef-ee¼¼¼ey-ee

10 a111ett¼aee,11

�e}--�s-¼4eeAsee-ee-epefaee-a-111eeef-veh¼e¼e-iA-eh¼s

12 seaee-w¼eh-½¼eeAse-�¼aees-¼111pP¼neee-w¼eh-ehe-ees¼gnae¼en-HP

13 �haAa¼eappea-pefseAt7 -BV-te¼sae¼ee-veeefen-whe-e4sp¼eys-ehe

14 pPepeP-se4ekef-as-pfev4eee-4n-s-;--J¼6r¼964��ttr-eP-�he

15 ¼Aeepnae¼eAe¼¼y-aeeepeee-whee¼eha¼r-s'}'lftbe¼�-and
16
17
18

�et--B¼sp¼ays-ehe-pfeper-se¼ettef-es-pfev¼ded-¼n
sHeseee¼eA-t;;+-:
�i�--UpeR-�Ae-app¼4eae¼eA-ei-aAy-stteh-a4sae¼ee-pePseA7

20 app¼4es-ieP-h¼s-eP-hep-attee111ee¼¼e-¼¼eeAse-p¼aee-sha¼¼-¼sstte-ee

21

22 eAe¼e¼ed-ee-ehe-¼mmttn¼e¼es-pPev¼ded-iA-eh¼s-seee¼en-and-a
23 se¼ekeP-fe£½eee¼Ag-ehe-e¼sae¼¼¼ey7-wh¼eh-se¼e�ef-sha½½-ee

24 e¼sp¼ayed-ttpen-ehe-¼oweP-¼e£e-hand-pefe¼en-o£-ehe-Peer-w¼Hdow
25 ei-eee-meeeP-veh¼e¼e-e£-stteh-a4sae¼ed-pefsen-;-

26

28 aAe-ee-pfev4ae-eee-neeessapy-pPeeedttfes-£ef-assttr¼ng-ehae-a¼¼
29
30
31

�4t--�he-depaPemene-she¼¼-pfesef¾ee-�He-iePffl-e£-ehe
app¼4ea�¼eA-aAd-����¼iiea�e-and-�he-eesign-o£-e-e¼st¼nee¼ve
7
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!eeAei£y¼ng-st:ie-ket'-ene-she¼¼-stt��¼y-stteh-a��¼ieetiens7

2 eeft:i£ieaees 7 -ane-stie-kers-to-ehe-eax-eo¼¼eeeefs-e£-ehe

3 severa¼-eettnti-es.

4

5 ey--1::he-e,p¼ieaAt:-£ef-ehe-eert¼£¼ea-l::e-ane-stie-ket' 7-ette-ehe-£ee
6 sha¼¼-ftee-exeeee-&�-eeAts.--�he-eepafement-sha¼¼7 -¼n-lts
7 e4sefeeien7 -eetefmine-at-what-interva¼s-ehe-eerti£¼eate-ane
8 s-1::!eket'-sha¼¼-ee-t'eneweeT

9

10 ee¼¼eeeee-ey-ehe-tax-ee¼¼eeeefs-e£-the-se�efe¼-eottnti-es-£t'em
11 ehe-app¼ieanes-ee-ehe-time-ehe-eerti£¼eates-and-stieket's-at'e
12

issttee7 -ane-e¼¼-stteh-£ees-so-ee¼¼eeeee-sha¼¼-ee-peie-e�er-eo

13 t:he-ee�aFement-ane-ee-ttsee-to-ee£rey-the-expenses-o£-earfy¼ng
14 e¼:lt:-U1e--pttrt'eses-e!-ehis-seet¼er\T

15
16

�+t--iFattett¼ene¼y-eeta¼n¼ng-et'-ttn¼ew£tt¼¼y-ttsing
se-i-e-ket-S-t't<OY-ieee-£er-ey-t:his-seetien7 -et'-ttsing-e-Fe�¼iea-·e£

17 stteh-seie-ker-with-ehe-intent:-te-eeee¼ve7-sha¼¼-ee-pttnishae¼e
18

19
20
21

as-�revieee--in-s�-3¼8�¼8��t.
Section 4.

Subsections (4) and (5) are added to

section 320.084, Florida Statutes, to read:
320.084

Free motor vehicle license plate to certain

ll disabled veterans; exemption from certain parking fees and

23 penalties.-24
(4) No county, municipality, or agency thereof, shall

25 exact any fee for parking on the public streets or highways or
26 in any metered parking space from any person who is issued a
27

"DV" license plate or a "DV" license plate imprinted with the

28

internationally accepted wheelchair symbol, and who is

29 licensed to operate a motor vehicle in this state.
30
(5) No penalty for parking on the streets or highways
31

or in a metered space, except in clearly defined bus loading
8
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zones or areas posted as "No Parking" zones, shall be imposed

2 upon any person who is issued a "DV" license plate or a "DV"
3

license plate imprinted with the internationally accepted

4 wheelchair symbol, and who is licensed to operate a motor
5
6

vehicle in this state.
Section 5.

Subsection (1) of section 320.0843, Florida

7 Statutes, is amended to read:
8

320.0843

9
lO

(1)

License plates for wheelchair users.-

Be�¼ftft¼ft�-w¼�h-�he-±9+4-±¼eeftse-�ag-yeaf7 Any

owner or lessee of a motor vehicle who is a resident of, and

11 who is licensed to operate a motor vehicle in, this state and
12 is permanently confined to a wheelchair, upon application to

13 the department accompanied by competent and appropriate proof
14

of disability, and upon payment of the registration fee for

15

motor vehicles for private use as provided in s. 320. 08 (2),

16

(3 ) (a),· (b), or (c), or (9 ), shall be issued a license plate

17

as provided by s. 320.06 which, in lieu of the serial number

18 prescribed by s. 320.06, shall be stamped with the
19

international wheelchair user symbol after the serial number

20 of the license plate.
21

22 created
23

24
25

Section 6.
1:0

Section 320.0844, Florida Statutes, is

read:

320.0844

H andicapped persons; issuance of exemption

entitlement taglets and exemption entitlement cards.-(1)

The Department of Highway Safety and Motor

26 Vehicles shall, upon application, issue an exemption

27 entitlement taglet or exemption entitlement card and a
28

certificate indicating that the bearer has met the

29 requirements of this section to any handicapped Florida
30

resident who is currently certified, by a physic�an licensed

31

under chapters 458 or 459, the Social Security Administration,
9
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or the Veterans Administration, as being severely physically

2 disabled and having permanent mobility problems which
3 substantially impair his ability to ambulate.

The taglet and

4 card shall be as specified by the department and shall be of
5 such size as to be clearly visible.

The card shall bear the

"6 international wheelchair symbol and the Seal of the State of
7 Florida.

The taglet shall be affixed to the lower left corner

8 of the Florida lic;ense plate of any vehicle used to transport

9 the applicant.

The card shall be displayed in the lower right

10 corner of the rear window of any vehicle used to transport the
11 applicant.
12

(2)

The department may adopt rules necessary to carry

13 out this section and to provide the procedures for assuring
14

that all applicants meet the qualifications prescribed in this

15 section.
16
17

. (3)

application and certificate and design an appropriate taglet

18 and card.

19 tag agents.
20

The department shall prescribe the form of the

(4)

Applications shall be supplied to all authorized
T he department shall prescribe the fee to be paid

21 by the applicant for the taglet and card and the certificate,

22 but the fe e shall not exceed 50 cents.

All such fees shall be

23 used by the department to defray the expenses of administering

24 this section.
25

(5)

Any person who fraudulently obtains or unlawfully

26

uses such taglet or card or who uses an unauthorized replica

27

of such taglet or card with the intent to deceive is guilty of

28

a nonmoving traffic violation, punishable as provided in s.

29
30

318.18 (2).

31
10
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Section 7 .

Section 320.0806, and subsections (5} and

2

(6} of section 320.0842, Florida Statutes, are hereby

3

repealed.

4

Section 8 .

This act shall take effect October 1, 1979.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Requires governmental agencies and nongovernmental
entities to provide a certain number of parking spaces
for disabled persons. Establishes standards for such
parking spaces. Prohibits unauthorized use of such
spaces. Requires the Department of Highway Safety and
Motor Vehicles to issue an exemption entitlement taglet
or card and certificate to certain disabled persons.
Allows vehicles bearing such taglet or card or a license
plate issued pursuant to s. 320.0842, F.s., which
vehicles are transporting certain disabled persons to
park in the specially designated parking spaces. Exempts
a vehicle bearing such taglet or card and transporting a
disabled person or a vehicle bearing a "DV" license plate
from certain parking penalties and fees. Provides for
issuance of license plate to wheelchair user who is a
lessee of a motor vehicle. Prohibits a person from
fraudulently obtaining or unlawfully using such taglet or
card or using an unauthorized replica thereof. Repeals
provisions relating to issuance of "HP" license plates.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

11
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PARKING FOR THE HANDICAPPED OUTLINE(Proposed)
The substance of the proposed amendments to the Florida �s �
concerning parking for handicapped persons is outlined b�w:\�)
I.

Parking spaces provided by governmental agencies (s.
A.
B.

c.

II.

Who?
1. All state agencies and
2. Political subdivisions

t
�t>�i ;1i� A��HtVES
STATE
DEPARTMENT OF
R. A. GRAY BUILD,N\

�es

5f3

What?
1. Must provide special parking spaces for the handi
capped (who have been certified by DHSMV and have
affixed a sticker to their tag).
How many?
1. At least one space even though the government
building does not have a parking facility for general
users.
2. At least 4 spaces for rehabilitation centers.
3. At least one space for every 150 metered spaces.
4. And, 2% of the spaces in every parking lot providing
parking for the public at large.

D.

Design
1. Accessible to curb cuts.
2. 12' wide for 45° or 90 ° spaces.
3. Parallel spaces are to be at the ends of (parking)
blocks.
4. Blue lines.
5. Signs must be approved by DOT.

E.

Penalties for violation
1. $15 fine.
2. Towing

-zo ?--

Parking provided by non- governmental entities (s. 316.1956)
A.

Who?

B.

What
1. Must provide special parking spaces for the handi
capped (who have been certified by DHSMV and have
affixed a sticker to their tag).

C.

How Many

1.

1.

All businesses licensed to do business with the public.

Spaces
1 15
15 20
21 100
101 - 1000
1001 & up
fl:

fl:

0

HP Spaces

1
2

2%
20 plus 1% of all spaces over 1000
-1-

/!

99
� 323 � �
Tallahas
z;
tf__carton

-2D.

Design
1. Same as those provided by governmental entities.

E.

Penalty
1. $15
The current law does not now permit towing under
s. 316.1956 although towing is authorized
under s. 316.1955)

III.

Parking Fee Exemption
A.

Who?

1.

2.
3.
B.

IV.

V.

VI.

Persons certified with DHSMV and displaying a
(handicap) sticker.
Drivers transporting such persons.
Disabled veterans.

What?
1. Shall not be charged (by governmental entities)
for parking on public streets or in any metered
spaces.

Parking Penalty Immunity (s. 316.1964)
A.

Who?
1. Same as III (above) except disabled vets not
having wheelchair plates.

B.

What?
1. Shall not be penalized for parking except in
"No Parking" and bus loading zones.

Exemption Entitlement Stickers (s. 320.0844)
A.

Who?

B.

What?
1. A l" x 1 1/2" sticker that is to be placed on the
license plate (indicating the driver of the vehicle
is entitled to benefits and exemptions so long as
he is transporting a certified handicapped person.
2. A certificate verifying that the holder is entitled
to privileges afforded handicapped citizens by the
state.

C.

Qualifications.
1. Florida resident.
2. Certified by physician as having "permanent mobility
problems which substantially impair his or her
ability to ambulate.

1.

DHSMV shall issue (NOT THE TAG AGENTS).

Repeals HP, DV(wheelchair), and wheelchair user plates.
(NOTE: DV plates are unaffected.)

DATE: April S, 1�79

SEilATE STAFF ANALYSIS Al'ID ECO:WMIC IMPACT STATEMEilT

1.

2.

R.EEf.B.E.lfil

��pt
Christensen

3.
SUBJECT:

-.

1.

o •'

Tr

2. ECCA
3, W&M

�

Fav/CS
--.-----

Parking exenptions and privil
.._. _, LL rlo, AND SPONSOR:
:'!
for disable::l persons
B 139 and 292 by 'Ir.
® @
, Senators Spicola,
�
D
�erson and Neal
[P
teproduced

I.

SUMMARY:

STATE ARCHIV
ES
; DEPARTMENT
OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BU
ILDING

>!3 ( 3 J

Present Situation: tanahassee FL 3239
'
9_ 50
er
�
xemption and
In order to qualif� ���i
special parking privileges, a disabled person must be
certified as having a "permanent mobility problem which
substantially impairs his ability to ambulate," and in
addition, must be a licensed driver and a vehicle owner.

A.

Two plates are issued to qualified disabled persons
(disabled veterans are issued special DV plates): the
HP (handicapped person) plate and the wheelchair user
plate. Either plate entitles the disabled person to
park in specially designated handicapped parking spaces.
In addition, a parking exemption sticker is issued to
persons whose vehicle already bears an HP, DV or wheel
chair symbol plate. The sticker grants an exemption from
payment of parking fees on public streets, and penalty
immunity.

The minimum number of special parking spaces required
to be provided by governmental agencies is one space
each for vehicles with HP, DV, or wheelchair symbol
plates: (1) in the immediate vicinity of a public
building, and (2) for each 300 metered on-street or
public parking lot spaces. Licensed businesses are
presently not required to provide parking for handicapped
persons; however, if a business elects to so provide,
it must do so in accordance with the minimum number
requirements of the Standard Building Code.
Current law provides for enforcement by any law
enforcement officer. Section 318.141(1) provides that
a traffic infraction enforcement officer may issue a
traffic citation only when he observes the commission
of a traffic infraction.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:

Any disabled person who is certified in the manner
required by current law would qualify for the parking
fee exemption, penalty immunity and special handicapped
parking privileges. Such disabled person would not
have to own the vehicle or be a licensed driver.

A qualified disabled person would, for a fee of 50¢.
receive a transferable metal parking permit which would,
when displayed on the lower left corner of the plate
of the vehicle transporting him, afford the driver the
parking exemption, privilege and penalty immunity.

The HP plate would no longer be issu�d, sinc e the permit
may be used with a regular alpha-numeric plate. However,
the wheelchair user plate would be retained for those
who qualify. The only change relating to DV plates
would be to delete the licensed driver requirement for
the parking fee exemption.
-Page 1 of 2-

CS/SB 139 and 202( Tr.,Spicola, Peterson
and Neal )
Summary and Analysis
Committee on Transportation

Page 2

The bill provides that the following minimum number of
spaces shall be provided by governmental agencies:
1) 1 space in imne:liate vicinity of a bldg. with
no on-premise public parking.
2) 1 space per 150 metered on-street parking
spaces.
3) For public parking lots, see chart below:
#Spaces
1

21
101

20
- 100
- 1000

Over 1000 -

# Handicapped Spaces
1
2

2+ 1% for ea. 100 spaces (or fraction
thereof)over 100 spaces
11 + additional space for ea. 500 spaces
(or fraction thereof) over 1000 spaces.

Licensed businesses would not be required to provide
handicapped parking spaces, but if they chose to do so,
they would be required to follow the minimum number
required of government agencies ( see chart above )
rather than the building c odei. Subsection (5) of
·s. 316.1955 which refers to building codes, would
be repealed.
The bill authorizes a traffic infraction enforcemenh
officer to issue a c itation for a parking infraction
when he observes any illegally parked vehicle. Parking
enforcement specialists would also be authorized to
enforce the provisions relating to parking for
disabled persons.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND F ISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Any disabled person desiring the parking exemption and
privilege would pay a 50¢ fee for the taglet or c ard
and c ertificate.

B.

Government:
The department has indicated that it would require an
additional appropriation of $2,500 to cover the cost of
ordering 1 0,000 metal permits.
Extension of the parking exemption and privilege to
more disabled persons would generate an unknown, small
amount of revenue from the sale of the parking permit.
However, an undetermined loss in revenue would result
from a greater number of disabled persons �eing entitled
to parking fee exemptions.

III.

COMMENTS: None

" FORUM ON PARKING FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
A Forum to draft proposed legislation dealing with special parking privileges and accommodations
for the physically handicapped was hosted by the Committee for Assistance to the Physically Im
paired (a St. Petersburg City Council advisory committee) and was held in Room 101 of City Hall,
at 1:30 p.m., on Friday, 29 September 1978.

In attendence were: the Chairperson of the Committee for Assistance to the Physically Impaired
(Robert D. Sinclair) and six regular CAPI members, Don Donley (Administrative Aide/City of St.
Petersburg, Sgt. Bill Braun (St. Petersburg Police Department), Tom Renshaw (Chief of Traffic
Engineering, City of St. Petersburg), Douglas M. Moore (Director, Department of License and
Inspections, City of St. Petersburg), Florida State Representative Dorothy Eaton Sample (District 61),
George H. Garnhart (Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, District 5), Andrew A.
Orsini (Executive Director, Easter Seal Society, Pinellas County), Barney Register (Legislative
Director, Tampa Bay Paralyzed Veterans Association), Natalie Fleischak�r (Recording Secretary,
Florida Council of Handicapped Organizations), Alan R. Logan (Executive Director, Society for.
Accessible Construction and Accessibility Chairman, Florida Council of Handicapped Organizations),
a staff worker for Florida State Representative Mary R. Grizzle (District 53). Of those participating
five were wheel chair users ar,id another the husband of a wheel chair user
The Forum was officated by Robert Sinclair (CAPI Chairperson) and moderated by Alan Logan.

Areas of concern to be addressed by the panel were: recipient determination, vehicle identification,
parking space requirements, parking space identification and enforcement. Mutual agreement was
achieved as follows:
Recipient Determination- The privilege should be afforded to persons in either of two groups
on an equal basis: (l) a person who is currently certified by one Iicensed physician under
chapter 458 or chapter 459, the Social Security Administration, or the Veterans Administration
as a severely physically disabled individual with permanent mobility problems which substan
tially impair his or her ability to ambulate AND who is licensed to operate a motor vehicle
in this state -or- (2) a person who in. addition to being currently certified as above (1) and
who is not licensed to operate a motor vehicle in this state but who is determined by the
certifying physician or administration to be disabled in such a manner that at no time should
the individual be left unattended in public (person's age being no factor) and that a statement,
to this effect, be a part of the certification.
In neither category, (1) or (2), should the recipient be required to be the owner of a vehicle.
In this manner persons who are not of legal age or otherwise incapable of owning a vehicle
will be afforded the privilege as will qualifying licensed drivers who borrow, rent or lease
vehicles.

Vehicle Identification- It was noted by the Panel that many persons qualifying for this privilege·
do not have physical access to their rear windows and that many vans either have no rear win
dow or have no rear window or no clear rear window through which an identification device
could be viewed. The identification credential should be issued to the qualifying individual
and should be portable. The best solution offered was that a smal I metal tag be issued with
a single hole drilled so that the device could be attached by screw (or bolt) to any Florida
tag in the lower left corner of the tag (drill hole postioned to accomplish this placement).
The currently issued DY/Wheel Chair .Symbol (FS 320.0842) and Wheel Chair Symbol Suffix
(FS 320.0843) tags shall be continued to be issued as per current criteria BUT they would
have absolutely no validity insofar as special parking privilege is concernf5iu
"recipient identification" would ualify a person for the parking privilege�Th't.J! r�
J
�
-conh nuedteproduced
u
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HANDICAPPED PARK.ING FORUM / page twoand rationale for the retention of the two II SymbolII plates is one of interstate reciprocity.
A qualifying handicapped person (who owns and drives a vehicle) residing in Florida and
possessing a Florida handicapped identification tag(taglet) would probably not be recognized
as qualifying for special handicapped parking privileges in other states if he (or she) possessed
standard Florida alpha/numerical tags even with the small taglet. Most all law enforcement
agencies recognize and honor the 11 Symbol11 as a qualifying criteria for handicapped parking.
Therefore the two symbol plates could be useful, in other states, to the qualified handicapped
driver. There is little nationwide acceptance of the II HP11 tag as anything but a standard tag
and for this reason the 11 HP11 tag should be abandoned.
The suggested taglet would be difficult to counterfeit (much more so than the once suggested
cards or placards which could be photographically copied in quantity) and improper use of
the taglet should be subject ta civil penalty. Taglet (Permit) cost should be from $1 to $3.
Enforcement personnel stated that license tag placement of the qualifying identification was
the only practical method. Rear window placement is impractical for reasons previously stated
and any non-fixed ID placement would inconvenience and jeopardize enforcement procedure.
If required to be placed upon dash board: dash could be too high to be viewed from exterior
(vans), ID could fall from 'dash and thus not be viewable or driver (or other recipient) could
claim that ID was properly displayed on dash when in fact it was not, could easily be lost or
stolen. Placement anywhere except at rear of vehicle could endanger the enforcement officer
by placing him, more than momentarily, in the path of vehicular traffic.
Parking Space Requirements- It was agreed that to avoid confusion on the part of parking space
suppliers, building and traffic regulation officials, enforcement officials, qualifying privilege re
cipients and the general public requirements as to number of required spaces, location of spaces,
configuration of spa ces, disbursement of spaces should be uniform with regard to privately owned
public parking and publically owned public parking. Further the law should require that all
such special parking for the handicapped be both installed and maintained. Under current reg
ulation it is only required that such parking be installed and there is no provision to require
that the parking be continued or properly maintained for any length of time. There should be
a civil penalty for removal of required handicapped parking.
All publically and privately owned public parking, regardless of existence prior to passage of
this legislation should be required to provide suitable special parking for the handicapped per
the following ratios: off-street parking with less than 5 s paces - none required; 5 to 50 spaces 1 required; 51 to 150 spaces - 2 required; 151 to 250 spaces - 3 required; 251 to 500 spaces S required; 501 to 1000 spa ces - 8 required; each additional 1000 or increment thereof - 1
additional space required. Each state agency and political subdivision having jurisdiction over
street parking shall provide special handicapped parkin�, at the foregoing ratios, in the immed
iate vicinity of all public buildings and facilities intended for public use. In addition to all
of the foregoing all public or private parking (off street) shall provide 1 handicapped parking
space for each permanent employee who has been issued the qualifying taglet.
In complexes where a single lot services a number of public facilities or businesses it should be
required that the required number of parking spaces be equally disbursed in the immediate
vicinity of each accessible public entrance.
The state building code and each county or municipal building code shall be construed to in
clude al I provisions of the foregoing. - Building and Traffic regulation officials should have the
authority to increase the number of handicapped parking spaces required if local experience
indicates that an insufficient number of spaces are being provided to meet the needs of the
. handicapped at specific locations.
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All current requirements as to positioning and width (12' for all diagonal and perpendicular
spaces) shall be maintained.
Parking Space Identification- It was unanimously agreed upon that there must be a single
and uniform sign for handicapped parking, that the signs must be at the head of the parking
spaces and be permanently attached (not moveable or turnable) to posts, that painted striping
or parking surface lettering or curb pa inting not be required (because of maintenance and
visibility and confusion with other curb colorings) except in extreme cases where a proper
sign could not be installed. If posts would be impractical or unsafe because of pedestrian
traffic, signs could be allowed on building faces or fences at local official discretion The
identifying taglet issued to qualifying individuals shall be officially titled a II DISABLED
PERSON'S PARKING PERMIT" and all signs for such parking shall be of standard size and
shape and of traffic green on white and shall be worded only "PARKING BY DISABLED
PERMIT ONLY" and each shall also bear the: International Symbol of Accessibility. The
sign should be portrayed graphically in the stotutes and no variations should be allowed.
Enforcement- There presently exists a problem because of the wording of current parking
legislation and the assignment of penalties to "non-moving violation" catagory. Present
statutes refer to enforcement by a "law enforcement officer" and this precludes enforcement
action,
under these stotutes, by " parking specialists". The fine for fraudulently obtaining
I
or unlawfully using the Permit or for unauthorized use of the Disabled Person's Parking
Spaces should be: uniform, substantial (to disencourage violations), enforceable by police
and parking specialists, should not be less than $15. Police officers should have the
authority to require offending vehicles to be moved or impounded but should not be
arbitrarily required to do so.
In conclusion is was agreed that unreasonable or unenforceable parking legislation is of no
value to either authorities or the handicapped. The easier it is for the enforcers to enforce
then the more enforcement there will be. The easier it is for the parking space providers to
understand and comply then the more available handicapped parking there will be. Uniformity
and simplification are essential if the need is to be met and if all concerned are to comply
without· disharmony.
,The foregoing will be presented to governments, organizations of and for the physically impaired,
the business community and to the Transportation Committees of the Florido Senate and House of
Representatives for their comment and approval.

AlanR.�ru��
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